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work amongst the Santals, and already
hundreds .in some of the Missions have
openly professed Christianity. We may

STAR
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to

The
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Publisher
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even now,
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reminder from this oftice.

-

of no avail. But] am
If "ean not he heard at

says there is a heavy debt!

What a pity ! God's treasury both dry and
drowned! Brethren, can we prosper so
long as these things are so? Are we not

are particularly requested to make their remittances
as large as possible and thus save expenses.
Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is
received by

blessed

this great distunce, why, 1 must get nearer ard go in person to the home churches.
My heart burns within me; T can not hold
wy peace. I must go tothe Santals and
that soon. God will.open the way.

oneys thus sent will be at our risk; Otherwise
they will be at the risk of those sending them.
he regular charges for money orders, bank
checks, and Post Ofice money orders may be de-

ducted from the amount due, when

earnestness, and God has

them. This is what I have been begging
to be allowed to do, but so far, it has been
as the Hindu proverb says, like “weeping

ditor.

Terms:

if we

will only work for it. These other socities have gone into the very, heart of the
Santal country and begun ‘operations with

ISSUEL) BY THE
FREEWILL

ripe,

in not

a few

“cursed with a curse”?
throughout

our

Zion

see

of our

churches,

Let every
well

to

pastor
it,

in the Convent of the Sacred Heart, in this
city, and has since “coptinued to interest
herself openly and warmly in the affairs of

her Alma Mater,

drawing with her the

minor daughter, over whom her influence
was naturally great. Why a will that gave
$10,000 to the Children’s Aid Society should
be supplanted by one that placed the whole
property, not excepting that which did not
belong morally to the testator, and not
only the property, but the person and. education of the younger sister, under the absolute control of an alumna of the Sacred
Heart, requires no great shrewdness to
guess, find it is equally easy to conceive of
adequate-agencies for effecting the purpose,
during the last broken and wandering hours
of poor Mr. Greeley’s mind.
Those to
i
Nu
whose judgment I, at least, must defer, en-

tertain no doubt that the ultimate
this famous will controversy was
of the characteristic intrigues of
man priesthood in families where
tain a footing.

and

A SENSATIONAL

cause of
but one
the Rothey ob-

LECTURER.

| without delay, that his church is not robA sensational lecturer under the name of
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under
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2. Ifa person orders his Raper discontinued, he
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decleusion. Many churches are very weak; latanry.
Taking the Sabbath evening for
eice or not.
3. The courts have decided that refusingto take just alive, and some
are ‘‘dying out for one of his piquant and sarcastic entertainnewspapers and periodicals from the po
fice, or
the want of men and women.”
Oh, when
removing and leaving them uncalled fof
prima
ments, and advertising without stint his
Jacie evidence of intentional fraud.
N
will these infirm and ®inking churches clerical, oratorical and humorous preten& When Agents receive premiums, no percentage
learn that to be strong themselves they sions, he obtaiped a large audience in Coopon moneys gent for the Star is allowed in addition.
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&¥~ We send no books out’ to he gold on commission, or otherwise, with the privilege of returning
The very cardinal truth of our Christian well-known theme of Fashion, and under
them.
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philosophy is benevolence, and whoever the devout title of ¢ Old Bonnets.”

fails of learning it must
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Full of a joyful trust,

Within himself to turn—

ous

—

morning

my

heart aches as I think that a few days hence
I must give up this field again and shut
myself up in Midnapore for
months.
For seven years I have been pleadifg to
be allowed to labor for the Santals, but so
far the only answer that comes across the

|

by spare bits when you run off from Midnapore for a breathing spell. Be Mission
Doctor, and Printer, and Book-keeper, and
Superintendent of schools, and Bengali
bazar preacher, and Pastor at Midnapore
and so on, but you shall not lay out time
and strength for the poor jungle people.
They can get on a while longer without
the Gospel. Let them wait till all our institutions of learning .ar¢ properly endowed, and all’ our churches furnished with
+ comfortable meeting houses, and—and—
"and then, may be, we'll send you to the
Santals.
¢
This is the response the home churches
have sent back to cause, my heart to sink
within me, Last July, as I lay sick and
why

it could be the Lord’s will to call me away
before T had done the work to which He
directed my mind wkile a student in Ameriva, and which I kept steadily before my
eye in all my studies,
collegiate, theological and medical, and when

to prayer,

the

fearful

the wasted body

fever

hegan to

in

answer

yielded

gather

and

strength

1 felt that it had pleased God to spave me
for the dear Santals, and I should yet be at
work amongst them. But how long shall
this fond hope be deferred? Has any one
taken the pains to read all that has been
written

home

to

the

Star,

the

Freeman

and the Baptist Union about these poor
Santals? We have been trying for years
to tell our brethren of the churches how
wonderfully the way had been opened up
for labor amongst these people of the hills
and jungles, and how other Missionary
socief¥es have read the signs of the ‘times
and entered heartily into the new field, and

reaped largely, leaving Free Baptists,

who

were. the pioneers in this field, to lag
shamefully in the rear. To-day'not less than

‘four other societie§

have

begun

America

if

and

we but

bids

Just

and

India,

and

prove

ourselves

us enter in,

He
bhe-

“nothing

now

what

cheers

us

Sinanta’s wife, whose two sons were

school chiidren,

were

baptized in the

lage tank. Constant
work are needed at

vil-

visitation and hard
Bhimpore,- and the

same might be said of other Santal

villages

where we have schools.
Next month
(D.V) I hope to be out several days
among the schools. My sister is still at
Bhimpore and will go on_next week to
Kusumduhuri, Madhu’s village, where with
several of our Christian »girls she will
spend a little time in working for the
Santal women - and children. And now,
in closing, let me ask: Will not somebody
in all America do something to -help us
form a Santal Mission now ?
:

Atlantic
is no, mg, No; let the Santals
alone, save the little you can do for them

wondering

us

read.

we hope to be on the way to Midnapore.
What a happy time we have had this trip.
The
Santal School-masters’ semi-arnual
Meeting, and the two branch churches
have occupied -thg whole time, and time
was never more delightfully spent. Do
you know, that this Santal work ‘is very (

near, I was

‘“‘mind”

baptized last July, wished to make public
profession of her faith in Christ, also a
lad in Sanatan’s family. They were examined and together with to of our

After three weeks in tlie jungles our
faces are turned homeward.
Beside this
beautiful river Cassai our camp stands to-

death seemed

his

most is the eagerness of the Santal women
to learn. Those before baptized are doing
very well indeed. They are helping others
to find the true way. My wife and sister
found many others ready to listen this time
and quite a number willing to learn to

:

important ? How

in

us,

improving.

Correspondence.

very

await

fore

Came Daepua Guar, India,
January 28, 1873.
§

and

Let

doubting.” «Shall we obey him?
At Bhimpore the prospects are constantly

Alas! not always is men’s ardor
Given to truth’s.clear rays;
Then well for him who learning’s good
Not with a heart’s loss pays;
Therefore join, for your best weal,
Wordling’s eye with earnest zeal!
—German of Schiller.

' - interesting

consecration.

worthy of the Great Captain’s favor.
now opens wide doors of usefulness

’

night, and before light to-morrow

and

flourish, both

The heart kept in a cold repose
At last against all love will close.

—

nearer

we shall be lengthening our cords and planting the standard of the cross on yet unbroken soil. Mighty triumphs and glori-

Yet that all is false and narrow,
He has perforce to learn,
Then seeks he from the thronging world,

Missionary

draw

rather to know more of the ‘‘fellowship of
his sufferings.” Then will our churches

He thinks what moves his inmost soul
Those also round him must;
And in his warm and noble zeal,
Devotes his strength to truth’s best weal.

a

Brethren,

be in us, and then we servants shall no
longer seek to be above our Lord, but

The good man steps into the world,

a

churches.

to the cross on which the Saviour gave his
life for sinners, and pray for fresh inspira-

1873.

Light and Warmth.
tl

wilt and die be-

neath the Divine disapproval. From this
far off land once more Ieall out to the

A

oJ.

L.

P.

memento
SE

New

York

CURIOSITIES

Correspondence.

New Yorx, March 14, 1873.
OF THE GREELEY WILL CASE.

The curiosities of the Greeley

will

case

dn not seem yet to have entirely wearied
discussion. The singular animosity developed by that controversy on the part of
many persons who had apparently no business with it,and in particular the unaccountably large resources and personnel of the
assault on the harmless and passive Children's Aid Society, suggested to almost
everybody that something was at work under all the ferment, the nature of which
could only be conjectured. The last Nation
comes to the defense of the Children’s Aid
Society against the officious and preposterous cavils of persons who pretend publicly
to withdraw support which it is pretty evi-

dent they never had given to that institution. I find that the best informed—outside, of course, the circle of defeated contestants—put the facts together in a, shape
they have never publicly assumed, There
is no other interest or power on earth that
bears toward the Children’s Aid Society the
rancorous malice exhibited iu these attacks,

except the Roman Catholic priesthood

its followers.

and

Nine-tenths, at least, of the

beneficiaries of the C. A. S., are rescued

CHURCH

and proposes to embark in

warfare,

interference

legal and illegal, from the

and

annoyance,

* religious” in-

terest that suffers by the transfer of Irish
children from Catholic pauperism and vice
to Protestant industrial schools and homes

of virtue.

A will that favored this Society

was obnoxious, therefore, not only to a
powerful interest; but to an interest spécial-

a large

church-

and

tree,

and

river,

and

star. And exactly this we assume, perhaps without knowing ‘it, when we speak
of this or that man’s employment as being

this or that man’s

calling.

We

use -the

word as in smothered meaning, to signify
only his engagement or life-occupation ;
but there lingers in it, we may see, a certain

divine

recollection, as

if it were

his

privilege to be, as by God’s personal and
particular call. He may not so believe,
himself, but just as surely ashe is in his

own right place, he is ih that to which

he

is called, whether he has ever thought of
it that way or not. Some are not in their

place, and it is their
never can be.

But

infelicity that they

the .great majority

men I do think are

led,

drawn,

of

beckoned,

vation given to mankind;

but

ther,

when

all such inquiries are ended, you can be
absolutely sure of your calling, by seeking unto God's ;oracle for it. Tided inwardly by his divine Spirit, as you may
be, you will flow in sweetly, as by silent
drift, into the very thing whichis to be
your calling ; whether it be trade, manu-

facture, or any other calling. And then
having found your occupation, and come
into it by the calling of God, what satisfaction wil! you have in it! How reverently,
lovingly, safely, will you invest your life
in it !'—Dr. Bushnell.
=

rns

Dress of the Divine Shepherd.

siveness which has infected

The

the

prominent

S——

Lord,

our

Shepherd,

coming

out

New York churches for some years past,
shows its reactionary effect, stimulating the
opposite principle to go farther beyond the
modes of conventionalism than our plain
but conservative fathers would have dream-

to hunt the lost sheep, puts on mo regal
apparel, but the plain garment of our
humanity, - There was nothing pretentious about it. I know the old painters

ed of.

but
I don't suppose that there was any
more halo about that child than about the
head of any other babe that was born that
Christmas eve in Judea. + Becoming a
man, he wore a seamless garment. The

By the by, 1 heard Mr. Hepworth

remark, the other day, that he expected to
preach only two or three Sundays more in
Steinway Hall, when the new iron tabernacle by the Girand Central Depot would
be ready for dedication.
The Fulton street daily prayer meeting
is held once more in the Old North Dutch’

represent
a halo

around

scissors and needle

make

had

it graceful.

sack with

the: babe,

done

Jesus,

nothing

to

I take it to have been

three holes

in

it, one

for

a
the

neck and two for the arms. Although the
thing for the refreshment-and improvement gamblers quarreled over il, /that is ne evof the new chapel,including its bad acoustic: idence of its value. Ihave seen two ragproperties. The meetings are, as always, pickers quarrel over the refuse of an ashchurch.

They

are

trying

to

do

-some-

perceptibly larger on the street level of “the
old church, though the noises of Fulton St.

disturb it seriously. I always fancy, too,
that the grave formal presenceof the ecclesiastical auditorium predisposes to speeches
and discourages the more simple and spontaneous utterances. A brother to-day asked the meeting to pray for the editors, proprietors and reporters of the New York
Sun. One could do no less than say amen
to a request so needful in the extreme. But
‘when he explained that he wanted that bad
lot of fellows sustained by Christian prayers

barrel.

No!

in the

wardrobe

of heaven,

he left the sandals of light,

the girdles

of

beauty, therobes of power.

The work

of

saving this world

was

rough

work,» hard

work ; ahd Jesus-put on the raiment,
plain raiment,

of

our

flesh.

The

were to beat him, the erowds

the

storms

were to jos-

tle him, the dust was to sprinkle

him,

the

mobs were to pursgce him. O Shepherd
of lsrael! Jeave at home thy bright array;
for thee, what streams to ford, what nights
all unsheltered ! He puts upon him the
raiment of our humanity, wears

our

woes,

in a crusade against intemperance, it seemed like asking divine grace and unction
for Satan in rebuking sin. However, the
prayers were offered, very properly, only
there might have been a little more discrimination of phrase, perhaps.
Another, a
business man, reported his experience in
dedicating the week past entirely to religious visitation of the poor and sick; hav-

and while earth and heaven and hell stand
amazed at the abnegation, wraps around
him the shepherd’s plaid.— Talmage.

ing not gone onceto his place of business;

colic. This remark is made to introduce
the subject of petty annoyances.
Pebple are very fond of reading yon
lectures on the folly of being cut up, or

and much was said of the necessity of
Christian laymen giving their time more
freely and generally to evangelistic

labors.

A recently published article urges that the
free gospel that is wanted does not consist

wholly in free seats, but quite as nA

An

free preaching, in a free and spontaneous
style, by unprofessional lips. We find that
publi¢ halls can not answer the purpose of
churches, and conversely (as in the case of
the Fulton street prayer meeting) the
church will not do exactly what is sometimes wanted

of the

hall.

Just

so,

while

laymen can not supersede the clergy, they
can do something which the clergy must
fail to accomplish. A partial illustration
is found in the Holly Tree Inn movement,
and the Lynn church which opens its doors

nightly for entertainmegt

to the

homeless

or away from home, and the ¢* United Work-

ers” of Now Haven, who find their reading
and coffee rooms overrun with neglected
boys. All these are or should be a sort of
indirect and unavowed preaching. But I
am cut. short,
Vib,
eee

reef lp

Mp prmen

It

is an important

ED

consideration

that

fied

for the

time

if you had rheumatism, or gout,

or

@ing cut down, by little things.

as

bilious

The doc-

in robust health,

and

off for

a vacation, he'is borne by the
headlong speed, away from
city, and onward into the free
country! Bufylet one have the

train with
the dismal
and joyous
hay fever

in the same conditions, and

the

let

smoke

and sharp cinder-dust wake up a whole
gust of sneezes, and rain of tears growing every

hour

worse,

and

petty

One is to sit at’ the table with people who
with

loud

acclaim,

smacking

their

the

confidential

conver-

to face

matter.

the

Good manners are imperative. You lose
the pleasure of the whole evening. What
shall be said of a. man who if not a gentleman, is in the place of a gentleman,
and is expected to be gentlemanly, and
who yet will suffer himself to be saturated with tobacco? His hair is pestiferously fragrant, his coat smells, and his
skin, his mouth, his very eyes reek tobacco, and yet he hovers about among men
and women without“a particle of con‘sciousness.

Now,

some

love the smell

of

"There are two ways of dealing with
sorrow. You may shrink with a tender
sensitiveness from everything that expressly and openly recalls the name that is
graven og your very heart; or you may
welcomo Wd cherish any memorial that reminds you of the loved ones, and the life

now hidden with Christ.

We

can not al-

together overcome
the first instinct of
seclusion with our grief and with our God ;

and this is well, for it is in such solitude

we hold secret fellowship with him ‘with
whom do live the spirits of them that depart hence in the Lord,” and yet a pastorate of nearly twenty-five years has convinced me that they who in.sorrow pass from
the communion of saints to communion
with God, from the holy-place to the most
holy, are those {ato whose hearts the promised Comforter pours the

softest

and gost

You go to church-or

to 'a concert.

In comes a richly dressed party, who sit
down next in [ront of you, redolent of
musk. Every time they stir, the perfume

that prowled around the camp all ¢ay and

barked all night.
so kindly

’

So

If one spoke to them ever

they were

frightened and suspi--

cious, and ran away, not. knowing what it
meant.
One, more wise than the rest, or

more loving, followed

the travelers across

ladies and gentlemen

fed and coaxed him, .

the valleys and mountains to Beyrout.

The

whenever the party stopped to eat or rest.
At the end of their several days’ travel together, as they left him on the shore of the:
sea, he seemed to be getting into his poos
head a-little of what Christianity meaunt—
even to a dog.

:

Events of the Week.
——

aa

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE ELECTION.

The results of the New

Hampshire

elec—

tion are not so very bad.
It seems that
Governor Straw (Republican) is elected
by the people, and that the Republican
candidates for Congress in the First and
Second districts are also elected. In that
case, we shall have two Republicans amd
one

Democrat

in

Congress,

for

there

is

hardly any doubt concerning the Thizd dis«
trict. But there is a Republican legislature, so that there would be a Republican
Governor in any case.
There was a
vote polled, many’ were disgusted

light
with .

Credit Mobilier and back pay, large hopes:
were placed on the influence of the 5000
majority in November, and the result is as
near a Republican defeat as one likes to
see.
THE MASS. SENATORSHIP.

Henry

S.

Boutwell,

Secretary of the -

Treasury, was last Thursday elected to succeed Henry Wilson in the U. 8. Senate,
whose term would expire in A877. Mr.
Boutwell is well and . favorably known
to the country, has had large experience
in national affairs,

and

his

election

gives

great satisfaction. His strongest rival for
the vacancy was Representative Dawes,
who. received 115 votes, while
Mr.
Boutwell received 152 in. a total of 275.
It is not yet known

who will

succeed

See.

“The company

vague, undefined impulse that drives people to and carries them through a host of
disagreeable offices in this life, perhaps

of agreement from amalgamating with any
like enterprise. The oceanic cable business must be in a flourishing condition...
We have two already, this will make the
third, and they are all sure of constant
employment.
The rates ought fo be low

with

the

hope

of a reward

to come, to a

third.
n
:
A yearning of &mpty, unfilled lives, for
#4 place in God's plan; for some outlet to
the strong energies and sympathies which
have been lying so long wrapped away in
the napkin of conventionality. Such are a
few of the lights in which *¢ doing good”
is looked upon and pictured.
‘ Doing good,” a phrase, an impulse, an
enthusiasm, a term?
hfe is a phrase,

Then

a term.

- For

all

our

obli-

gations to God, our duty to man, our relations each to each are comprehended in
these words.
God the source; man the

object'on whom the
poured.

stream

must’

be

out-

Sermon.

the first, from the text, ‘And ‘they, being
convicted out of their own conscience, went

out one by one.” On this occasion no one
ventured to retire from the assembly, but
the guilty ones resigned themselves, with
as good grace as, possible, to the lash of
their pastor.

Dogs

its

cables

articles

will

doubt—

less make them so.
2
TO DELINQUENT TAX-PAYERS.
Governor Kellogg of Louisiana fas is~
sued a proclamation to delinquent tax-payvers, seffing forth that the unpaid taxes

New Orleans, and. instructing

the law

of Palestine.

A traveler who made a trip through Egypt
and the Holy Land, says that when he landed at Athens he was struck by the unhappy

of-

ficers to prosecute civilly and criminally
all who resist after the issue of the proela-

mation. The same dispatch gives a rumor
that ex-Judge Campbell, who was promi-—
nent in the operations of the committee:
of two hundred who visited Washington
in the Warmoth-McEunery interest, is to

More than a hun
years ago there
graduated at Harvard University a man by
the name of Grindall Rawson, who subsequently settled in the -minisiry al Yarmouth, on Cape Cod. He used to preach
very pointed sermons. Having heard that
some of his parishioners were in the habit
of making him the object of their mirth at a
grogshop, be onc Sabbath preached a discourse from the text, ‘‘And I was the song
of the drunkard.” His remarks were of a

The

by

amount to nearly two and a half millions,
higher | of which a million and a half is due frou

the

all

is forbidden

er, and this increase of

be

disbarred,—for what reason it is not stat—
ed.
:
RESIGNATION OF GLADSTONE.
The Gladstone
Ministry of England
seems to have come to

a sudden

and

wum-

expected end after an existence of over
three years. The ministry was defeated
by the ‘Tories on the

Irish

University

bill,

which Gladstone and his allies had labored:
hard to make a law. It is claimed that the
educational facilities of Ireland are inadequate,

and

to

reorganize

University

Ed-

been settled, the Irish church has bee
disestablished, the ballot has been intro-

duced, and the purchase
army has been gbolished.

system’
:

in

the

MEXICO.

Advices

from

Mexico

show

a.

rathex

stormy _gapdition of affairs. A revolutionary outbreak is imminent in Oaxaca. The
government has addressed a dignified reply
to the British communication concerning
thé Honduras affair, saying that measures
will be taken to guard against raids in the

future, but that no indemnity will be paid. .
Religious fanaticism is rife, and a’ serious -

The

collision has occurred between the Protestants and Catholics.
THE GERMAN PARLIAMENT,
The German Parliament was reopened
last Wednesday.
King William made the
opening speech in person, and represents
They care for nobody.
Wild, fierce, sad, that the affairs of the Ewpire are in a
sour, hating and hated, yet they could not. prosperous condition. Jesuitism may well
stay from man. They needed human sym- tremble, for Bismarck and the King are
pathy, and help of human love and teaching set against it. And well théy may be.

frm

#

ais
HE

ad

ucation ‘in Ireland was the question at
issue. Itis now quite possible that Disraeli may become the leader of the English government.
But
(Gladstone has
done weil for his coudtry. During his
premiership the Irish land ‘question has

[4]

-

The rocky valleys

were full of shaggy, yellow, wolfish dogs,

enthusiastic girls, to others ; some unknown,

crunching that is going on.. One may be
ashamed to be annoyed by such bad
about it ? T “aiii”"annoyed.
Then too I
am greatly annoyed by the rank perfumes
which people use, for thé express purpose
of making every one uncomfortable about

the walls of Jerusalem.

Boutwell in the Treasury. In the mean- h=aling balms.—Bickersteth.
time assistant Secretary Richardson per-ER
a ana
forms the duties of the office.
Doing Good.
THE NEW ATLANTIC CABLE COMPANY.
—.to—
The
prospectus of the eompany which
Perhaps there are no words in the English language that are looked upon with -has organized to lay a cable from PlyEngland, to Rye Beach, New
more widely different feelings, or that car- mouth,
ry more diverse impressions than these— Hampshire, is published. All the money
necessary for carrying out the project has
‘¢ doing good.”
for the con-~Dry, hackneyed, canting term, in the been secured, and contracts.
ears of some; something that takes with struction of the cable have been concluded. .

wharf was fulljof dogs, but not one wagged
his taill = And/up the long way of the Nile,
and from Dan to Beersheba, or rather from
Beersheba to Dan, as he went, although
all
the towns and caravans were beset by hundreds of dogs, he never once saw a dog
wag his tail. They belong to nobody.

them.

Whereas

with

You have

and impolite appearance of the dogs.

of the

ministry.

sations,

for dinner,

lips, and sounding forth the crushing and
mouth manners; but what is to be done

Christian

you continually

annoy-

ance hecomes something worthy of regard. Ihave met my petty annoyances.

you are permitted, if at all, to go into
your business occupation by a really divine call, ' Not many, I suspect, ever think
of such a possibility, for a merely secular
employment, or for any but that perhaps

real and really grand truth is that God has
ly powerful in the Greeley family. The ‘1 place for every man, in what iy to be his
Mission . eldest danghter had received her education | particular employment, as: he has a place

than the Arabs themselves, they gotno help

onions

trine is well enough in’ the slip-shod way
in which men are instructed in this undertaught and mistpught world.
:
But what would be thought of one who
‘very moving character, so much so that
was laughed at for being afraid of such a
many of his hearers rose and left the house
very little thing as a wasp’s sting? It is
in the midst of the sermon.
the nervous condition upon which an*>anA short time afterward the preacher denoyance falls that determines its force.
livered a discourse still more pointed than
Who cares for dust and
cinders and
smoke, when

dirty, and wild, and wretched, and thieving

from them.
The caravan camped a week just outside:

eaten

A Pointed
being,

Buf only a little

quite unconscious of the result, turns to

has

mam
2 Lo 2

A pair of boots that pirich a corn are
as great
a misery,

\

to make them good.

and,

who

Petty Annoyances.

eat

Called to a Business Life.

stinks; and they stir all the time. But
even this is better than to sit by a lady

whispered into their calling, some pushed good tobacco. I confess that a fragrant
in by stern necessities, some by urgent cigar, at a little distance, smoked by a
wants or incapacities, some crowded in by proper person, in a proper place, and in
Providential circumventions. . Meantime a a proper manner, is not
disagreeable.
blessed few find their places by going to But in the cabin of a steamboat, in a parGod for them. And this most sublime and lor, in a railway car, the first whiff of toreally glorious privilege is for all and for all bacco smoke sets me into a combative
kinds of places and employments. There mood.
Great evils are apt to excite great
is such a thing us spiritual guidance for powers’ of endurance, but small annoymen. You can form some judgment of ances fall ——.
in ‘our undefended
your calling by finding what others think moods, and have us-at advantage. We
of you; by considering “also your tastes, can repel armed robbers, but who can
and temper, and capabilities: what kind of fight a mosquito? We can arm against
loads you can carry; what kind of annoy- bears and lions, but against gnats and fleas
ances you can bear; ‘also by considering who can make head ?
what opportunities of good are afforded;
tpt
Pre
and where you can make yourself of greatTwo Ways of Sorrowing.
est consequence to mankind, and the sal-

building enterprise for the masses, in some
central position near Broadway.
Thus,
again, the tendency to fashion and exclu-

from the tyranny of vicious but staunch
Roman Catholic parents, and its history has
been one long defense against every form
of

DOINGS.

Another popular free church comes into
line alongside of Robinson, Tyng and Hepworth, under the leadership of Rev. Wayland Hoyt, the successful Baptist preacher
of Strong Place, Brooklyn. The ‘‘Tabernacle” Baptist church on Second avenue, near
Tenth street and old St. Marks, calls Mr.
Hoyt from Strong Place (without an increase of salary) offers its property for sale,

for every rock,

-

Fans

’
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Friendships

.out against the

name, unspeakably

and the rough, jagged corners

and Friends.

——

PRESENT.

THOSE OF THE PAST AND THE
Who

bus

mourns

the

death

But who mourns the death
Yet

what

we

call

not

are
of

this

till its mightier vitality shall be experienced
in the fullness of his presence,
for eternity.
Not long ago seems that past communion,

looked into the catacombs

short

though

Itis an

immortal

remembrance.

it

call

we

reality,

still

past

them,—that

with

present

however long past the first experience of
it. And in our foré-sight they live to us,

our advance to the eternal re-

but

union.

It was not themselves that we

away

out

of our

sight

and

beyond

laid

their

of
sight of us, in the deep, dark bosom
earth, but the garment and instrament they

wore and-used for their earthly mission.
But of our dead friendships ? = Alas! they
are dead’ indeed. They are buried to a
depth deeper, darker, colder than the grave.
Dead,
worse,

extinct forever,—if not yet
transformed to hates, their ghosts

haunting us, undying tormentors—or, if
not better, we recall them in resurrection
from the enmity, estrangement or neglect,

and in this experience the joy for *‘the dead-

If friend-

lost-found!”

ship were appreciated as the gold it is, it
would not be lightly thrown away as it is
after possession, mor its acquisition neglected. Yet it is not strange that it should
be so, after self casts away from its own
person its own proper estate, or spurns or

neglects its own redemption and advancement to all of character, station, happiness

"and glory inherent to a son of God.

What to me is a friend—a true friend?

~ Another self. A duplication of my own
being. From being one, by acquiring him
I am become two. In my single self I was
more than all material worlds;

in him with

decades.

Then

the

throne

our land, towering to the

of

slavery in

clouds, stood

on

the chained limbs and crushed souls of millions, and on the servility of the nation,
maintaining and defending it. Now it is
gone, utterly and forever buried .under the
mountain of eight hundred thousand of our

countrymen,

our

fathers, sons,

neighbors

and

kindred,

husbands, brothers, mutually

slain in its defense and for its destruction.
In a sea of blood, stretching through all
the land, are sunk’ its Chains and, scourges

to bottomless depths.
Such swiftly-wrought marvels in our
country have their correspondences in the
‘“ turnings and overturnings” of other na-

tions, the risings and falls of thrones, and
overthrow of emffire and hierarchy. And
what lesson to us in all this spectacle of
earthly mutability ? This, that comes down

to us in the sure Word: ‘* Wherefore, we
receiving a kingdom which can not be mov-

my own personality, I am two-fold that,
mote than all material worlds. In his copossession and enjoyment, his possession
and happiness being mine, as by my own
personal consciousness I am for myself happy in the same, the possession ard enjoyment are enlarged as two to one. And in

God acceptably, with sincere reverence and
godly fear; for our God is a consuming
fire.” And how have we this grace but by
our inter-dwelling in God with us, as himself says,
Abide in me and I in you,” and
as described by one who says: *¢ Christ liv-

this

eth in me, and the life that

ratio is the enlargement by every add-

ed friend. This wonder of blessedness unspeakable, accomplished in the fulfillment
of simple law, ** Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself.” Loyiug another self, other
selves as my own self, his and their interests and happiness are all my own, too.
By this principle heaven becomes a great
heaven,—its substance multiplied to each
by the number of all its participants.
Our

ed,let us have grace,whereby we may serve

corruptable,unfading,” that *‘ eternal weight
of glory.”

In that death I have

lost a world, a world of intellect, sociality,
fellowship, love,—2 world of worth beyond

all worlds of other kinds together. But it
may live again, The lost world may be
redeemed, regained. It may be that but
an eclipse has intervened ; a misconception,
misunderstanding, calumny, that will van-

ish in the light of the full truth in the case,
when that light shall shine upon it, as it
will beyond all the clouds of our

earth-life,

if not even here.
Though actual fauit,
, wrong, injury have murdered it, yet repentance, forgiveness, love, breathing upon it, it lives again !
;
The obscuration of friendships by mere

distance and lapse of time might be avoided or at least mitigated by inter-communion
by lefters, in the general ability to write
and the sureness and cheapness of postage.
Let me give the testimony to this from happy experience, for the provocation of those
unconscious of its effectiveness. I could

expatiate

to volumes in description of the

efficacy, the delight, the solid
profit unspeakable,

by. such

profit,

soul.

inter-commu-

nication with the far-distant and long-time
unseen associates in past life.
But may
only offer now this hint to any whom it
may benefit.
Under’ gray airs. Raving on the staff’ of
pilgrimage, 1 turn my sight back through
forty years to friends,—many they were,

with whom my communings were, through
the light of our Morning Star, still shining
to some, while others of them

to light

above

the

sphere

have

arisen

of this and all

stars.
On the far westward hill of this
life's way, the sun of its day far down the
western sky, setting to the day that hus no

ending, I look forward to them

there,

joy-

fully hasting with pilgrim-staff to the reunion there where friendship will have its
completeness in the unveiled presence of the

father whose image each sees in every other,
and of the Redeédmer, an object of whose
love even to his death by the cross, every

one of the redeemed see in every other one.
Yet to those who remain, my thought
turns with fond remembrance of the longago communion, beyond far-separating distance and the many years of silent unknowing, and yearns for that communion again,
though it might be no more than by sign of
“written words, as it was before with the
post of them.
And what hinders, that
there be at least brief greeting anew, even
through the same medium as of our oldtime friendship?
Our Star of those farpast years, is not this of the present, the

same, but higher risen fip the sky with
broadened light. ** Salutation in the Lord”
was the greeting of those of the primitive

~ time
in the newness of his advent, eruci-

I

now

live

in

the flesh, I live by faith in the son of God,
who Joved me and gave himself for me ™?
So high, friends of the long-ago—and now
our *¢ calling in Christ Jesus.”
=

ExocH

some-

to Spiritof God; and the use of Scripture not
Then; courage, Christian! up and be doing! this is no time for sloth and inactivity. render good for evil, and bring urost forci- as a valuable branch of knowledge, but as
indeed ‘the power of God unto Salvation,’
Be one of that noble band who are dimin- bly to our minds, out own ingratitude to —8. 8. Teacher,
him,
from
whom
we
receive
every
gift.
ishing the mass of evil, and increasing the
mass of good. There is work for each and And when we stand like exiles, stripped: of _ Private Stupy.
Tothose not engaged
all.
The Macedonian cry is constantly the pride of place, and they who wasted in Sunday-school instruction, I know nothsounding in our ears. Let us heed its tones. us having place, yet confessedly without ‘ing which ought regularly and systematicaloccupy a couple of hours of every SunLet us do something each day for God and power, may not our sorrows, like®or. un- lydayto morning
so wuch as the study of the
humanity, = So: shall we be a ray of that like, beget a mutual sympathy ? And when
Bible. Reading of the Bible is good, but
light that enlightens the world. So shall passion having spent itself is calm, and reading is not enough, and tends to become
b
we have something to do in dispersing the pride is dumb, so that we ceaseto over- a form and a weariness in Avhich familiarity
shadows,"and scattering the blessed sun- estimate ourselves, or undervalue others, ends-in a loss of charm and meaning. But
study of the Bible, with the modern helps
may not a fellowship be formed between us,
beams over a fallen world.
PILGRIM,
which ought to be on the table of every inhaving for its basis trtith, for its aim mu- telligent Christian, is not only a fascinattual helpfulness, and for ‘its effect right- ing, but an ever more and more illuminatThe Moral of Drugs.
cousness ?
A.D, A.
ing occupation. What an immense incenBY W.V, HARDY,
-live to the pulpit#would the presence of a
S——
ES —
.
Bible-studying congregation be! What a
| Your correspondent’s belief that poisons
Are We Plagiarists?
new interest inpreaching and worship would
should never fe used as medicines is a long |
come over the minds that had themselves
In a recent number of the Star, Plagiainvestigated the chief religious questions in
-step in advance, but I would like to know
rivate! How much shallow skepticism,
the name of the colleges, with a list of rists were taken by the throat with ungloved
pre
| hard indifference,
fingers
and
shaken,
perhaps
not-too..
wigs
none
of
which,
are
poisons
their remedies
Christians knew
private
if
disappear,
would
or injurious to a person in health,’ Is it orously. Cases were cited where sermons, more of the Scriptures they here treated
or
parts
of
sermons,
were
copied
and
dethe Physic-Medical system, and is one of its
with lightness or set aside with an air of
with the intention of superiority! And then, for those who will
remedies lobelia ? What is a poison rand livered, - evilently
what is a remedy ? Disease is not ‘a con- leaving the impression that the repeater not or can not send their children to the

We lingered a few moments to enjoy the
extensive prospect. On the eust are the
ruins of Old Cairo—forming little hillocks
is
overgrown
with
grass.
Northward
Grand Cairo,

with its hundreds of

reached

Cairo

was

not

not all, what part of it? So much objection
has been made to the use of other men's

graceful

in time for a

figure, half woman

& 66ft. The body is 102 fi, Jong, and the paws
50ft.
The circumference of the head is 100ft.
Such may be the dimensions, but there is little
except the

head and

7

shoul.

Sunshine and Shadow.
—
“Bits of gladness and of sorrow,
Strangely crossed and interlaid ;
Bits of clond-belt and of rainbow
In deep alternate braid;
Bits of storm when winds are warring,
Bits of calm when blasts are stay'd,
‘Bits of silence and of uproar,
Bits of sunlight and of shade.”

licht and

i

REV,

M.

J.
—

W,

FARNHAM.
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CAIRO.—MOSQUES

AND

PYRAMIDS,

On the public square, in the vicinity of
the
public garden in Cairo are palaees,

the opera, circus,

and

These are all built

other fine buildings.

after European

models.

A few steps further and you find yourself in
what is called Old Cairo. The streets are
narrow and crooked. Each story projects
a few feet beyond the one

below, till, when

the buildings are three or four stories high,
neighbors standing at the upper windows

may shake hands across the street.

The

lower story is divided inte small rooms or
stalls about eight feet square, filled with
goods of every description.
Gay silks,
shawls, handkerchiefs and gaudy prints are
exposed in some shops with others forthe
sale or manufacture of pipes, shoes,clothes,
&c.
Farmers, brass workers
and black-smiths, &¢., are passed in turn.

The entrance to the Hotel du Nil is from
one of these narrow streets through a low
archway by no

means

prepossessing.

But

the moment you are inside, the change is so
great you seem to have entered enchanted

grounds.

The rooms of the hotel front on

three sides of a beautiful

garden of palms,

and
other tropical
shrubs.
Here are

trees, and flowering
graveled
walks and

beautiful fountains.

Inthe

center is a sort

of pavilion used as a reading room; while,
scattered around, are specimens of sculpture

that carry the mind back to Egypt's palmiest days.
Having secured our rooms and arranged
our baggage, we had “am interview with a
guide recommended by the friendly proprietor. It was arranged that he should be
on hand ready with horses and carriage to
start for the pyramids immediately after
breakfast.

the

Returning he

afternoon

citadel,

through

mosques, &c.

was to take us in

the Bazar

to the

If

us and

serving

our interests faithfully,he was to receive one
dollar for his services. As far as we could
judge, he did this and proved an interesting
and. companionable fellow.
A little. past
nine we started with a fine carriage and

good pair of horses.

Leaving the city we

crossed

the

passed,

palace.

Our road was elevated and lay be-

Nile and

the

Pasha’s

tween rows of palm and acacia trees. The
fields of nearly ripe wheat were waving in
the breeze, countrymen were going and
coming with their donkeys and camels
bearing various commodities, but the greater number were laden with fresh green
‘elover. Some have spoken of the pyramids
as twelve miles from Cairo, others as ten,

or only eight.

They came

in sight as soon

as we were out of the city and neither then
nor afterwards seemed more than five or
six miles off. It was a fresh, clear air, and

the ride over the pleasant road was really
enjoyable,

Butthe pyramids are before us,

diseased

condition,”

tor:

tissue”to

remedies

darkness,

mingled

joy

and

indeed

sorrow,

their

are

in-

organic substances and can not act vitally,
and there is no other

tissue.

When

are brought

in

aetion

dead and
contact,

in

the

hving

living substances
all

the

life

and

action and feeling must be produced by the
living, Food or medicine simply calls ou
the action of the living system,
“But will obeying organic laws cure
disease ?" The healing process is an inherent power of the living system, plainly
seen in the healing of a surface wound.
The morality of “‘the prayer of faith to

is no

more

expected

obey and teach physical laws than the
yer is expected to teach moral laws.
sicians who believe

largely in

hygiene

to

lawPhyand

health-teach-

ofl} ars, and do mucli“to
sun-

the people:

correct the habits of
but invariably the greater the

True representatives
shine and shadow.
are we of the world of nature. .Yesterday
was dark, cold and
dreary.
In
great

faith in and attention to drags the less attention to the laws of health. The Hygienic

gusts came

of treating the sick: it is a new philosophy
of living—a reform so comprehensive that

the

wind

down

the

chimney,

rattling
the window panes, creeping into
every nook and creviee, while its weird

systém is not simply

a new

pathy

or

way

alcoholic temperance is only one of its items.

It is so glorious a revolution that it must
unearthiy music lingers yet on our ear, as
it caught the "snows in its strong grasp, be true. It gives us confidence in tke
piling them mountain high, dashing them. Creator of physical laws and faith "to obey
against fences and walls as in its mad ca- them in both sickness and health.
reer it went sweeping along. It, seemed
N. E. Hygeian Home, Concord, Vt.
as though the spirits of the air were all
abroad holding a wild carnival over the
Reconstruction.
anticipated return of winter to the frozen
regions of the North.
We
look back to our childhood,
and
To-day, the snow lies pure and spotless wish its careless, merry days, as they reon the ground, scarce a breeze disturbs its produce themselves to our ‘imagination,
surface,
while the fair white sunbeams,
were again ours. We have forgotien its
sparkling like myriad diamonds on every restraints and constraints, its. tasks and
bough and twig, light up~the whole land- tears; and remember only the summer
scape with beauty indescribable.
rambles and the coasting in winter, the
Sunshine and Shadow! As we peruse indoor games and the outlook into fairythe secular papers of the day, it seems as land, with
Aladdin’s lamp,
and castles
though it were all shadow, and we almost with foundations in the air. Tn maturer
‘imagine we are living in the dark ages lifewe have built our house upon the sea.
when scarce a ray from the Sun of Right- shore, built it too low; and an incoming
eousness illumined the dense darkness that- wave has swept over us and ours, and
enveloped the world. The very air is full when it receded our possessions were gone,
of crimes of every description, crimes in but we were saved, and our conception of
high places; crimes among the lowly; the fitness of things corrected.
We shall
Purity and Innocence falling victims to not forget that waves are treacherous and
fiendish cruelty ; till shudderingly we ex- relentless, and that their moonlight scin1s there a God that witnesses all tillations are not gems. We may build
claim,
this wickedness ? Does Infinite Parity still again, choosing our site
more wisely,
rule over the world?
higher up; but should we wish fora reYes! the shadows are deepening over the turn of the confidence that led us to think
Jand. Names for years synonyms for integ- that the waters, which at low tide only
rity and honor, are clouded by suspicion broke in musical ripples at our feet, could
The harpies who delight, to never become an overwhelming
and distrust.
flood?
feed on. carrion are already gloating over Is it not better to acquaint ourselves with
the anticipated downfall of some who have tida! Jaws and be governed accordingly ?
long stood high in Church and State. Re- Our Christian life is a constant warfare.
ligion suffers for the delinquencies of its It required once, measured by the strength
followers, and faith is shaken
wrecks of honorable manhood.

amid

the

But is this the only side of the picture? is
it all shadow? .
We open the religious periodicals, and
what do we see? Homes for the friendless !
nomes for the aged ! homes for the orphan !
homes for the fallen!
Christian charity
flowing through thousands of rills, overleaping obstacles, surmounting difficulties,
till it bas become a broad,deep river, whose

sweet, pure waters will continue to dow till
they mingle with that stream.that makes
glad the city of God.
Christian love seeking in by-ways and
hedges, for the weary children of want and
sorrow, raising them from the defilement of

gin, into the peaceful paths of purity and
peace.

,

Christian- churches scattered like beacon
lights over the land, pointing life's shipwrecked mariner to the only safe harbor o
security,
“Yes! there is sunshine yet! the shadows

the author.

This,

plagiarisnr.,
Now, is this all

without

a doubt,

of plagiarism?

is

Or,

if

thoughts by ministers, it would seem to be
a matter of special importance to the winistry, to have clear anc

definite

rules

fur-

nished for their guidance.
To avoid the charge of theft, must the
speaker or writer stop to give credit tops
author for all the truths or illustrations he
may have believed it wise and useful to introduce into his! sermon borrowed from
others?

Do our

theological

teachers

in-

tend that when their students go out to
preach,—really to reiterate what they have
learned at the seminary,—they must begin
save the sick” (see James 5: 14,15, Mark
16: 17, 18,) and moral pardon by sincere with something like the following: *“ My
repentance,
confessing
and
forsaking Beloved Hearers :—1I do not pretend to apsins are quite different from the use of pear kefore you with any thoughts of my
medicine, in which figure of speech I fail own, for all I know I have found in text
to see even a shadow of repentance or books of theology, or directly from the
worthy lips of my beloved professors,” &c.?
forsaking physical sins,
But the practical test of judging by their Is it not understood that the speaker is to
tell the people what he has learned? If
fruits is the plainest and most convincing.
not,
may they not consistently inquire why
The Hygienic physician is expected to obey
the laws of health, to teach and lead his the student has been at school rather than
patients to obey them as much as the between the plow handles or elsewhere?
Again, how few of all who preach or
clergyman is expected to obey and teach
moral laws. - A Hygienist who used tobacco teach theology, have not been dependent on
would be as false to prescribe it to his pa- others who have worked the mines of truth,
tients as the clergyman who would steal, even before their day? To be evangelical,
and advocate it in his pulpit. While the in any strict sense of the word, investigatdrug-phyiscian’s business is to adjust phy- ors of truth oust, in many things, follow
sical ills just as lawyers adjust legal troub- each other. And quite few are the minds

little in drugs are often good

“Oar mingled life;”
BY

the

les, the physician

is taken.

Homeward.

‘restore

normal

and half lion, hewn from solid
rock, with an altar between its Rows
According to the old
uide books, the
distance to the top of its head

now above the sand
ders.

of learning

dition of the tissues which the vital force
can not control,” for the force and tissue
are one and
inseparable.
Remedies do

lunch about, one o'clock.
* The Sphing is a gigantic

opportunitics

b

minarets rising above the palms and acacias.
Beyond are the rocky bluffs that have furnished building stone for both cities. Looking westward there is a sandy desert as far
as the eye can reach; the white sand glowing in the sunlight. The course of the silvery Nile can be traced, beautifying the
valley its waters so enrich.
Descending with greater ease than we
ascended, we

best

———

The good Bonar never wrote a truer
thiig\than the poem from which the above

MACK.

Station L., New York City.

yet feeble thought faints, sinks overwhelmed in contemplation of that ¢* heritage inA dead friendship!

and spent

have been passed, and
we have attain- three Arabs,—say two ahead-—pulling
you,
ed the westward mountain hight whereone at each arm, and a third behind push(rom we see the near, brightening horizon ing.
We dispensed with the ‘‘follower”
of the land of God’s unveiled presence,
and employed two to 2ccompany us, but
to Spring from stone
and everlasting -abode-of -his-glorified-ehil- findingit mere pastime
to stone we attempted to leave our Bedouin
dren—and we so soon to be there with
companions in the rear.
them !
The effort was greater than we could enTo look back through those forly years
dure for so long a time, and two thirds of
and less,—what world-great accomplishthe way up we stopped exhausted, unable
ment of historic wonders between our- now
to proceed, paying dearly for such rashand then!
Itis as if we were Methuselahs,
or our times had been centuries in place of ness.

buried,

alive-again !—the

It is not till yon

time in the vicinity of the Sphinx.* We
climbed upon the shoulders and took a
yet then we wore the brown locks and specimen from a part that had been chipped
smooth features of youth; now we bear away near the ear, and then began to usthe white and furrrowed ones of age. We cend one of the largest pyramids.
The
were then in the beginning of our'Christian blocks of stone are about threa feet square
warfare and pilgrimage; but‘now many a and from six to eight long. Placing your
battle has been fought, many a craggy hiil knee upon the edge you easily climb to its
and miry valley and plain bleak or sultry top, especially when assisted by two or

still possessed,

waiting

appear, and

steps are seen running the whole length
formed by the blocks of stone dropping

back a few feet each tier.

of friends is

for

form

have walked round them that you begin to
appreciate their great maznitude.
We

Still they live with us in all the past
union

our

even

to us,

dead

them the pyramidal

ter, binding our spirits to him and each
other, should grow yet stronger by time,

of friendships?

death

beyond all other

we near

usour

well defined.

names, was and is our endearment to one
another.
That bond, a chain of electric
love, of which he is the fountain and cen-

but the interruption of our
for the brief interim ‘of
the heavenly state and our
to rejoin them there. They

not their death
intercommunion
their advance to
own translation
term.

the

of friends?

dear

But as

sky clear and

4

ommunications.

ihmp——

>

should we have known of one another in
this world,
By the endearment of that

that are

capable

speaking.

of originality,

truthfully

The traivs of truth must

school,

Sunday

in

be

to

not

there

ought

reer

every Christian household a Sunday school
at home? 1 know that the deepest and
truest home religion is not formal and stated and does not take the form of instruction,
but of example, atmosphere and familiar
precepts at the daily meals, But I believe
that a mother or father, gathering the children about their knees on Sunday morning
for a regular lesson in the Scripture, would
go far to secure a better growth in the fam-

ily faith and piety both for themselves

and

their children than is elsewhereto be

ob-

tained. —Dr. Bellodvs.

BREAKING IN ON THE HALF HOUR,

D. L. Moody hits a real
graph:

evil

Rev.

in this para-

**Should a teacher be disturbed during a
lesson?” No more than you disturb a minister when he is preaching; not a bit. I
was in one of our schools jn Indiana some
time ago, whose superinténdent’s

wife

had

a class of thirty or forty young ladies; and
[ saw that in thirty-five minutes she had to
teach the lesson, she was disturbed seven
times.

Now,

I consider it a

great failure to

Thave. these interruptions.
e librarian
came up and whispered to her, and took her
attention away from the class; and that
took the attention of the whole class. Then
the assistant librarian came up, and it was
not:long befcre the superintendent came up,
and the assistant superintendent came up,
and then the secretary came. I kept account, and I think it was seyen times
that
she
was
thus
interrupted.
1
would like to

know

how

these

ministers

would get along if some one would come up
and ask a question in the midst of the sermon. Suppose the minister had studied all
the week on his sermon, and is just making
his application, and some deacon should
come up and say, “Did you give that notice
for that Wednesday evening-meeting
7" They

follow would take that deacon and put him out of
each other over many a section of the route. | the church.
But I would as soon disturb «a
The conductor who presumes on special | minister in the midst of his sermon as a
originality, is quite likely to switch off on teacher in the midst of his lesson.
to some sice track leading to infidelity.
AX INstrRUCTIVE CONTRAST.
A contrib| Again, do we demand of the school teach- |
utor to the Sunday School Times suggests
[ er that he shall assume to be original or
a point which all active workers must feel
| give credit to his text books before
his
| to be an important one.
Age does not alclasses day by day for what heknows?
Is
| ways bring wisdom or the ability to instruct ;
it not understood that he has acquired
| but, other things teing equal, the knowlknowledge for the specific purpose of imedge and experience which only cone with
parting it to others?

Is he a thief if he fail

to give credit?
I make these suggestions and inquiries
for the sake of eliciting clear and definite
rules to guide us in the pulpit in this matter. Many of our honest ministers,—intend-

ing to be so,—don’t really know whether
they are thieves or not. They don’t quite
like to be recorded in that class of crimi-

| added

deepen

and

‘enrich instruction.
The writer says:
A Sabbath school with which I was
connected had mainly for its teachers

years

must tend

once
inex-

erienced young girls.
est that could be done

to

It was probably the
under the circum-

stances, but the result{Was

sad.

The

chil-

dren learned bat little of Bible truth.
young teachers had not

with the good word.

minds

well

The

stored

They had not

proved

nals, if, even through ignorance, they have
kept such company.
Will those, then, who

the rich promises, like thpse who

longer on life’s heavenly

road.

They

expound the law, re-issue the code definitely, ¢ with notes and comments” if neces-

not the knowledge of the

child’s

heart,

sary, that we of the pulpit may know

how

to sort and classify ourselves'amongst the
various grades of criminals of this . corrupt
age?
A. H. MORRELL.

S. 8. Departmeit,

had

been

had
as

she who has watched its first unfoldings. Tco
often their own attention was drawn aside
from the great concern, by some trifle of
the hour; and so the flock was not fed.
The children were very ignorant of God’s

word..

They were rarely

brought into the

church fold, *
:
The Sabbath school withiavhich I am now
connected numbers over two hundred, and

the classes are largely

taught

by

mothers

and fathers in middle’ life.

The children

one of ‘the epistles, or some

other portion

.| are remarkably familiar with Scripture, and
have a very good understanding of its spirit._ ual import. Large numbers have been re—
ceived into the church, and almost every
Not knowledge but character is the re- ‘communion there are additions from the
i}
sult to be attained by Sunday-school teach- classes.
ing. Knowledge for the sake of character,
NEEDED IN THE SCHOOL. The Baptist
but character as the chief, ultimate, and
constant aim.
«
Teacher draws attention to an important
God's truth is to be loved and venerated point when it says:
because it is God’s truth, and because it is
The chief men in the church should be
God's means to sanctification. But always the chief men in the school. We need their
a means, never an end.
presence to give dignity, their counsel to
Those truths which tend most immediate- give it steadiness, and their culture to give
ly to the Christian culture of the child are it success in molding aright the. church of
to be most frequently and earnestly insisted the future.
:
on. Any system that seeks chiefly to make
Failing to realize this, their lack of servour knowledge complete, and that leaves ice has to be supplied by those of less exout of view the supremacy of certain perience and ability—young members of the
truths and
of
certain
portions
of church, who have need to be taught awhile,
Scriptures, and the
surbordinate, and rather than to have the work of teaching
of the time, heroic effort, to put on untried secondary character
of others, is rend- thrust upon them. Appeals for teachers are
armor, Measured by the strength gained ered imperfect by its attempted complete- constant and urgent. The men who, by
by a thousand conflicts, if indeed this be ness.
reason of age, experience and culture, are
The truth of God and the personal sym- "best
adapted to the work, for the most part
not a low estimate, that was as the first pathy and influence of the
human teacher fail to respond. They are too much occupifeeble effort of the child to walk, we have are co-ordinate forces,each diyinely appointed with other matters, But what matters
passed through trials that have dispelled ed, and any exaltation of the one that shuts can be of weightier moment? ~~
the illusion that wood and hay were im- out or under-estimates the other is mistaken
perishable = building materials.
Seeming and pernicious.
StupY IN DIFFERENT WAYs.
The BiThe life, and works, and words of Jesus,
has given place to the veal. Shall we ig- in the cardinal importance of the truths ble is a book that serves more than one purnore our experiences, and the possibilities taught by them, in the influence of the ex- pose, and therefore needs to be studied by
growing out of them, and sigh for convert ample and personality of Jesus as presented different methods. And it is especially necin them, and in their adaptation to the essary that a teacher should teach not meredays ?
Our relations with others have been dis- mindsof children are best suited to Sunday- ly from a study of the verses in the week's
school instruction, and should be taught
turbed. Shall we ask for a return of fel- oftener than any othe portions of the Holy lesson, but from a wider research. If has
lowship that
rested on
a reputation Scriptures, It is a mistake to suppose that been well remarked :
of Old Testament history are of
The Bible is one of those books which
that found no counterpart in character, th
needs to be studied in a great many differor shall we now take people and oir eghal consequence,
he time allowed for Sunday-school inpreparing himself on
cumstances as they are, and learn to struction is too short for any system which ent ways. Besides
the lesson of the week, the teacher meeds
practice
the gospel
precepts, not by contemplates completeness; even if the ‘to read and study other portions of the
contemplation only, but by actual con- pubis could be retained ten years, the half volume,
so much with) a direct aim
ur a week is not enough for a thorough to teachin}, as to his own general growth
tact with the disagreeables of life; avoidin Bible kiowldege
ing to-day the errors and mistakes of yens- course in Scripture exegesis.
The personal sympathy of the teacher
One ‘method 0 study, which Is particuterday? We are not yet perfected, and the should be used to give an immediate,
larly 1 recommended for this purpese, and
lack of one may be supplied by the abun- sonal, and vital application of the most which is not so frequently pursued as it
dance of another. The charity we have practical truths to the minds of plies
should be, is to read occasionally one enThe shortness of time, lack of permanent $ire_book as a whole, one of the gospels,
been slow-to exercise may be called into

and we are
hing them, and that is may be dense, but they will be dispersed.
fixion and resurrection,—ascended, and to enough to senda thrill of joy through the Truth and falsehood are mustering their
come again. Less newly, but not less real- heart. The road is- across a nearly level forces, and the issue is not doubtful, Truth action, as we note the many places where
plain here and there well cultivated. In will prevail, for it is founded on the immut- our own weakness falls bleeding. The
- mseension
and, more nearly to us. than to about an hour we were at“the footof a able Word. Some whom we have honor- storm that has bereft us of what we held
slight eminence crowded with the greatest ed and trusted may fall, but there are the dearest, leaves us morally stronger to bear
pure and true yet. Integrity is not a myth, the petty trials of life, without being unmonuments of antiquity.
We have watched these strange, wedge- Religion is not a farce. God is still upon duly : moved by them. They, who hayshaped structures for the last half hour. his throne, and those who trust in him ing supped our lives of their freshness and
At first they were upon the hori~on, standing shall stand firm, though the hesvens fall,
strength, turn from us when we fail, give

Needed Things.

and constant attendance of pupils, the high-

est welfare of the scholar, the dictates of
practical wisdom, and the plan of salvation
all point to this as the best course, viz.: the
most vital, evangelical, and practical parts

of the Scripture for our lessons the most

vital,

evangelical

and

practical - truths

of the lessons emphasized in’ the teaching;
the efi fisation=-gpbisidin —of Christian
life and character through the truth and the
.
rede

not in chapters aud verses, but as a whole,
just as it was originally communicated to

the

church.

The

would be deepened,

impression
if the

aimed

reader

at

happen

to have a Paragraph Bible, in which the ordinary division into chapters and versés is
omitted, and the matter is divided Into paragraphs according to the changesof the
thought. .
do
id
/

.

(

Selections.
My
J

—

Give me a song, and I will sing it!
Give me an offering; I will bring it!

Give me Thyself, and T will take Thee!
Thyself, and I forsake Thee!
Withdraw

Ll
7

My land lies fallow ; Master, till me!
My heart lies empty ; Muster, fill me!
It plays the traitor; Master, win me!
Put new life in me !
It Rants; it dies!
It goes astray ; good Shepherd, lead me!
1t sighs for hunger; come and feed me!
It is so poor! Give riches to me!
It is corrupt; O Lord, renew me!
.
Oh! wilt thou teach me?
So ignorant!
Has wandered far! . But Thou canst reach me b
me!
heal
1s sore diseased ; Physician,
Exposed to danger; oh! conceal me,
It trembles! In Thine arms, oh, fold me!
So cold and dark!
Oh! shine upon me!
A poor, lost sinner! "Come and find me!
A rebel! May Thy love now bind me!

solemnly, “As far as I know myself, I do.”
vou not then,” I answered, ‘*‘just
«Can
no wise cast out’

A suppliant!

was

There
“That

stillness

absolute

As

:

Oh! come and fill the hungry with good ‘things;
For Thou hast all 1 need, Thou King of kings!
— Sunday at Home.

— Christian

—

Time.

Olden

of self-culture

flag with

and

preacher,

young

men

no element of faith in it, and expecting
no uplifting help from gracious inspirations. The self-calture is what a man may

conquering another.
set.
And,
round to fight them off, he will

intended to eater the ministry flocked to
his home and placed themselves under his
training. This was the substitute for the
Theological Seminary of the present day.

whole swarm loose upon
finally, getting worried

Dr. Bellamy was a man of such intellectual
power and positive opinion that he left an in-

and

unmanageable

man,

who

fare both of the parish and the pastor-elect,
the ‘Doctor set his wits at work to over-

above, and can net be made
character. —I'r. Bushnell.

come the difficulty. ~Laking the leader of
the dissatisfied faction aside he entered into
amost confidential talk with him. After

A Well-Spent

referring to the opposition, he said, ‘“ Now,
as you are an influential man here, and of

copalan, was
woman.
The
could give no
that she was a

at heart, I would suggest to you the imsortance of bringing “your
influence to
ear upon this state of things, so as, if pos-

harmony.”

The old

challenge no

minister who, possessed of more

had made himself

the severity of his preaching.

at one time in the presence

and

en.

Complaining

Doctor

to follow his

and

patient had

accounted

and

in which his

correspondence and

ripe old age

brought him into

acquaintance

that

dinary

“ True Religion Delineated, ” which had an
extensive circulation both in this country

Britain and

honorable

response,

bgt. the

Christ lifts his

cross

aloft,

and

with

across
to fall
world.
victory
G. Bid-

‘Well,

I under-

looked hard at him, and

from

a well-spent life.

But it is

with the

leading theologians of his day.— Advance.

Faith.
—

Tam sare I never can forget it.
This
great act of Faith was done so simply,
eartily, immediately, in this case, that
ever since, the incident has fastened itself in

Enormous

circumstances.

masses

hristian, but I do n't know-how

to be.

I

to feed the feeble sapling into a giant
So, we thought,

as

we

stood

looking

tree.

on

this natural wonder, the believer grows.
Tempest-tossed by many storms; but, like
“1
the pine tree, with its gnarled roots grown
“Certainly, I do,”
he answered.
{oto mighty cables, firmly moored to the
have vt the slightest doubt about that.”
ock of Ages, he also raises his head to the
“‘You are absolutely sure,” 1 asked again,
skies, and through his prayers draws gpirit.4*that the Lord Jesus can not lie P”

upon

than

ion

of

thy hands;

Perfume—Beneficence—‘‘An

sweet

smell—a

sacritice

Richest

mr

be

set

that these movements arose out of exeesses

of the religious principle. But we learn
by its excesses how deeply planted ave its
roots in our nature.
And, in the largest
historic view, what principle is it that has
produced in all times and lands the most
devoted and fearless martyrs, that has sung
hymns of
f@hise in the depths of dungeons,
that has smiled with hope on the scaffold,
endured without a groan the rack

and fire,

and refused to accept deliverance when one
recanting word would have set

free ?

the sufferer

Oh, the miraculous power of the re-

ligious principle in the human

soul!

How

has it led men to forsake the cheerful haunts
of their fellow-beings, and to live in solitary cells, that in silence they might open
their hearts to’ God, and feel his joy-inspiring presence ! - What has it not strengthened men to do and to suffer! What speechless sorrows has it not soothed!
What
strength, peace, hope, has it not breathed
into the dying! Yet it is a question whether our nature was formed for religion! The
strongest love which the human heart has
ever felt has been that for its Heavenly
Parent. Was it not then constituted for
this love ? - Where but in God can it find
an object for its overflowing fullness of
reverence and affection, of aspiration and
hope P—Channing's ** Perfect Life.”

+

Jonah’s Prayer.

Jonah’s prayer was not notable for its
words. The fish's belly was not the place
for picked phrases, nor for long-winded
orations. We do not believe that he offered a long prayer either, but it came right

up from his heart and flew straight up to
heaven.
intense

It was shot by the

desire

and

agony

strong how of

of

soul,

and,

Rest in Heaven.

for what
ers, and who sometimes wonder
gervice in Christ's Church we are fit, that

in a great structure all the component portions are not equally great. There is not
only the solid and the costly, the rock and
timber ; not only the precious and ornamental, the gold and silver; but likewise the
rumble and subsidiary, yen, even the otherwise value'ess and the minute ; for not even

mortar and

earth can

be

spared

from the

and Czar and

oug

ts.
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entitled,
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Three Graces,” or,Faith, Hope, and Charity.

The regular price of the Star is $2.50; of
the Magazine, $2.50; ‘of the Engraving,
$5.00 ;—making a total of $10.00. We will
| furnish the whole for $4.25; or,
3. New subscribers, sending $3.60, will
receive the Star for one year, The Christian at Work,—one of the most vital and
practical monthly religious sheets publish-
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4. New
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or,

subscribers, sending
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This Chromo,

which
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grow upon one by study.
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mails.
Of course, no
no credit given
ed.
We nced say
mending these
them suffices.

percentage is allowed and
when premiums are order:
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nothing in the way of comoffers. The statement of
That the remittances and

orders should come in promptly

and
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That our readers will
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tor their. friends, may

But we shall
despatch.

seek

be
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It savors not at all of offensive egotism;
it is animated throughout by # manly and Christian #pirit;
there is not a word or a hint whose moral tone is
doubt} and it festifies most clearly and strongly
that the average levels and experiences of
©
life furnish the theaters where Christiar faith and a
noble and unselfish life may embody themselves and
make the world their debtor. Such” are the lessons
that will be taught by this plain and simple life-story.
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CAUTION.
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To what principle did all ancient legislators

Sy

man.

well
Methodist.

as both generous and choice.
follows :
1. New

Africaine, Belisario,

on

We have offered rich premiums before
now to our subscribers, and they have been
varied and valuable as well as attractive.
At the end of no little thought, inquiry and
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list, which we are sure
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March, Kinkel, 85c.
*The Tender Chord. Polka,
Ducat, 4tc.—Rhe Village Festival, Kinkel, 40.—There
i8 but one Imperial City. (4 hands,) Dressler, 35¢.—
Prince Imperial Galop.
(4 handg,) Pasher, 35¢c—
Springinsfeld Gall: Yi hands,)
Pasher, 35¢.~Wild
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Premiums
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INSTRUMENTAL.

acceptable,

pleasing to God.”—Episcopal

The
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gold

of

Let us ask history, then, whether religion
be natural to men.
What principle has
acted with equal energy on human affairs?

of hoary rock lie scattered in the bottomof
Cee ——
They have fallen from the
the ravine.
There are no weary
heads or weary
and
walls;
stupendous
its
crags which form
hearts
on
the
other
side
of
Jordan. The
nabare,
a
it is on the topof one of these,
rest
of
Heaven
will
be
sweeter
for the toils
No
ked block, that the pine tree stands.
of earth, The value of eternal rest will be
dwarfed, misshapen thing, like the birch or enhanced by the troubles of time. Jesus
mountain-ash on an old castle-wall, where now allows us to rest on his bosom.
He
the wind or passing bird had dropped the will soon bring us to rest in his Fathers
rugged
with
giant,
seed; it is a forest
house. His rest will be glorious. A rest
trunk, and top that shoots a green pyramid from sin—a rest from suffering—a rest from
to the skies. At first sight one wonders sorrow ; the very rest that Jesus himself ¢nhow a tree, séated on the summit of a huge joys.
We shall rest not only with him,
stone, raised above the soil, with no. aphim. Thanks be unto God for the
like
but
all,
at
live
could
parent means of living,
enjoy! Ten thousand thanks
now
we
rest
defy
to”
still more grow with such vigor as
to
God
for
the
rest we shall enjoy with
the storms that weep the pass, and the se- Christ | Wearied one, look away trom the
vere and long winters that reign over these
cause of thy present suffering, and rememlofty solitwdes.
A
A nearer approach explains the mystery. ber—there is a rest remaining forintothee!
rest...

ied themselves in it to draw nourishment
from its unseen but inexhaustible supplies,

precious

exquisite Chromos, each about 12 inches
square, entitled “Good Morning,” and ¢“CarAt the regular prices,
lo in Mischief.”

thou shalt enter
ny memory as one of the clearest illustra- Finding soil enough on the summit, where little while, and
tions possible of the way of salvation by lichens had grown and decayed, to sustain
simple faith.
It was one night at our in- its early age,it had thrown out roots which,
‘Place and Work for All.
stretched {tself up to the
quiry meeting,
I was waiting by a man to while the top
tl
@ On
light,
lowered
themselves
down
to
the
nahelp him if I'might.
ement of such
encourag
the
for
it_be
Let
Said he, “T Know am a sinner. * I feel] ked stone, feeling for the earth and food.
he burden of my sin. I want to be a Touching the ground at length, they buv- among us as are conscious of no high pow-

am like a man feeling around\in the dark.
I do n’t know where to step.”
Said I, “Do you believe that the Lord
Jesus tells you the truth, and will never deceive you P”

more

28 Years
i8 havin,

85c~*Silver Cloud. Mazurka, Mueller, 40c.—Silver
Spray.
Caprice Mazurka,
Kinkel,
40c.—Sweet

ed,—for one year, and two very choice

The Religious Principle.

therefore, it speeded its way to the throne
of the Most High. If you would now pray,
never mind
your words—it is the soul of
prayer that God accepts, If you would be
saved, go to your chamber, and rise not
Growth in Grace.
from your knees’ till the Lord has heard
you. Ay, where younow are let your souls
In descending by one of the pusses of pour out themselves before God, and faith
the Alps into a lovely valley of the Saarnen, in Jesus will give you immediate salvation.
:
the traveler may notice on the right hand —Spurgeon.
age
of the path a pine tree, growing in ‘extraor-

;among the people who had received him
when but a youth of eighteen. In this retired parish he wrote his work entitled
and in Great

said,

The life is wellceptance before God.
spent that understands this mystery; the
well-spent life of Jesus just put to our
account. Tens of thousands are toiling to
recommend themselves to &od by a wellspent life of their own, but it is labor in
vain; it is a 0 without a.figure before it.
Crowd myriads of ciphers together and
they stand for nothing. Christ is the figure
that gives value to all our accounts, great
gives the receipt
or small, and the Spirit
in full to his well-spent life.

at least was met

at a

condition,

based upon this foundation, the well-spent
life of Jesus, then our services find ac-

for rheumatism the

died

a few kindly inquiries about her

us, and that as he has taken our place, we
take his, and therefore are ‘‘ accepted in
the Beloved.” When our good doings are

rheumatism. I'm afraid you've been drinkinga little too much cider.” Minister's were
not teetotalers in those days, and the Doctor never broached his theory again.
Duclining the calls which he received
to bscome the pastor of city churches, Dr.
lived

ill,

as a poor sinner to see that all Jesus is and
has, and all he has done, is made over to

previous day, said on entering the room,
*¢ Ah, Doctor, 1 see what ails you—it is the

Bellamy

there-

the well-spent lite of Jesus; not my doings
but his ; not my merits, but his blood.”
Dear reader, what a blessed state to be
in, whether, for life or death! The nature
of gospel liberty is just this, to be brought

with equal sharpness by a parishioner.
Preaching on the subject of temperance
he exclaimed, “I don’t want anybody who
has rheumatism to tell me what has brought
it on—it is cider—and the way to cure it
is to stop drinking.”
That very night he
was seized with
a violent pain which increased to such a degree that he was obliged to call for medical assistance. The phyway

life,

said, ** Yes, I am in the enjoyment of
peace. You are quite right—sweet peace,

brook, whipping the line in at every hole
and shouting, Bite, you devils! bite, you
devils
Dr. Bellamy was remarkably
gifted in conversation, having a Johnsonian
memory and delighting to bring the stores
of his lore to bear -in the discussion of
knotcy Biblical and theological questions.
In the pulpit he often spoke with an’ irrestible power, especially when pleading the
cause of his country during the war of the
revolution. He was direct and sharp in

the

Epis-

asked to visit a poor, dying
messenger, being ignorant,
account of her estate, except
very good woman, and was

The dying woman

teacher. *‘‘ Suppose you were to start out
to catch trout, would you pick up any old
blunt stick and rush along the banks of the

sician, remembering

the

stand you are in a very peaceful state of
mind, depending upon a well-spent life.”

zeal than

ministry, he wondered why so few were
converted. ‘* It's plain enough.” said the

combatting evil, and once

after

bodily

offensive by

of the

seemed

that

of the little good

bffore the people, how
(heir enthusiasm rent the

banner which has the marks of battle upon
it will wake the admiring shouts of heay-

it is

The minister went, saw she was very

practical way in the case of the young

knowledge,

there

depesit our battle-flags at the feet of the
Great Captain of our salvation, in the
presence of the adoring universe. Be it
ever remembered that the huzzas of angels,
and the ‘‘well done” of God will follow
most quickly/the gleam of the flags most
tattered and soiled. Holiday banners will

Life.

now, at the end of a well-spent
fore, sure of going to heaven.

man was fairly caughe in the trap and became one of the most hearty supporters of
the new pastor.
He seems to have illustrated his idea in a

very

below,

AATF
minister of the gospel, says

A

course have the welfare of the society much

to secure entire

the platform,

un-

appeal as the foundation of civil institutions? To religion. What principle was
character from within which can not be it that gave Mohammed the empire of the
If
without.
manipulated inwardly from
East ? What principle under the Crusades
there be any good gift that cometh from precipitated Kurope
into Asia?
I grant

were opposed to the settlement of the candidate. Feeling a deep interest in the wel-

sible,

stars

O grand, consummate hour! when we
shall come marching in from our various
fieldsof work and sorrow and fighting, to

whole undertaking. Oh,
delible stamp upon the minds of his pupils, gone up to Christ, or fo
who, notwithstanding the infelicities of his faith-culture, and let his
manners, admired and respected his char- blasted flowers fall off the trees, dislodged
acter. While delighting in the investigation by the life-principle in them, his beautiful
of the most abstruse subjects he did not thought of finishing a character would
lack in a sturdy common sense that made have been how easily put forward—withhim an excellent judge of human nature.
out a eare, too, and in the sweetest liberty.
At one time, attending to the ofdination No man finishes a character who does not
of one of his pupils, he discovered that there go above himsélf, and take the culture of,
were a few in the church, headed by an God's own Spirit; by that growing outa
ambitions

and

agiin; till, his own pierced bands is bearing it
vexed and the world to victory. He invites us
virtually, though into Jine, and help him conquer the
gives over his Gladly wedwill do it, and with the
if he could have Xiy ad wear the crown.—Rev. I.
God, in a true well.
faults fall off, as

sourad and discouraged,
he
perhaps not consciously,

thy neck.”

stars dimmed
with crimson
sucha flag, dddied with shot
drabblefl, clouted mass of rags

out
they cheered, how
very skies !

furning
find the

him
and

unstained

much

bracelets

broken and tied up with ropes and bits of
leather, with its stripes stained and blear-

do upon himself; mending his defects, cor- «od, and its
recting his mistakes, chastening his faults, spots ; when
tempering his passions, putting himself and shell, a
into tte Charities he has learned from Christ, was shaken

who

being

that perisheth.”
Bracelets—Bonds

were no shouts or enthusiasm.
But when
some old battered standard, with its staff

A little cluster of houses bordering a wide
neglected green, in quietness unbroken by
“steam whistles or factory bell—this is the perhaps, to admire, finishing himself in the
village of Bethlehem, Conn., the scene of graces that have won his approval or comBut the work is a far
the life work of the famous New England manded Lis respect.
The spa- move hopeless one than he imagines, and is
theologian, Dr. Joseph Bellamy.
cious house in which he once lived over- almost sure to result even visibly, in more
looks the rest of its neighbors; and at pres- affectations of character than are likely to
ent, having been thoroughly renovated, is be much approved. Besides, it holds him
owned aud used as a Methodist parsonage. to agonginual self-contemplation which is
Dr. Bellamy is represented as ‘a man selfish, and keeps him all the while filing
of commanding and majestic presence, and polishing on his nature by his will;
naturally inclined to act the magisterial which is, in fact, the most wearisome pospart more harshly and severely than was sible, or rather
#hpossible, kind of self-atagreeable. After the fashion of the early tention.
The old faults conquered, too,
times, when he had gained reputation as will be coming back on him just when he is
a scholar

stripes

dimmed drifted across

is not in any proper sense religious, having

interest-

as

as well

England, will be new
ing:
:

God’s.

of religion, which

name

attempted in the

To most readers these glimpses, which
an esteemed contributor gives us, of one
of the’ former theological giants of New

the

and

'

by
prayer, wear by praise.”
Sandals—Peace—~**And your feet shod
with the preparation of =the gospel of
peace.”
Mantle—Love—*‘For charity shall cover
the multitude of sins.”
Brooch—*‘Pearl of great price.”
Ring—Faith—*“The - trial of your faith

There was a wonderful difference in the
reception which the people gave to the
flags. When a neat, clean, bright, whole

Ps

Sometimes there is a way

——

with

conquer,

Geraldine.

Wash—**‘Fountain filled with blood.”
Garment—Praise—*
‘What you win

Adjutant-Geuneral of the State.

—

and

to

LIVINGSTONE

BY

And Mailed, post-paid, on Receipt of the Marked Price.
- Pieces marked * have Illvstrated Title-Pages,

Beautiful Dreamy
*Do not Turn me

—

PURLISHED

"The immenge sale, 10,000 in one month, our

J.T. PETERS, 599 Broadway, N.Y,

Christian Toilet.

of the regiment across the platform upon
which the President and the Governor sat,
and passed over into the charge of the

Weekly.

EE a

in fellowship

is sure

JUST

has laid upon us.—Dr. Alexander.

of people were present.
Those old flags,
one by one, were carried by some officer

Can we not all do that and thus be saved ?

Self=Culture
‘

T

himself,

about

said

else

one

manhood,

NEW MUSIC

shade, we fulfill the office which the Master

B- ’-

91

*

cunstruction. ” The Great Builder has some
lowly crevice in his house whiclr the meanest and feeblest of us may occupy. We
may not be called to bear up buttresses,
or to crown turrets, or to adorn the carved
work of the sanctuary ; but it should satisfy
us if, (in some remote recess and unknown

J
be g orified in the end.’
few vears ago, at the close of the late
war, I saw the gathering up of all the old
regimental battle-flags of the State of New
York, and the depositing of them in one of
the public rooms in the Capitol at Albany.
It was a public holiday. The stoves were
closed. ‘The city was gayly dressed in
flags. The President and his staff, the
Governor dnd his staff, and a great many
military and civic notabilities, and crowds

«He just laid down on the promises;" and
that is Faith.

Fit me!

But use me!

of the

washed

is all,” I answered.

some

Ka

almighty Christ,

“Why,” said he slowly, as if speaking to
think—I must be—a
“Then—I
himself,
Christian.”
“My brother, you are a Christian,” I anAnd soit was that he
swered joyfully.
was saved by Faith, He just took hold of
the Word of Christ and trusted it.

Do not thou refuse me!

A Minister

i

for a mo-

and exclaimed, “Why, is that all?”

A be
ar! Oh! wilt Thou relieve me?
A backslider! Wilt Thou restore me?
Unholy! May Thy presence awe me!
Unfit to die!” O God, prepare me!
So weak! On eagles’ wings, oh, bear me!
So comfortless! Lord Jesus, cheer me!
So lonely !| God of Love, draw near me!
By sin accused! Good Lord, acc uit me!
Unfit for work on earth!

y

It is a battle, stern, hot, relentless that
is before you;
but consecrated,
blood-

believe that promise, let your faith fasten
on that word as a word for you, ‘I will in

A prodigal! Wilt Thou receive me?

Unfit for Heaven's pure service!

from

the incxhaustible supplies which lie hidden
“Well, now,” I replied, “since you are in Jesus Christ, and are provided for all
deceive
can
never
-Christ
that
certain
so
Olten placed in cireumsuch as-love him.
you, why don't Joe take him exactly at stances not less unfavorable to his growth
way,
any
wory
this
He tells you
his word?
than that naked stone to the growth of the
‘Him that cometh to me I will In no wise plus perched on its summit, his prayers,
cast out’. Now coming is just the yielding ike the roots that descénded to the soil,
up of your sin, forseeing ty and consecrat- and,
penetrating it, brought up its riches
Don’t you suppose
ing your soul to Him.
the tree, and form a living commufeed
to
y
pertectl
is
it
it,
partof
that if you do your
between him and God. Thus his
certain that Christ will do his part—receive nication
thus he grows in grace,
sustained;
is
life
you—never cast you out?”
others wither, and
where
fruitful
and
reen
I think it must be so,” he answered.
iving where others die.
as
fav
*‘as
again,
asked
I
now,”
“Well,
you know yourself, do you thus come ji
He waited a minute, and then said
The Christian Conflict.

O Saviour, hold me! ~~ |
ord, Took upon mel

he Begins to sink |
18 sinking fas

)
nourishment and growth in grace

ual

«Absolutely sure,” he said.
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19,

communications

designed

for

dressed

preparation expected of them,

remittances of money,

&c.,

that

they could

ducing a similar effort at mutual improvement in other sections, the space given to

this topic will have been fittingly used.

publication

‘should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
®usinéss,

MORNING

hardly afford to spare. And if this brief
notice of the meeting sholi aid at all in in-

GEORGE T. DAY, Editor.
a. PF. MOSHER, Ass’t Editor.
ii itd
gu
All

the

sacrificed some advantages

WEDNESDAY,

a

THE

should

on

be

ad-

te the Publisher.

The sessions were well attended, and not
one of them was seriously threatened with

stupidity or superficial verbosity. Earnest
work was meant from first to last. Severa
clergymen of other denominations-came in
and sat and listened and approved. Dr,
Graham

New Subsecribers.—Premiums.

of Hillsdale

and

Dr. Bacheler

of

New Hampton added to the interest of the
———
exercises. There were the taces-of new:
On our third page will be found a stateand young workers into which it was a joy
ment in which several choice premiums are | and an encouragement to look. A few who
«offered for dew subscribers to the Star. have long borne burdens, and grown gray,
We
ask attention to them." They have and ripe, and eminent in the esteem won by
large service and fervent piety, were seated
+ -an interest forall our present subscribers.
among the company, and their presence
Our ministers and others who
N. B.
chastened the heart, brought the past face
»—————are disposed-to undertake special service to face with the present, and now and then
a§ agents to procure -subscribers, are in- blurred the eyes with tears. Bro. Phelon’s
benignant face stood for ‘the long and earvited to write us at this office, and we
nest service in Christ's vineyard which ever
will endeavor to make such arrangements
brings a peace and trust that no mere
with them as shall encourage them to take
earthly succes§ can yield, and illustrated the
hold of this work. We hope to hear from blessed word of Scripture,—* At evening
a good number of them at once.
time it shall be light.” Bro. Burlingame
still proclaims the blessed gospel and: sings
the sacred songs that broke from his lips
Editorial Correspondence.
and touched our soul when we were struggling out of boyhood toward man’s estate,
PROVIDENCE, R. 1., Murch 13, 1873.
and
his presence seemed like the coming of
Rhode [sland is still, as formerly, the
home of Baptists, and ‘‘ a place for all a message from a by-gone generation. Allen
sorts of consciences.”
In some sense, this has broken through the clouds that gathered
is true of other states.

Baptists find homes

in them all, and their old doctrine

Sha EC

aL

ation gains acceptance more and more in
nearly all the households of faith. But the
settlement of Roger Williams here naturally enough served to bring together
many who shared his convictions and sympathized with his ideas of church building.
And Baptists have retained the leading po- sition among religious denominations, just
as the Congregationalists have retained it
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of toler-
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about his spirit as he drew near the

and risen
Green and
infirmities
McKenzie

God-speed

and demoralization by making our lines
thin, by seeking to hold additional , terri| tory, by. accepting so many tasks that it is
impossible to do any of them justice? Is
it not better to concentrate ata few points
and build citadels there, before venturing
upon aggressive work over an area so
wide that we can scarcely cover its-boundavies by the thinnest of skirmish lines?
We feel the force of these questions.
They ask themselves in our thought over
and over again. They come up by" day
and by night seeking for solution.
We
recognize the soundness of the military tactics which they impliedly announce. But
the military figure is not always applicable.
The methods of grace are sometimes peculiar.
Here the battle is not always to the
-seemingly strong, nor the race to him who

grave,

up into the eternal brightness.
Williams were kept away by the
which age always brings. And
could only send his greeting and

from

the couch

of suffering

where he has long preached the gospel
through his silent patience that he had so
effectively preached through his fervid lips
and abundant labors,—waiting for the word

which gives him release and welcomes him
to the perfect freedom -of the sons of God.
in Massachusetts, and for reasons that are
To us the meeting was as impressive through
similar and obvious.
There are several
what it lacked as through what it possessed.
branches of the Baptist family here, each
It told much ; sometimes it suggested still
of which has its own peculiarities and aims
more.
Its speech was often magnetic; its
and methods. But there is a larger meas- silence was now and then sublime. Hope
~ ure of fellowship among them than appears
was cheeredby the living forces it revealed ;
in some other localities. They exchange memory was peopled with the forms that it
formal courtesies freely and with mutual helped to call up from the empire of the
satisfaction. They count each other as co- dead.
workers.
They seek acquaintance; and
But these things are not of such interest
- knowledge of each other begets interest, to others as to us. Almost unconsciously
«charity, confidence and esteem. There is we are thinking aloud at the end of the edinurturgd more or. less of what is evidently
torial pencil. But our readers can doubtthe real unity of the spirit.
less heartily join’ us in giving thanks over
The F. Baptists are well established here ; every indication of real prosperity that apthey are a recognized force; they aim at pears among our churches in this good State,
and
illustrate progress; they more and that carries a large- soul in its diminutive
more appreciate system; they believe in body, and in the expression of a hearty wish
growth ; they see that widening fields, and and hope that these churches may have a
more comprehensive plans, and higher en-, future richer and better than anything in
terprise, and resolute effort are the things
their past.—The Sec’y may supply a formal
that win their way to success. And there and better report next week.
is more or less of that sort of faith which
proves its presence and its value by its
works.
They have five churches within a

circle of two miles in diameter,

and

every

one of them has an able and efficient pastor,

and elements of strength
where make

themselves

that
felt

might
for

any-

good, ‘as

they are felt thus here and now.
‘The Y. M. Ministers’ Institute,embracing-

:the F. Bapjist ministers of R.I. and Mass.,
has just closed an interesting and stimulating-session at the Greenwich St. church.
This is an association,
since, for the mutual

formed some years
improvement of its

members.
It meets annnally, and its ses. sions continue from two to three days. - Es-.says, Expositions, Plans

of Sermons,

&c.,

are, presented by members according to previous assignment, and then taken up for
criticism and discussion.
The topics are
varied and cover a wide field. Some of the
essays cost wuch hard thinking and no little
patient research.
But, as it should be,even
thpse who are chiefly at home with simpler

topics are especially encouraged to bring
forward the results of their thought and
study, and they do it with profit to themselves and others. The criticisms are both
“courteous and free.

It haslong been a hab-

ib. with these R, 1. F. Baptists to deal with
~~guch other frankly and in the use
speech. They have learned how

of plain
to giye

and take blows in a manly way,—all meant
in love and fidelity,—and they carry away
«very little abiding soreness even from the
- sharpest encounters. They are both serious and merry while the moral sparring
goes on. They do not fling away dignity,
but they do not worship what are sometimes
thought of as clerical proprieties. They are
not afraid of smiling audibly. They know
how to approve with an explosion, and they
can dissent with an emphasis. They are
neither ashamed nor afraid of laughter or
tears. A pungent pleasantry seems to them
a wholesome thing, and a jet of humor is
-welcomed as so much real sunshine for

the

are so far significant and cheering. Correspondence with parties residing in different localities brings out more testimony of
the same sort. There are not a few F.
Baptists in that region. They are found in
several different states, Heére they are few,
isolated,

weak, -imperfectly

organized,

and

doing what they seem able to do under
many and serious. discouragements. © There
they are relatively more numerous, better
organized, possess larger resources,
out broader and more definite plans,

take hold of their work
and higher hope. But
as we learn, they are
acquaintance with our

with greater energy
in each case, so [ar
anxious for a better
own body, for fel-

lowship, co-operation, and

ty.

The facts already

lay
and

substantial

reported

uni-

in respect

to these people. in Louisiana are striking,
suggestive, cheering, and show that fhe

visit of the Home Mission Secretary and
Bro. Manning was timely aud important.
Letters lately received from various other
sections disclose a similar state of things.
They reach out their hands to us in sympa"thy, in the spirit of fellowship, and in pleas
for aid. * Come and help us,” is the substance of their word, ‘ and let us henceforth be brethren in fact and form, in heart

and effort.”
We are grateful to learn of this state of
things. It is’ as it should be. It is as we
have long wished it to be. We have labored and prayed through many years for just
this result, Shut away from the southern
half of our territory by the antagonisms
growing out of slavery, it is one of the
precious first fruits of that revolution which
ended the heated controversy by burying
the cause of it, that

now

comes

to

us

in

this opening of the doors of every state to
our faith and our’ effort. We hail the larger sphere with thanksgiving; we enter it
with hope
; ;we join with our newly:found
co-workers there in the effort which calls
sermons. This free, vigorcus and manly for the highest heroism both of them and
style of intercourse and criticism is not a. ourselves, and set up our banner in the
little owing to the spirit and methods and name of Him who is the Captain of salvacommanding influence of him who for twen- tion, whose going forth is ever unto vie.ty-five years stood forth pre-eminent as the tory, and on whose head are many crowns.
« leading jnind among ¥. Baptists in this
‘We do not forget that we have already
section,
— Rev. Martin Cheney. Though work enough on our hands to make our
dead he yet speaks; absent in the flesh, pne mere human courage falter, and set our
yet seés on every hand the tokens of his faith staggering if it have only earthly sup_ presence in the spirit that lives and works ports beneath it.
Churches. at our ‘very
“in those who survive him.
doors are weak, and me of them seem
0f the: special. exercises connected with ready to die. Our Foreign Mission needs
this meeting of the Institute just ended, to-day half a dozen new and strong labor“there is little need of speaking, and to sin- ers. Our institutions of learning cry out
. gle out individual features might seem in- most earnestly “ for large sums of money
“vidions. Suffice it to say that it was a live ‘and half a scoré
of the best trained men.
meeting, lacking neitherin instruction, sug- Our opportunities stretch out on every
tiveness nor stimulus. The attendants side far beyond ofr plans and seemingcan hardly
fail
to go back to'their fields of ly beyond or abilities. Why should we

exhilarated, strengthened and helped.

he absentees suffered a real loss, and they

is

needlessly allowed themselves
to come

Economites will trigmph, Principles die
hard in America. Our moral and political
atmosphere encourage their hel
not-

multiplied,

and

our

task

of Select-

but partly learn.
a more careful
vicious schémes
be followed by
be purified, it

of men

to

whom

corruption,

fraud,

and

falsehood are impossible.
But
we are
doubly anxious about the teachings in the
law of "veracity which are given to our
children and youth. The wickedness of a
lie ‘is a lesson that can not be too early or
too persistently taught, but childhood is
slow to learn the multifarious forms under

A School for Naturalists.

which untruth can hide itself, so slow that,
evasions, concealments, prevarications, and

—

It is well known that Professor Agassiz
has been for some time contemplating a

half-truths are not always understood to he

the nature of falsehood.
We would
course of scientific instruction, the plan of’ of
have them early learn the brave frankness

which has just transpired. Nantucket has | which dares utter the whole
truth against
been selected as the place of instruction, as all temptations and fears, and spurns every
the object is to give ‘students the practical semblance of a lie,
advantages of studying nature in her actual
The N. Y. Tribune, whose very breath
forms. . It will be chiefly for students of
seems burdened with complaints, herein
natural bistory, and twenty of our most
complains with some reason. It is speakcompetent instructors have volunteered their
ing about ‘Retained Legislators” :
services.
It is not alone in Congress that the hired
Professor Agassiz has given to a ‘correattorneys may be found : legislating under
spondent of the New York Tribune some of large general retainers
from corporations
the details of the intended work, which will and small daily pay from the State. They
doubtless interest many of our readers. He are in every State Legislature in the eounstates that the object of this course is to give try, fooling themselves aud trying to fool
others into the belief that their relations
teachers of natural history in our schools, with
the people as legislators are entirely
and others who desire to prepare themselves consistent with their relations
with their
for teachers, a thorough and comprehensive
clients who seek from, the people special
course in the various branches of science protective privileges oF grants. The large
comprehended under that name.
Such a pay is from the client, the ‘small pay from
the State. Iu the
of interests becourse of study-can not be supplied by hooks. tween client and collision
people, what chance is
As Professor Agassiz said: ‘‘Naturalists there for judicial fairness or honest adjustmust learn to read nature.” They can not ment ?
’
It is an evil liard to reach and difficult to
read nature without specimens.
It has
Bul that it is an evil,'a crying
been a constant aim of the projectors so to remedy.

these

arrange the course that students

Denominations News nd Nos,
Our Southern Tour,

Bro. Chase has given

a short

sketch

of

must be by sending to Washington a class our journeyings south, and has suggested

————

doors and seems plainly bidding us enter
them.
And the way of duty is the way of
deliverance, of safety, of strength, of great
victories. Working with God, mortal feebleness rises to spiritual power.
We are
helped best through helping; we get by
giving; we gain eternal weulth by surrendering all. And we have a strong conviction that, in proportion as we rise to the
occasion that is now coming to us, and enter into the promising labors that are so
much peeded in these wide fields at the
South, we shall find our own loins girded
with strength, our own generous gifts comback

The present lesson will be
ed, if the only
result is
concealment hereafter of
whose discovery would
censure. If Congress is to

withstanding Credit Mobiliers and the vot-

cle. God hath chesen the foolish things to
confound the wise, and the weak to master
the mighty. - Victory comes of his Spirit,
and through ‘the exercise of a bold faith
which elsewhere were presumption and the
beginning of disaster.

ing

taking into their hands the

ing the candidates whom they ave to elect?

ing of back pay. If we ever hear again from
Beaver Ealls, we shall confidently expect to
learn that the terms of the Corporation are
agreed to, and that the village has accepted
the “net profits of the cutlery works for the
next cight years for religious, charitable
and educational purposes,”

calls into use only well-trained human mus-

The fact is, Providence has opened

19, 1878,

shame, in Legislatures

attending

and Congress,

can

notbe denied. There is no cure for it in
any spasmodic effort to get better and
purer men into public life and consequent
exposure to temptation.
That is good so
far
as it goes, but so long as (ongress
and State Legislatures have great pecuniary rewards for distributioi, the pressure

distrustful

it can enjoy its advantages free of charge.
It is hoped that the necessary conditions
have been secured. The scientific men give
their aid freely, and the only necessary exA Right of Employers.
penses will be those incident to a residence
| —
—
.
We know nothing about Beaver Falls, at Nantucket for two months.
The object is to give increased opportuand not much about the Economites. Only
to whom it will be
the Methodist.dBecorder of last week states nities to all those
that they are ‘‘a peculiar religious people, of special importance to attend, and not
vastly wealthly and unaristocratic,” and merely to furnish entertainment for those
that they have put much money into the cut- who go there for relaxation and general interest. It is safe to say that such a thorough
lery business at Beaver Falls.
and
unique course of instruction under such
Hence the village has become a shrine.
Men should draw near it with bated breath advantageous circumstances was never beand hushed utterance. For there is a prin- | fore offered to the student of science. A
ciple struggling vo assert itself there. The number of aquaria and the necessary apEconomites
have * employed enlightened paratus to dredge in deep water will be
Chinamen to run the cutlery establishment, provided. The superintendent of the United
and the heathen citizens are greatly enraged States coast survey and the United States
have * promthereat. They present petitions for the re- commissioner of fisheries
moval of the celestials,threatening to attend ised their co-operation to the extent of their
ability, without interfering with the regular
to the removal themselves if need be. * The
Economites repiy that if their laborers are service of the department. Excursions will
molested, they will not only withdraw their | be made frequently to give those present an
capital from the cutlery business, ‘but will opportunity of learning how to observe, and
speech changing to victorious songs.

that I add to that sketch an account. of my
own experience and labors. Thinking it
would not be uninteresting to the readers
of the Star, and hoping that it may awaken

a larger spirit of benevolence and a deeper
feeling of interest in the hearts of the people
for our Mission, I conclude to do so.
BATON

ROUGE,

This place is on the left bank of the

Mis-

sissippi river, one hundred and forty miles
above New Orleans, and is beautiful for sit-

uation.

It was formerly the

State

capital,

and had a very fine State house,but the Reb-.
els burned it and it has never been rebuilt.

The State Legislature
now convenes at New
Orleans.
I arrived here Saturday morning at four
o'clock. ‘I found a F. Baptist church in the
city and several in the country, trying hard
to live, but, like the disciples at Ephesus,
knowing only the baptism of John. They
have very crude ideas of church gevernment. The church in the city at one time
numbered five or six hundred,

but

is

now

reduced to less than one hundred, and is
still growing less. This falling off is owing
to several causes. They are trying to build
a house of worship. May they be successful, and have wisdom to manage it sucoess-

fully, The American Mission Association
have a house there that, through the kindness
of their agents, we secured for our brethren _

to worship in for the present. They have
six churches and nine ordained ministers.
Some of their churches are in Mississippi.
If their forces were properly directed, they
could accomplish a good work; but they
lack the element of organization and the

power to apply their forces.

My visit gave them great encouraggent,
approach grow more subtle and certain, by revepling to them the fact that songebody
and the processes of corruption go on. cares for them and that they are n
e onBut we may be certain of one thing at
least; that, in so far as we can take away ly F. Baptists in the world. But my stay
from,Congress and Legislatures the pow- was too short to He of any great benefit to
ers and privileges of special legislation, them. I fear, unless they get help soon to
we shall remove temptation from Legisla- encourage and organize them, they will give
ture and lobby, and diminish hy so much
up and go into other denominations, It
the prevalence of bribery and "corruption.
Then, too, the cultivation of a cleaner and costs them a great struggle and sacrifice to
purer public sentiment upon these points, be F. Baptists.
with higher standards of political morality,
NEW
ORLEANS,
will help vastly to purify politics and drive
guy tie hired attorneys from our legislative
Here
found Bro." Chase, who had been
alls.
busy hunting up Freewill Baptist churches.
Unfortunately for the completion of our
Referring to the convention lately held | work, the ministers were all out of the city."
of the jobby will continue,

the

methods

to amend our national Constitution

so

of

that | We could do nothing until they came,

only

it should recognize Christianity, the Wuteh- to look up new churches or places where
man & Reflector says :
{they wanted churches organized. On the

| seyeriteeth they returned, but the leading
also’of making collections with which they
man, the one they called Presiding Elder,
also leave the town.
That gives the scandidnot erm» at all, They thought at first
dalized citizens something to think about, | may teach classes at home.
Here seems to be a rare opportunity.
| they could not do anything without him,
_especially as they are told in the same
| breath that if the ‘“Works” are let alone, the The advantages of a season with Agassiz |i
but finaily-concluded that as they had heen
| .whole profits tor the next eight vears will can not be overestimated,—for he will per{ go long praying for some one to come from
ife that he, of whose government ours is the Norih and arrange their business and set
sonally superintend the work,—and all who
be devoted to the moral improvement of
feeble and imperfect imitation, should
desire a thorough acquaintance with nature
Beaver Falls.
tand forth confessed to the view. of man- them vight, now when the Lord had answer= Work in the South.
To begin with, the citizens have probably in her varied forms, aided by the most com- kind. There is a flagrant inconsistency, ed their prayers it would not do to fail, so
meddled
with what they had no business | petent instructors in the country, should be and we might sav injustice, too, in the en- they concluded to go on in the work of reThe results of the visits made to the astire absence of God from our Coustitwion. f construction.
On the second day of Februto.
Must
manufacturers consulé a whole | eager to seize this opportunity.
sociations and churches in the South, that
If, in monarchical governments,
kings do
ary, we organized two churches, and on
town
before
they
ean
feel
at
liverty
to
hire
not scruple to acknowledge that they reign
hold substantially the same views of ChrisDei gratia, by the grace of God, and send || Friday before tlie second Sabbath we asSpirit of the Press.
tian doctrine and church polity as ourselves, laborers ? The business is their own. They

soul, Their work is not less but more
. earnest. for their occasional by-play, and
their mental recreation serves them in the
..frue method,—that is, it adds a genuine
. fervor to their prayers and power to their

~ Jabor
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undertake new things while

we find our-

selves too feeble to manage the old?

we not bring weakness,

Shall

discouragement

are anxious to manage it the most economically.” Must they deliberately
sacrifice
more or less money each day, to satisfy the
whims of meddlesome residents? There
might be some force to the petition if the
Economites had filled their mlls with ruffians; who only made cutlery by day that
they might cut the citizens’ throats by night.
Petitions might be received with some consideration then.
Of course a town should have some. pref-

erence as to the human material that is put
into it.

on.”

its weal or woe may depend there-

So far as its free institutions

may

be

The

Living

Christian

would

call this, which we found in its

this declaration abroad on
ments, seals, and the very

probably
columns,

a

specimen of personal journalism:
The Editor ofthe Lutheran Observer has,
on several occasions recently,been meddling

himself impudently with our

matters,

and,

as it seems to us, with the intent to convey
a false impression.
But then he knows, as

well as any one can know a thing, that we
are too generous and gallant to retaliate on
an old lady,
Just chatter on Bro. Conrad,
we rather dnjoy it.
The

Golden

Age

is

indignant,

and

no

wonder:
imperiled, or its morals corrupted, or hinIs Harper's Weekly
deaf,
or dumb,
drances put in the way of its highest prog- or biind? Has it no ears to hear about the
ress, it has the right of protest. We are Credit Mobilier ? Has it no tongue to speak
not at liberty to bring a cut-throat into our against this monstrous fraud ? Has it no
eyes to see rottenness anywhere
in its
families, nor to buy poison beetles for our own party ? Why don’t Tom Nast sharpen
children to play with. Nor may we allow his pencil once more ? Is there not as much
any one else to bring them in. The rights game to be made of Patterson, and Colfax,
of a town in the same direction are not and Pomeroy, as there was of Greeley ? Is
it the function of the caricaturist to” abuse
much different.
honest men, and to let rogues go free?
But here is a matter involved which might “Morristown papers pléase copy in haste.
work endless harm. If A must consult the
The Evangelist thinks it quite possible to
citizens of a town before he may man his
machines there, we have entered on a system press upward the standard of college trainof espionage that will kill any honest enter- ing in a degree disproportionate to the genprise. The hands of the capitalist,—and it eral standard of education:

is ‘his hands that has given the most of our
churches and school-houses:a chance to ex-

ist—would be tied by all the whims

and

prejudices that mortals may cherish.
it is well known that they are legion.

And

Still, this affair at Beaver Falls is not

the

first of the kind." North Adams has already
been canonized as the theater of a similar
movement.
But that-was made by rival
manufacturers, who would crush an

honest

aitempt to do honest work with honest help.
There, it was the force of organized oppression, pleading the right of a sham union to
dictate to a free citizen what help he should
employ.
Here, it is a company of restless
citizens, who seemingly have no more legal
or essential right to meddle in the affairs of
the Economites, than they have to control

the regulations of the moon.

It would be a

gratification to know the result of the movement.

We should watch for

it eagerly,

if

we knew in what State to find the town.
This whole

grievance

is probably

born

of the fact that the laborers are Chinese.
There would doubtless be no objection, if

the shops were filled with the sons of Erin,who would make business lively in the saloons, and insurance agents in demand.
Aware of the folly of urging their real reasons, the citizens of Beaver

Falls seem

to

argue the heathen nationality of the new

workmen as dangerous to the life of the
town. It would be much more creditable if
they would give a beautiful significance to
their arguments, by acting the part of Chris-

tian teachers, and lead the celestials to the
true faith,
There can

be

;
but little doubt
\

that

the !

public docucoin of their

countries, nich more should we as people,
on whom, as we believe, a kind Provi-

sembled at the old Slave Pen to organize a
Freewill Baptist Quarterly Meeting.
With
Brethren Ashley and James (Congragation-

more abundant honor
ready to incorporate in

alists) as eouncil, we

Freewill Baptist Quarterly

Meeting

tbe charter of our liberty, and the instrument that secures us our civil and religious

city of New Orleans.

conference

We rejoice to lend our influence in favor of
this important movement.

Missions,

dence has bestowed
and privileges, be

rights, a suitable recognition of the existence and agency of him by whom kings
réign not only, but even republics exist.

A thoughtful and timely leader in the Interior is thus concluded :
Nothing has yet come io Jight to make
us doubt the fact that Christians are the salt
of the earth. They are to blame for their
worldliness, for their pleasure-seeking spirit,
and perhaps

God

has

a

controversy

with

his people and is administering a deserved

rebuke.
We fancy, however, that if all
the Christians were taken out of the world,

the morality which®would be left could be
very easily computed.
Christians have
earned a reputation for high-toned morality, and this is acknowledged in the fact
that the faults which pass unnoticed in others, are the subject of unsparing criticism
if laid at the door of the disciples of Christ.
We have attached too much argumentative
value to the fact that prominent

men

give

their sanction to religion and are numbered among the disciples of Christ, as though
In our new States, and in some of" the the gospel of Jesus Christ needed the patolder ones, what is wanted is not so much
ronage and countenance of the great. And
a more extensive and expensive course of when a question arises. touching their instudy—which will send forth finished schol- tegrity, men begin to feel that a spirit of
ars—but the means of education more near- distrust must overtake society. This proly oun a level with the circumstances of the ceeds from the fallacy of supposing that
great mass of those who seek the advanta- the men whose names are on the lips of all,
ges of college training. In other words, are necessarily the strongest Christians.
most of our Western colleges, defective as But this is a grave mistake. It does not
they are in some respects, are doing the follow that a man’s piety is in the ratio of
work for which they were called into exist-- his prominence, and it is setting altogether
ence far better than would be possible if, by too much value on any man to affirm that
raising
the standard of admission, they his guilt, if if were proved, would permathrew upon the student the necessity of a nently injure the Christian church, or prove
longer and more costly preparation.
With a strong argument against religion.

organizeil
The

a

regular

in

the
was

then called to order and proceeded to transact the business of the Quarterly Meeting.
Resolutions were discussed and passed on
Temperanee,

Sabbath

schools

and on the Ministry. Two candidates were
examined for ordination. Business was followed by a religious meeting at two o'clock,
and such a meeting! The greatest cause
of thanksgiving seemed to be that God had
heard their prayers,and they were members

with their northern
Christian body.
On Sabbath morning

brethren

of &

large

appropriate services

were held for the ordination of Brethren
Commodore Decatur and Jeremiah Blackstone (classic names), who were set apart
to the work of the ministry according to the
usages of the denomination. At three
o'clock we met again, and after listening to

a good sermon from Bro. Blackstone the
Lord's supper was administered and all orders and sects that were there received the
sacrament. There was so much of the spirit
and presence of God in the meeting that
creeds and confessions were powerless to
prevent God’s children from obeying their
Lord, to ‘‘show

forth

his

death”

until

he

come.
It was a precious season.
And
what scenes of the past came rushing upon
the memory! There in that very old Slave
Pen the dear Saviour, whose suffering and
death we were commemorating, was bought
and sold in the person of his children,
knocked off as goods and chattels to the
highest bidder. = There were once heard
groans and weeping, when kindred ties
the means at their command, which must
were rent asunder and loved ones forever
remain limited for many years to come,
The Standard justly remarks:
separated. There now stood up God's free
they are accomplishing on the whole a better
The great fact that there isa moral as children to proclaim a full and free gospel.
work than if they hurried into an imitation
of Harvard. The time may come for this, well as a political responsibility involved There around that sacred board, God's peoin the exercise of the elective franchise
but it has not come yet.
Already the great difficulty in the way of must be impressed on the public mind; the ple gathered and by faith feasted upon the,
many young men is in preparing for college. voting population must be made to realize rich provisions of his love, in memory of
Raising the standard very much might force it, to feel it, and to act upon the idea that their dying Lord: While all around and in
them to abandon the hope of obtaining an God will hold a man accountable for his the street eager ones were listening in
education. We should have a surplus of vote as for any other moral act of his life. breathless silence to hear the words and
colleges and a lack of academies.” Even If we can establish a conscientious exercise witness the scene, thought was busy with
now preparation for some of our colleges is of the elective franchise, the work is acBut such is the general de- the past, and from many a sorrowing heart
nearly equivalent to what constituted: the complished.
moralization in this respect, that the task went up the prayer of thanksgiving and
entire college course a century ago.
of effecting-a thorough reform will be no praise. * Never before had we stood in such
RA]
|
Zion’s Herald, in an article on *“Truth- easy one; nay, more, it will be an almost a place. It. was worth a lifetime of toil
fulness iv High Places,” calls attention to hopeless one, and can only be accomplish- and suffering to stand upon that elevated
ed through years of persistent effort. In
an important matter:
short, until our politics are based upon re- spot, where the past;with all of its horrors
It is time for the inquiry whether there ligious principles, we may not hope to have i strife, its fields of moral conflict and
is not need of a wiser selection of the men
fully entered upon the work of their regen- thousands of dead come to mind, and the
whom we shall place in high public posi- eration. Integrity in candidates for office,
tions. We know a little of the machinery and approved moral education must be re- shout of victory when the death knell of
by whose working candidates for office are garded as of more value than silyer or slavery rung out over every hill’ and” vale
named, and that little gives us no wish for gold; our people must rise higher than through the land, and the present with all
an intimate familiarity with it.
It is mere partisanship, before the great evils its hopes and enjoyments, and the ‘future
enough-that the better class of ¢itizens find which afflict the body politic canbe remov- with all its hopes and prospects—how wide
it perilous to their handling, But does ed. Through the operation of party manot this indicate that it is time for that chinery, bad
~COL
men,get into the contrast,how great the change. Hell was
very class to arise in their strength and office, and when the wicked rule, the peo- changed to Heaven, darkness to light, and
smash the machinery of the politicians, ple mourn,
weepirig and sorrow to joy and’gladness.
DEF
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re
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ngly
‘tist church, to become their pastor. Accordi
y ina council was called torexamine and publicl
stall Bro. G. pastor of the church, which council
met March 6th, and ofganized by choosing Rev.
and Rev. N. L.
EB. M. Prescott, chairman,

The meeting closed with thanksgiving on
almost every lip, and joy beaming from
every eye. Many felt they had reached a

pointin spiritual life they never attained be-

Rowell, clerk.
%
After a very pleasant

fore,

At night we had meeling again, and thus
closed my labors in, New Orleans.

Rev. G. I. Bard (Cong.); Address to Church,
Rev. A. B. Meservey ; Benediction by the Pastor.

The singing was excellent, the sermon cledr
and convincing, the welcome exceedingly hearty,
the address to the church direct and forcible, and
altogether the services were of the most interMay the kindly feeling and inesting character,
now exist between pastor
which
relations
timate

good work. Here on this old battle ground,
unoccupied

for years, where the

church, God is again

mustering for service

late Father Bundy raised ‘a large F. B,
COWELL.

more it

good, and

Wis.

From

L

visit

to

This

is one

MONTVILLE Q. M.—Held

>

its February session

J,a

not relieve, no

RELIGIOUS

MISCELLANY.

cures

General.

The Religious. Herald estimates

’

gree of interest has been manifest, und we trust
Bro. D. may see much substantial good to cheer
his declining years.
Brethren contemplating Nebraska as a future home will do well to corres-

A.H. RB.

vine-

their

dred Presbyterian clergymen idle in
yards.
2

‘REV. C. B. PEcKuaM will .close his present
pastorate at South Parsoustield, Me., March 31st.
Correspondence is invited from any church wish-

ing a pastor.

J. PATTERSON.

REV. WM. HURLIN, known to many of our
readers,
has just closed a seven years’ pastorate
with tlre Baptist church in Antrim, and has accepted a call to the Baptist church in Plaistow,

7

:

BRO. G. W. W. TANNER, a former laborer mn
the ¥, B. Denomination, is now in Lowell, Wis.,
and is beginning anew the gospel work,
He has
led a busy life, but is anxious to continue in service to the end. He is preaching weekly to “a
people who talk F, Baptist sentiments,” and he
hopes to build up a new church.
Ministerial

help would be gladly received.
Rev, L. WHEELER and wife express thanks to
the church and people of Manchester, Minn.,
for a visit at the dwelling house of Bro. J. F'.
Hall, and a liberal donation of $75.00.

REV.

& MRS. J. H. Cox express their thanks

to their friends in E. Randolph

Feb. 20, and other presents
Jamounting in all to $90.

for a donation

during

on

the wiater,

-

REV. W. D. MOULTON received of the Scott
church and friends, on the night of the 5th inst.,

a donation of $56.05, Other

gifts accompanied

the money.
THE

friends

of Rev.

E. R. Clarke,

Mich., and vicinity, donated

of Lenox,

to him $225 on the

18th of February, which was very thankfully re:
ceived.

Tar friends of Rev. J. M. Russell and wife re-

the average

.

mer

BE

Rev. J. RAND and wife gratefully acknowledge
a pleasant surprise visit

from

their parishioners

|

they feel

that they can labor for their prosperity in the future with better courage and with better success.
Installation,

Some time since Rev. L. Given received and
accepted a call from the Meredith Village F, Bapé

rheumatism,

neuralgia,

lock-jaw,

palsy,

the

world

began.

It

is a counter-irritant, an

harmless and the wounded are healed without a scar.

all-healing pain reliever.

Rev. W. H. Cudworth, pastor for twenty-one
years of the Unitarian church at East Boston,
has resigned to accept the pastorate of the Third
Unitarian church at Chicago at £3,000.
In the Baptist churches of the United States
there were in 1871 exclusions to the great number of 18,515; in 1872 these exclusions amounted
to 15,970.
American Baptists contribute, for all forms of
missionary work, an average of only 31 cents
per member, and only $1 for $89 worth of church
property.
Grand Rapids, Michigan, seems to be a point
It is the secof religious and business interest.
ond city in respect to papulation in the state, and
is growing rapidly.
Rev. Joseph Harvey, a veuerable Presbyterian
minister, died on the 4th ult., in Michigan, in the
eighty-sixth year of his age. It was he who was
first brought in contact with a native of the Sandwich Islands, and first suggested the establishment of the American missions there.
Rev. Zedekiah S. Barstow, D. D., of Keene,
N. H., died last week at the age of 82. He was
a native of Canterbury, Conn., born in 1791, and
graduated from Yale College in 1813.. He was
installed pastor of thé Congregational church
in Keene, in 1818,and held that relation till bis
death, altheugh he has had a colleague since
One hundred dollars a year is all that the
American Education Society (Congregational)
is able to appropriate to each of the three hundred needy young men studying for the ministry
in the various colleges, and this small sum is
hard to get.
.
:
:
A social
Chicago University is progressive.
party of trustees and professors and their wives

Bur-

of Dr.

residence

roughs, the President, to discuss the question
of establishing a college, or.department, in connection with the university, for the especial education of women; or, rather, perhaps, to make
such arrangements as would render it practicable for women to avail themselves of the present advantages and fires of the institution.
Guthrie of Edinburgh was
The late Thomas
once pronounced by the London Times ** the
J
most eloquent man in Europe.”
The High Church party in England have raised a fund of $30,000 for the purchase of advowsons, and presenting them, as they {all vacant, to
clergymen of their own school.

The Bishops of the United Brethren have appointed the last Sunday of April as a day of fasting and prayer.
An orthodox minister of St. Louis recently
preached from the text, * Let her drive!” We
are not informed as to the drift of the sermon,
but we suppose that it must have beeg an argument for ‘woman suffrage.
Mr. James Lick, of San Jose, Cul., has given
to the disciples of Thomas Paine a tract of land
valued at $100,000, one-half of the proceeds of
which is to go to a lecturing fund and the other
With this munifihalf to their building fund.
cent aid, the project of erecting a hall in Boston,
fn which the doctrines of the great hierarch of
American unbelievers may be freely dispensed,
would seem to be feasible.

It is no humbug.
‘each

plain

and commodious

church

he will succeed in doing it.
Charles Merriam, Esq., of Springfield, writes
in the Congregationalist of non-church-goers,
and how they are to be brought under religious
influences. Not, he thinks, by free churches;
where

well-to-do

persons

pay

their

for

own;

nor by mission chapels and the like ; but by comparatively inexpensive

edifices,

church

A

bill

a large

in the current
all, low-pricorthodox docTy

is on its passage through the Pennsyl-

vania legislature which permits any congregation to empower the ** minister, elders and deacons, or the

and care

deacons

alone,”

for all the secular

to

act

as

interests

trustees

of

the

There is no reason why any church
church.
should not entrust the care of its property and

is selling

as no article

7:

More than 1000 certificates of re-

Centaur Liniment.

One bottle of the yellow

OR

3

ment

wrapper

is worth one hundred

sweenied

sheep.

horses

and

dollars

mules, or

Stock-owners—this

attention.

"No

Liniment.

family

J.B.

or

serew-worm

in

for

be

is worth

without

& Co., New

your

Centaur

York.

for Casto

is more than a substitute

Castoria

Lini-

for:spavined

liniment

should

Ro3E

Centaur

It con-

Sleep.

natural

produce

tains neither minerals, morphine nor alcohol, and 18
pleasant to take. Children need not cry and mothers
10t5
may rest.

to

place betore the

Balsam.

We

have

not a bottle in the store.

We

just what we say.

It has

mean

Drs. Wilson
write

from

& Ward,
Centreville,

hi

Sy

Yours,

HURT & TANNER.
physicians and druggists,
Ténn.:

‘ We

purchased

Allen’s Lung
Balsam, and it sells rapidly. We are
practicing physicians, as well as druggists, and take
pleasure

in

recommending

a great

remedy, such as

we know this to be.
:
ga: Physicians donot recommend a medicine which
has no merit. What they say about ALLEN’S
LUNG BALSAM can be taken as a fact. Let all
afllicteq test it at once, and be convinced of its real
merits.

ALLENS

LUNG

BARSAM is the remedy

to cure all lung and throat difficulties.
It should
thoroughly tested before using any other Balsam.

will cure when all others fail.
It is harmless to the most delicate child.

he
It

It contains

DR. S.
sends

his

PA

KILLER—Cures

Sore

9.50
1500
50.00
1.00
40
2.50
9.00
14.00
1.50
1.40
4.00
1.00
2.00
13.00
4.00

ble.

N°
K

MEDICINE
=er

is so popular

the PAIN

KILLER

your Grocer don’t keep
Orders promptly filled.

I

.

As the Pain Killer,

always at hand.

you have a COUGH or COLD,
Use the Pain Killer.
OOK

W
1=

OUT

EVERYBODY

use the

Killer in the house.

PA'N

KILLER

For Sprains and Bruises.
SAILOR should carry a bottle of
Pain Killer with him,
BER, the Pain Killer is for both

Year
Rue

Internal and External Use.

£3

The

Pain

Killer

is

sold by all the Druggists

and

Dealers in Family Medicines.

PERRY DAVIS & SON, Proprietors,
136 High Street, Providence, R. I.
377 St. Paul Street, Montreal, Canada.
17 Southampton Row, London, Eng.

The Free Baptist church in Depauville, N.Y ., is
in want of a pastor, The chureh is small but well
united. They have a good meeting-house with bell,
good choir, organ, &. Would prefer a young man,
or one with a small family. Any minister, desiring
.a field of labor, is invited to correspond with the
subscriber at Depanville, Jefferson Co, N. Y.
JOHN J. ALLEN,

GRAND RAPIDS, Q. M., Mica., will hold its next
gession in the Wa Qietioaist church, in Walker,
May 2—4. Conference opens at 1 o’clock, P.M. on
Friday, A full delegation is requested, also that
they come prepared to pay the annual tax of 10 cents
F. F. BAILEY, Clerk.
per resident member.
Hir L8DALE §. M. will hold its next session with
the Hillsdale church, April 12.
Gro. R. Hou, Clerk.
Office

ia

Addresses,

Rev..D 0 Burr, Poland, Me.

and

it, send

MAINE

uses.

very

dura-

York.”

to

the

If

Depot.
1817

ARRANGEMENT,

Trains leave Dover

for Portlun

Trains leave for-Alton Bay.
9.80 10.50 A. M., and 6.10 P. ¥.

Boston,
Dover,
Gonie,
Rochester,
Farmington,
New Durham,
Alton,
Alton Bay,
Trains

8:30
9.00
9.20
9.25
9.45
e's

;

dens
Dever.

for

Leave Alton Bay,
“
Alton,

4.00
4.04

New Durham,

Farmington,

1.

1

412

Rochester,

7.

4.42

Gonie,

4.36

7.

Dover,

Boston,

-

4.47

1.

2.00

5,05

1.46

STAGE CONNECTIONS.
Stages leave Wolfeborough Tuesdays, Thursdays
and Saturdays for Tuftonborough, Mouitonborough,
Sandwich and Center Sandwich.
Leave Alton Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
for Laconia.
.
RETURNING,— Leave

Laconia

Mondays,

Dyspepsia, Heart Burn, Liver Complaint,
Loss of
Appetite cured by taking a few bottles.
Lassitude, Low Spirits, and Sinking Sensation

.

For Kidney, Bladder and Urinary derangements
it has no equal; one bottle will convince the most
skeptical.
Worms expelled from the system without the

Wednes-

Iron Works.

Stages connect at Rochester daily, from East Rochester, with trains each ay.
JAMES
T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.

‘MARRIED
Delia E. Smith, both

Folmsbee, both of Flal Creek.

SEEDS!

We will send our ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE to all
in want of pure and reliable Flower & Vegetable
Seeds.
—We sell none but the best. Address with
samp,
J. T. SMITH & SONS,
, 211

find in the Quaker

Aged

The

declining

all Druggists and
Medicines.

by

Dealers

from

$40

man

or woman

to $756 a week.

by

mail.

Address

YOUNG & CO., 173
24£10

who

MCKENNEY
4t12

&

$%

WATERS

per

Price,
Publishers,

hundred.

& SON, 481 Broadway,
3tl 0

*

An investment in the lands of the National Colony
will pay 100

per cent.

better than

any Bonds

or

Stocks upon the market.
A small sum invested
NOW will secure a good farm. For particulars address

MILLER,
4t10

HUMISTON
& CO.,
Toledo, Ohio.

=

A

NE

[ introduce this season a new tomato, the CANADA
VICTOR, which is probably the earliest of all varieties.
It combines just what is wanted, viz. :—extreme earliness, large size,
of color, with an
cracking around
qualities.
Simg.e

the round shape, solidity, richness
entire freedom from greenness and
the stem, and first class cropping
packets of 25 seeds, 25 cents; five

Dealers

JAMES

supplied at a liberal discount.

J.

H.

GREGORY,

PREPARED BY
Dr. H. S. FLINT & Co.
At their Great Medical Depot, 195 & 197 Broad Street,
Providence, R. I,
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CATARRE!

4teowt

§

Schools and Con-

dmong th

BETTER-~"BONDS!

free to all.

Marblehead, Mass.

A Woman Having Catarrh 35 Years,
CURED!
And
Droppings
in
Throat,
Chokings,
Stranglings, Pains in the Side, Loins,
Headache,
Dizziness
and
General
Weakness, ‘Cured
by less than Three

Bottles of the

CONSTITUTIONAL
HOW THIS VARIETY oF CORN wAS ORIGINATED
This celebrated variety has heen brought to its
present perfection by planting largest, most prolific
and earliest kinds for a series of years and annually
selecting the earliest ripening, largest and most prolific ears for seed,
120 TO 150 BUSHELS OF SHELLED CORN
GROWN
PER ACRE.
In order to show that it is NO HUMBUG, we have
put up 550,000 small SAMPLE PACKAGES, which we

will send FREE to all who send stamp to pay postage.
WHAT WE CLAIM FOR THE CHESTER COUNTY MAMMOTH CORN:

Catarrh Remedy
To

MESSTS. LITTLEFIELD & HAYES, Proprietors of
Constitutional Catarrh Remedy, Manchester, N. H.:

I reside at Manchester, N. H., and previously resided at Henniker, and am a native of Weare, this
State. I have had Catarrh twenty-five years, ever since I was 19 years old; had it bad all the time. It
run all that period, and nights it would fill up and
drop down in my throat, causing a feeling of chokmg, so that I would

from

strangulation.

spring up in

bed to

It affected

save myself

my head

so that I

felt confused, and was troubled with severe headache
at intervals, for a week at a time.
I also had bad

pains

in shoulders, back and kidneys; from which I
Sob:
they, that a year

farmers who | suffered immensely:
tained by the voluntary stateofments
1st, This corn will

yield

from twice to three times

more

vigorous

and healthy,

and sufliciently strong to produce one or two very
large ears.
srd, The stalks bear more foliage and are better for
feeding.
4th, That it will grow and produce a profitable crop
5th, It ripens earlier

and is not liable to be caught

by frost.

6th, To be cut green and used for feeding, it is fifty
per cent. better than any other variety of corn.
Our corn has all been selected with the greatest
care the small end of every ear Broken off, the balance shelled by hand.
;
;
WE WARRANT EVERY GRAIN OF IT TO GROW.
The increase yield per acre over the old varieties
will pay for the seed 20 times over, besides every
farmer that plants this year will have a large demand
for seed at good prices. SEND FOR CIRCULARS AND
TESTIMONIALS.
Price $2.50 NI
$5 a bushel; five bushels $20.
Address
P. BOYER
& Co.,
:
.
ot10

WANTED. wages

paid. Address, BOSTON CULTIVATOR, Boston, Mass. 4t9
AGENTS

WANTED.—-SAMPLES

SENT

free by mail, with terms, to clear from
day.

Two

Address,

entirely new

articles, saleable

N. H. WHITE
Newark, New Jersey.

A new edition of the Life of Wm. Burr is now out
of press. The price has been reduced from $1 00 to
7b cents, and will be sent postage paid on receipt of

We want

for,

Copy of the paper and full

HYMN
AND
TUNE BOOK FOR
T has little work contains 64

mailed;

that sum.

This little volume should be in every Freewill Baptist home, and would not fail to have a good influence
upon the readers of our Sabbath School Libraries.
A liberal discount to the trade and to canvassers.
Send your orders to the STAR OFFICE, Dover, N. H

ago last summer I was obliged to lie in bed most of
the time for three months.
Ihave tried all kinds of
snuff and Catarrh remedies with no particular bene-

fit, and consulted physicians.
I had a
cough, . I began to take the Constitutional
Remedy last August.

| began to grow

hackin
Catarrh

better

before

finishing the first bottle. I am now on the third bottle. My Catarrh is cured; my health is restored. I
have no pains, aches or cough.
My whole system is
made over new.
I know itis this medicine that has
rescued me from intense suffering and almost the
grave,
Iam now able to do the hardest work and .
hear the greatest exposure, and feel that I can not

say too much in favor of the Constitutional Catarrh
Remedy.
MRS. E. J. FLANDERS.
Manchester, N. H.,

Feb.

1, 1871.

Iam 53 years old; have had Catarrh ever singe I
was eighteen
years old and headache all the time;

nave suffered beyond description with runhing at the
nose, droppings in the throat, chokings and stran-

Bhi

8.

Have tried any quantity

of Catarrh Remedies,

ut have found no relief till I tried your Constitutional Catarrh Remedy, six months ago, and found immediate relief.

Catarrh and all itg attendant evils have left: Headache, Pains in Loifis aud Back, Dizziness, Logg
of
appetite and General Weakness. Less than three
bottles of Constitutional Catarrh Remedy have cured
me.
Ihave not been so well since I can remember
as now.
I feel as if I could not say too much for the

medicine or thank God too heartily that through its
instrumentality I have been restored to health.

No. 17, Manchester Corporati
0.

17,

Manchester

Corporation.

Manchester, N. H,, January 27, 1872.
sid
The above lady is my mother, I am a painter b
trade, and am a member of the City Council of WA
chester. Every word that my mother states ie true
JACOB J. ABBOTT.
Hundreds of cases of a similar natare cured withi
the last

year.

Snufls andiLotions are only

temporar

reliel.
The CONSTITUTIONAL CATARRH
REMEDY strikes at the root, builds up the.constitution,
makes it new, and drives away Catarrh and all die
eases of the mucous membranes, and their attendant
). ains and aches, pertaining to head, back, shoulders,
Feys and throat.
Price $1 Je Bottle. Sold by all Druggists. A
Pamphlet of 82 pages, Fivig a
Treatise on Catarrh,
and containing innumerable cases of oures, sent
FREE

4410

by addressing tipe Proprietors,

LITTLEFIELD

&

!

HAYES,

|

t
ia

in fine black walnut and

Sunday

4

V H

packets, $1.00. Packetsof 25 seeds selected from the
few very earliest, 50 cents each. My Seed Catalogue

in

Life of Wm. Burr.

A Paying Business
make

cents,

years.

It quickens the blood and cheers the mind, and paves
the passage down the plane inclined.
No One can remain long unwell (unless afllicted

Wanted, first-class canvassers for Abbotts
Life of Napoleon III. New Edition, with accounts of \: 000
N
the Prussian War, and the last hours of the Emperor;
to: 10 per
making an elegant octavo of 700 pages. The times
as FTN
4£10
and the theme render it the most popular work of
the day. Exclusive territory with no competition.
B. B. RussELL, Publisher, Boston, Mass.
8t12

to

free

ver Cast

Bitters just the ar-

their

ticle they stand in need of in

Brentwood, N. H.

is offered to every energetic

|

Difficulties, so prevalent among Ameri-

Female

on ground where other corn will not groy to maturity.

In this city, March 2, by Rev. A. Caverno, Mr.
Orin E Naton and Miss Abbie F. Downs, both of D.
In East Randolph, Vt., Jan. 15. by Rev. J. H. Cox,

SEEDS!

to

Hysterics

Bronchitis, Catarrh, Convulsions, and

ford.

Jon Z. Sprague and Miss
R.

egations,
here is t!

least difficulty; a few bottles are sufficient for the
most obstinate case.
Piles; one bottle has cured the most difficult case
when all other remedies failed.
Nervous Difficulties, Neuralgia, Headache, &c.,
eased immediately.
Rheumatism, Swelled Joints, and all Scrofular
Afllictions removed or greatly relieved by this invaluable medicine,

as many bushels to the acre on the same soil and with

Mr
of

man

$2,000

before money is called

N.Y

Eruptions, Pimples, Blotches, and all impurities
blood, bursting through the skin or otherwise,
readily by following the directions on the

the same culture.
2nd, The stalks grow

Alton daily for Gilmanton

delivered

HORACE

cured at once.

days and Fridays for Alton, in season to connect
with trains for, Boston and Portland.
Leave Gonic
Leave

from

Its circulation has increased 8000 in tem months.

miums

10

30D
6.10
6.30
6.35
6.53
1.08
716
7.30

such agents, local and traveling, in every city and
town in New England. For particulars, call ‘on or
address,
W. F.
STETSON & CO., Boston, Mass.
J Abbott
HL Armstrong—1I Z Austin—J W.Adams—G p—Lovina
|.
18t11
! Office, over Quincy Market.
“
Abbott—Mrs ET Alley—M L Blankinshi
—A
Af
Received.

and

ty in the

‘“

¢

sent

and Social Meetings,
¥

P. M¥

P.M.
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of goods:

The Best and Most Productive Varie-

«¢

wants,

Letters

able package

Extract of Roots and Herbs which almost invariably cure the following complaints :—

7
=)
0

R.

ei
10.30
11.10
11.15
11.33
1147
11.55
1200

for a reliable

of making

a wee
teed. Respectyble employment at home, day or evening; no capita)
required; full instructions and valu-

THE MILLION.

Sold

AM. AM. : PM. PM,
10.10 10.45
2.58 6.08; and on Monday, Wednesday
and Friday at 8.10 ,p. M.

Leave
s.
¢“
¢
¢
¢
“
Arr.

BUSINESS

assurance

WORKING CLASS A wots

1873.

and Boston,

DOVER
& WINNIPISEOGEE R.
SPRING ARRANGEMENT, 1873.
Trains for Alton Bay.
A.M

CHICAGO,

$3,000 a year, can be secured, in connection with an
agency for the exclusive sale of works by HENRY
ARD BEECHER, WILLIAM CULLEN BRYANT, HARRIET BEECHER STOWE, &c. Write for particulars
to J. B. FORD & CO., New York; Boston; Chichgo;
or San Francisco.
:
1

with an incurable disease,) after taking a few bottles
of the Quaker Bitters,

RAILROAD

Doverfor- Lawrence

and

to Wm, B. Bradbury.

FIRST-CLASS
the

MAIN,

YORK

Successors

with

&

:

THE REVIVAL

5.50 8.00 A. M. 12.03 5.08, 5.17; P. M. and on Mondays,
and Fridays at .... P. M.

Miss Mary

Minister Wanted.

Poss

& SON,
1v18

In Ames, N. Y., March 12, by Rev. J. M. Crandall,
Mr. Gilbert R. Grantier, of Argusville, and Mrs.
Philotheta T'. Burns, of Sharon. Also, at the Baptist parsonage, March 12, Mr. John J. Lathers and

Notices and Appointments.

w

20

In Epsom, Feb. 10, A Rev. J. Baker, Mr. James
F. Tennant and Miss Ella M. Fowler, both of E.

4t9

Boston.

|.

every Saturday for Strafford Corner and North Straf-

and not get caught without a
Bottle of Pan

AND

Trainsleave

Arr.

prance

Yr

pure, fragrant

Depot, 226 Pearl Street, New

PE

particulars, free. Address H. A.
CO., Publishers, Portland, Maine.

8S. FITCH,

is the Best and Cheapest for all Family

¢

Use the Pain Killer.

11tf

“Delapierre’s White Soap

Is Davis’ Pain Killer,

IF you have PAINTER’S COLIC,

|

and

Cover, sent on receipt of 25

Orders filled in rotation, as received.

NEW

can ladies, yield readily to this invaluable medicine,
the Quaker Bitters.
Bilious, Remittant and Intermittant Fevers, so
prevalent in many parts of our country, completely
eradicated by the use of the Quaker Bitters.

Throat.

with all classes

MEDICINE

BG

which the people like.

bottle.

Send yowr direction
to Dr. S, 8S. FITCH
BroadwayeNew Yo1k.

¢“
FAVORITE

B@~ One Copy, in Paper

steel engravings, all framed

cured

PRYSICIAN,”

of

DIADEM

Cents, as soon as ready.

cured or much relieved.
:
Difficult Breathing, Pain in the Lungs, Side and
Chest almost invariably cured by taking a few hot3
tles of the Quaker Biiters.

\

‘A

ROYAL

gi.

Notices.

“FAMELY

School Songs for Every Variety
Sunday School Service !

will contain 160 pages, size of “ PURE GOLD,”
will be sold at the same price.

pages, free by mail, to any ong.
This book is to
make any one their own doctor.
Remedies ave given
for Thirty Diseases, which each person can prepare.

no opium in any jorm.

Call for Allen’s Lung Balsam.
J. N. HARRIS & CO., Prop’s, Cincinnati, O.
ga For sale by all medicine dealers.
49

i8 pre-eminently a Book of
Sunday

to get 10,000 subscribers to ** THE ENQUIRER,” an 8page family weekll, with a choice of one of seven

Manufactured only by A. B. WILBOR, Chemist, No.
166 Court Street, Boston.
Sold by all druggists.

SPRING

nore reputation than sy. cough medicine we have
ever sold. Have been in
the drug business 27 years.

ROYAL DIADEM

80 Good Canvassers Wanted

by the medical faculty.

public a

better Cough or Lung remedy than ALLEN’S LUNG
BALSAM.
Read what well known Druggists say
about Allen’s Lung Balsam.
SPRINGFIELD, Tenn., Sept. 13. 1872.
Gentlemen,—Please ship us six dozen Allen’s Lung

Cornhill,

i

DIADEM

with ¢ cent return stamp, M.
Greenwich St , N. Y. City.

To One and All.—Are
you suffering from
a cough, cold, asthma, bronchitis or any of the various pulmonary troubles that so often terminate in
consumption ? If so, use * Wilbor’s Pure Cod Liver
0il and Lime,” a safe and efficacious remedy.
This
is no quack preparation, but is regularly prescribed

BOSTON

A CHALLENGE
Is extended to the world

ROYAL

of the

Oil. It is the only safe article in existence which is “It is perfectly
certain to ussimilate the food, regulate the bowels,”
cure wind-colic and

40

for the work.

all Responsive Readings, Secular Music, etc., as they
would gccupy valuable space needed for Son
and
for the additional
reason that more comple e and
10
valuable works on each of those topics are published
segarately at a very small cost.
:

A GREAT

Dover, N. H.

“Special

written expressly

We have purposely hvoided in

DR.FLINT?
QUAKER BITTER

$178 90
Treas.

C. 0.LIBBY,

DIADEM

superior character,

Mission.

Bacheler’s agency,
Sottshures NY. Jer
Wood,
Pike, N Y. per D Jackson,
A friend,
per 8 Curtis,
Miss E M
Benedict, Underhill Flats, Vt,
L F Clark, Granville, Pa,
Cattaraugus Q M, N Y, per L C Miller,
Cooks Prairie, Mich,
per A J Marshall,
Natick, Mass, perJ McClintock,
2d Strafford, N H, per N C Lothrop,
Wash. St, Dover. per W B Foss,
M J Butler, Boston, Mass,
Mrs O Sutler. Biddeford, Me,
Postville. Iowa. per 8 F Smith,
Rev 8S F & M J Smith, Postville, Iowa,
Waterville& Sydney, Me, per J Blaisdell,
2d,

requesting

one

any

cates, the recipe, &¢., gratis, to
it.

been

hive

&c.,

will send a circular containing certifi-

We

received.

chronic-

limbs,

running tumors,

gout,

rheumatism,

frozen

including

cures,

markable

not use

ROYAL

will contain entirely new Hymns and Tunes of a very

Treas.

Ossipee & Wakefield, N H, per H Ham,on

around

will

12tf

$11.00

CURTIS,

in April.

- BIGLOW

& CO., Pub’s,

1.00
10.00

Diadem,

Early

improve, while

D. LOTHROP
38 &

NEW
SUNDAY SCHOOL.
SONG BOOK,

By Rev. ROB'T LOWRY and W HOWARD DOANE,
WILL BE READY

Putnam. N Y,17.00; Rev F H Partridge, $3 with
previous payments, to con. F H Partridge,
Jr,
& Alma L Partridge, L M’s,
20.00
St Johnsbury, Vt, per I
Hyatt,
10.40
Mrs Wilkins, Mansfield, Mass, per G J Abbott,
5.00
New Gloucester, Me, per A F Hutchinson, on OQ R
10.00
Bacheler’s
agency
:
:

ever before

to suffer if they

deserve

or swelling

hope

we

It

is published

Those who now suffer from rheumatism, pain

to do.

down-town, for

done, and

It ought to be

the people.

bottle.

recipe

26.67

$113.40
Treas.

CURTIS,

Cripples throw away their

The

the day for Looks which instruct and

they fascinate the reader.”
Catalogues free.

NO. 2!!!

Royal

“striking for the Right” is an admirable work of

Society.

SILAS

OUR

STRIKING
FOR THE RIGHT.
Price
$1.75, for which the unequaled premium of $1.00
was given,
.OPINIONS EXPRESSED,
We are convinced that the author has honestly
earned the sum.—[E. P. WHIPPLE, in Boston Daily
Globe.
:
1t is undoubtedly the best book of the kind in the
world.—[Hon. GEO, T. ANGELL.

gold, and it sells because it does just what it pretends

The Rev. Wayland Hoyt, one of the most talented and successful of the Baptist pastors of
Brooklyn, has accepted a call to the Tabernacle
Mr. Hoyt wants
Baptist church in New York.
to build, with the aid of his new parish, a large,

rigid economy
number of sittings,
which they realized, with a few presents given expenses, and, ag the result of
within a few weeks previous, $116.17. Thi¢ un- | ed sittings. That is eminently
expected expression of sympathy has greatly en- trine.
hearts, and

subdue, and no

crutches, the lame walk, poisonous bites are rendered

in Franklin on the evening of Feb. 26, from

deared this people to their

of

since

membered them the 14th of Feb. in a donation” of nor by free seats set apart as such in churches

over $30.

not

creased 121 in one year.

recently guthered at the

REV. G. W. KNAPP, who for three years past
lias labored with the Coutoocookville ehurch to
good acceptance, is now about to leave, and, in
doing so, leaves many warm friends.
REV.J.C.
OSGOOD, from Nutick, Mass., has accepted a call
here, and will commence his labors with us the

it will

salaries of Baptist ministers in the South at $300.
The Baptist ministry in the country bas de-

1861.
THE church in Chepachet, R. IL., is in good
working order.
Rev. D. C. Wheeler has been
called to a third year’s pastorate, which he has
uceepted..
.
|

dP

the Centaur Liniment will

swelling

SILAS

Foreign

sprains, swellings, caked-breasts, scalds, burns,
salt-rheum, ear-ache, &c., upen the human frame,
and of strains, spavin, galls, &c., upon animals in
one year than have all other pretended remedies

.

The Evangelist says that there are eight hun-

It is rumored that our good
RAYMOND, Wis.
Bro. E. M. Corey, who has been doing a good
work at this place for some time past, contemplates resigning his pastorate to pursue his studThjs is undoubtedly a wise
ies still further.
course, though one hard to adopt in view of the
pressure by warm hearted parishioners urging
him to remaii.
REV. THOMAS Davis,
From a letter just received from this veteran in the cause, we learn
that he has settled at Arapahoe, Neb., and is trying to lift up our standard in that far-off land.
About a hundred families haye settled in the vicinity of this place since last April, and meetings
have been held by Bro. D., in connection with a
C. Baptist brother (who is more than half free
communion), since last November.
A good de-

N. H.

N. H.

Concord, N. H,

lameness which it will not cure. This is strong language, but it is true. Where the parts are not gone,
its effects are marvelous. It has produced more

———

of

a.

250:

D Hanaford, New Hampton, N H,
Carolina Mills ch, R I, per J N Rich,

Centaur Liniment.
There is no pain which

E. PrescorT, Clerk.

June 20—22.

eA

HJ Brown: H (ass.

Education

H. A. McKenney

als from eminent men who have used them.

the church at So. Montville,

Next session with

Augur, of Rochester, Wis., is supplying this
Bro.
church half of the time to good acceptance.
A. is among our most worthy and esteemed ministers, who Is prevented by impaired health from
doing all that his desire and ability would other-

fourth Sabbath in this month.

Concord,

Browh’s Bronchial Troches, for Pulmonary
and Asthmatic Disorders, have proved their efficacy

and profitable season was enjoyed. Bro. Freeman
Cooper, of Whitefield, received license to preach
:
the gospel for one year.

and otliers, and is deing good service for the
cause,
\
WHEATLAND, Wis. We learn that Rev. 0.D,

pond with Bro. D.

Canvassers will do well to read
& Cos adveptisement
this week.

with the church at So. China, Feb. 14—16. A good

the most delightful suburbs of Chicago, a dozen
miles out, and situated on a natural ridge beautifully wooded and with fine scenery.
Several of
our brethren have located here, among whom is
Prof. D. S. Heffron, formerly of Whitestown, N.
Y., and well known to the readers of the Star.
He is supplying regularly for a union church
formed a few ‘months since by Rev. Bro. Drew

wise prompt.

for

by a test of many years, and have received testimoni-

an outside appointment, about four miles from
thechurch, and about twenty hopefully converted.

ILL.

grocer

VEGETINE.—By its use you will prevent many of
the diseases prevailing in the Spring and Summer
season.

the

ably and successfully for over two years, and has
a strong hold on the hearts of the peaple. Quite
a revival interest has been developed recently at

HiGHTS,

their

for its goods, and dates as far back as 1780.

June session on 18th and 14th, 1873, with the
Jacol’s Creek church.
1 ge
EDWARD JORDAN, Clerk.

pri

ask

goods bearing the stamp of Walter Baker & Co.,
Boston. This old house has the highest reputation

the 1st and 2d of this month with the Bellevernon
We have been richly favored with the
church.
labors and counsels of Elder Rogers, from the
M. Conference
In Q.
Ashtabula Q. M., Ohio.
there was union and harmony, the churches are
striving and praying for revivals; at this session
with the church at
three joined in fellowship
Bellevernon, and the meeting is protracted with

church near this place (Mt. Pleasant church) we
find a most gratifying state of interest.. The pastor, Rev. R. L. Howard, has labored very accept-

WasHINGTON

est purity, or any of the finest preparations of Choc-

ITEM

THE

The $1000 Prize Series |

Calhoun & Branch Q M, Mich; per A H Chase,
Butler ch, $5; Union ch, 8.09; Cook’s Prairie ch, $2,
Burlington ch, 3.14; Clarendon ch, $1,
19.23
Merrimack, Wis,
1.25
Col in Arkansas, per J 8 Manning,
5s 0
Col Cattaraugus Q M, NY, per L. 8 Miller,
2.50
Bristol ch, N H,
per G J Abbott,
13.00
Mrs Wilkins, Mansfield, Mass,*
5.00
Natick ch, Mass, per J McClintock,
B.75
Oliver Chase. Sandwich, N H. per L. B Tasker,
1.00
Mrs Phebe Millett, East Bridgewater, Mass,
10.00

To secure such in its great-

olate, our readers have only to

Q M, O, per O Blake,

others, 7.17,

to the student, the invalid, and to the hard

worker, the world over.

good prospects.

Items.

a recent

known

OF

Price $1.75.
SILENT TOM.
The second hook of the $1000-prize series is no less
optjar than the first. The Boston Traveller says:
« It is quite as well written, as pure and good in its
teachings, and whoever reads one will be anxious to
read the other, and he who reads both w'll have read
1 00 | two of the best Juvenile Stories of the season.”
6.00
14.00
Twelve additional volumes of the $1000 Prize Series are now ready. Price $1.50 each, They have
received high praise from eminent critics.
Rov. Dr. Lincoln writes: ‘They meet the want of

A L Reetor, $2; Bro Oliver, I. Parrin,
Bro
sherwood, Rev R Clark, Bro Dudley, Rev H J
Brown, Bro Beech,Rev FB Moulton, A friend,
Rev W Whitney, Bro Potter. E Whiting, Mrs
E Whinng Dea Day, Bro Cousins, $1 each,

ening qualities of a nice cup of Broma or Cocoa, are

Q. M.—Held its last session.

WESTMORELAND

Ministers and Churches.
RACINE,

’

.

SUCCESS

romises well for the character of the
its kind, and
series to which it belongs.—[New York Times.
I wish iv were in my power to place it in the hand
of eve
man, woman and child in the land, as it deserves to be.—[ HENRY BERGH.
Here are beautiful sentiments whose price is above
gold. The book is bright, and witty and wise. W:
give it our hearty praise. Springcld Penanlionn.
It perpetually puts God and duty and soul-culture
into the very eart of its sketches and lessons.—
[Boston Daily Journal.

D Hanaford, New Hampton, N H,

Waupun QM, ‘Wis, per

GREATEST

YEAR!

Forwarded,
BY MAIL,

Troy, O, yuo Blake,
Clevelard

Ty

HE

C Burr—/J

Rev 8 8 Nickerson, W Charleston, Vt.
* KE R Clarke, New Haven, Mich,
‘J P Longley, Norridgewock, Me.
** IL B starr,
Dale,N
Y.
HL
Aa
J 8 Williams, Floyds Creek, Adair Co, Mo,
W. Prescott, 8 Montville, Me.
1 8 Jones, Wolcottville, Ind.
MrsBS Peebles, Martinsburg, N Y.
Andrew Richmond, Amherst, Mass,
Rob’t Rouse, Fennsville, Allegan Co, Mich.
Daniel Dimon. Wales Cen, N Y,
N 8 Hil, Baraboo, Wis.
TF Paine, N Anson, Me (2)
Lovell Wheeler, Alden, Min,

HEALTH is often impaired by the excessive use of
tea or coffee. The delicious fragrance and strength.

Next session April 11, 12 and 13, with the Free
the annual
This bein
Baptist church in Leslie.
reports by
session, it is. hoped there will be ful
letter and delegation from the churches,
A. J. Davis, Clerk.
1

WwW. H.-M,

Western

its January ses-

RIVER Q. M.—Held

services were much better attended.

come.

will

May the Lord bless.

GRAND

~

THE WORLD AND HIS WIFE have made up their

gion with the F. Baptist church at Grand Ledge.
The weather being very cold, but few were in attendance at the business meetings. ‘I'he religious

Blake—D

T
Books

minds that there is nothing under heaven so certain,
as a cure for a cough, cold, or difficulty of breathing,
as Hale's Honey of Horehound and Tar. The sale is
over three thousand bottles per day.
Critsenton’s, 7 6th Avenue. Sold by all Druggists.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute.

“Quarterly Meetings

Parker's Heap, Mg.—Rev. A. H. Milliken, of Bates Theological School, has been
laboring for the past three months with the
people of this place. During the time there
has been a revival and a goodly number
Christ. Bro. Atwood of
have professed
Q. M., has assisted him part
the Edgecomb
of the time. Strong sea captains, who had
before never taken the name of God save
in vain, have found the Saviour to the hight
of their joy. As many as fourteen rose one
night for prayers. The interest still holds

WwW Bixby—0

W Brown-dJ M Brewster—dJ Baker—S D Bates—F H
Butler—L E Blake—Eva E Bradley—S8 Curtis—M Oars
ey—dJ D Coulllard—E Cass=J B Coleord~J W Corwin—
Melissa C Caswell—=W Cook—B Cogswell-Miss E I Corwin—J Davis—Mrs A A Coburn—L
Colburn—H A Eastman—I Emery—dJ 8 ¥reeman-J Fothergill-N H Farr—
E N Fernald
-W Ford—J Fox -H Gould—8 B Glven—H
Graves—B 8 Gordon--C P Grifin—~E H Hart—3 Hoxle—
I Huckins—=M J Hayes—W
Holmg¢s—C
Hurlin ~A F
Hutehinson--A Hiil—G 'W Hinkley— rs H Henderson—
8 Jenkins—R A Johnson—8 Johnson—N King
J M Kayser—8 Kittredge ~B King—W B Kittredge
Lawrence
T Lee—~J Lougee—8 I Lincoln—M D Mills-J Miller
—J W Martin—A J Marshall—F H Merrill-=W H H Norris—A J Nutter—J M Norris—W
A Potter—C F Penne
L 8 Parmalee~W Parker—F A Palmer—8J Pitman—
Parks—V Pope—J M Russell—J C Robluson—B J Robinson—D Swank—P Scueder—Mrs A C Stone—F L Safford
—N G Sturgis=E B Skinner~E Tuttle—~L B Tasker—8
Tolman—Miss ¥ Taft—J Twitchell—Mrs C H Tutt e—J H
Vorhes—D C Wheeler—A
G Wilder—J
Welech—C
A
Whittemore—0 Whituey—A W Westgate.

Use the Eureka Machine twist and Eureka Button
Hole twist. They will give perfect satisfaction.

and people be unbroken.
N. L. RowELL, Clerk of Council.

and sounding peace and salvation.

is trusted

(Cong.);

Leach

Charge, Rev. N. L. Rowell; Hand
Rev. BE. M. Prescott; Welcome,

H. 8. Kimball;
of Fellowship,

been in progress during the winter in the
town _of Mooers, N, Y., by which a large
class of youth have been made happy in
the Lord. Also some men of respectability
and experience have been reclaimed for this

S. W.

Mr.

Rev.

Scripture,

Prayer and Hymn, Rev. Thomas Tyrie; Sermon
from 1 John 5:4, Rev. A. P, Tracy; Prayer, Rev.

MooErs, N. Y.—The work of revival has

partially

A Remarkable Case.
.
EAST MIDDLEBORO’, MASS,, JUNE 0th, 1564.
Messrs. JOSEPH BURNETT & CO.:
When my daughter’s hair cAme off she had been
afflicted with neuralgia in her head for three years,
and for two years after her head was as smooth as
her face.
J
Through the recommendation of a friend, she was
induced to try your COCOAINE, and the result was
| astonishing. She had not used half the contents of
a bottle. before. her head was covered with fine
young hair. In four months her hair has grown several inches in length, very thick, soft and fine, and
of a darker color than formerly.
y
With respect,
WM, 8. EDDY.

and Hymn, by Rev. N. L. Rowell;

Invocation
Reading

Revivals, &c.

municants are the persons best qualified for such |
service as this,

to the

according
:

services

with the installation
following order:

J. S. MANNING.

com-

not

of the congregation who are

members

with Bro. Gi, the council proceeded

interview

the case that

but it is frequently

trust;

this

administer

to

persons

competent

most

are the

satisfactory

highly

and

Bow—J E Burrill-N

its revenues to its ecclesiastial officers, if they’

e
3

T——

1873.

MANCHESTER, N: #1:

§

yo

~Hoctry.
Hindrance.

where Abraham built the altar to offer his
has appropriated the name which
son,
x orig:

cry as if she hadn't a friend in the world.
Hang it! I wish I was rich enough to help
every poor creature out of the slough of
despond!”
ain
.
.

is eall Mount Moriah.”

very

the wonder of the whole earth.

This peak,

which is supposed

very place

air, _._§

that
ry

that there

.

Gentian.

heart-thought

It never opened, some one said.
Vainly.
The strange, fair bud was all :(—
A bright hope only: half interpreted,

And shriveliag to its fall.
ae
3

I would not think it. Surely never so
The blessed types are set.
Still I. went looking, wistful, to and fro,

.

A:

rhymes

take

shone

.
white

large room,

:

:

Everlasting Life!”
.

—Scribner’s.

Housekeepers

Tragedy.

————
One day, as I wandered, I heard a complaining,
And saw a poor woman, the picture of gloom;
She glared at the mud on the door-step (twas

:
raining),
Wala

Ani

ie

.

ay

ber

ya
:

wail

:

:

ber | 34,

2s sie. Wielded

the

-Great,

It was built of

white

his

of

ge bondage

the city through

around

the

And ravaging roaches and damaging

dron, he would

went

stationed fori

mount

My one chance of lifé was a ceaseless endeavor
To sweep off the waves ere they swept off poor

me.

.

“ Because I ask

her sleeves, her apron she fold-

| er deny

Cnce.l,

V. G. RAMSEY,

CHAPTER IV.

a

« Here we are, papa,” said Henry, ‘‘ and
we want to know what Paul saw, and what

he did after he got to Jerusalem.”

father,

« Do you remember,” replied the

“+ for what purpose he had come to Jerusalem
« His father had sent him there to be
kind
said

educated, and we want to know what
of schools they had in those days,”

up

in

the

fofm

«¢ ¢ As the mountains are round

of an

Je-

come

would nev-

Eugenie

and
bed in

spacious

the

and

Bobbie

when

snugly

tucked

nursery

above

were

face

she had not seen for twenty

was

sitting in his’ poor

lodgings beside his ailing wife's sick bed
when a liveried servant brought a note
from the rich and prosperous bank director,
Charles Audley.

Jesus

when

;

you

and

not

“Good

news;

he

Bertha!”

hair,

were appealing so pitifully to his own.
“ What do I want with chestnuts ?”
‘¢ But please, sir, buy ’em,” pleaded the
little one, reassured by the rough kindness
of his tone. ‘ Nobody seems to care for
them, and—and”——

ridge,

has

spread
Regio WY

surrou
fon

Weekly.

On

Slang.

Rev. Dr. Hall was sitting in his study
one pleasant August afternoon, his thoughts

intent upon his Sunday

sermon,

and his

¢* Nay, little one, don’t cry
heart-broken way,” said Ralph,
her hair down with careless
“1 don’t want your chestnuts,

Jerusa-

This

who had been on thegoint of brushing care-

in such a
smoothing
gentleness.
but here’s

a quarter for you, if that will do you, any

"Ht

’

My

peaks.

standing 2

ak

?

pr

and

Jife prevailing

at that early

‘French

and

capital

day

both

in the provinces,

at the

"The real

history has been followed,and most of the events
recorded are such as are familiar to all careful
readers of historical literature.
More or lessof
the prominent personages of that period sare
dealt with, and the narratives and portraitures
| exhibit real skill. Itis a species of literature
| that is every day gaining in prominence, and
The book
that does a very wholesome work.

“0 Nellie, where are you—you'd ought
to have been there-—just the stunningest
g

Then a soundof running feet, and pretty
soon he heard his daughter exclaim,
+ “Is that you, Maggie P”
“Yes, come down quick, I've got something to tell you.”

good.”

of cigars

¢ That cuts off my supply

hy

-

pp. 262.

:

Nellie dropped her knife and fork.
“You must give me some ‘money for the
butcher to-morrow,” said Mrs. Hall.

“You'll have to spell ‘ability’ first,”
growled the doctor, savagely.
Then suddenly taking out his handkerchief, he gave his nose a tremendaus blow.
“There,” said he, “How's that for high?”
«I know how ’tis myself,” meekly replied
his

wife.

This

capped

the

climax.

The

knowledge that her father must have heard
the afternoon conversation was too much
for Nellie.
She burst into tears and left

the room.

The sage doctor nodded wisely

to his wife, and, when she. got out of hearing, exclaimed, “There, wife, I guess we

shall hear no more slang phrases from her.”

The doctor was right, for Nellie was cured.

of their heurts;

his fate.
¢ Oh, if I could

be

for

opposite the new church, my music roll
slipped, ahd every p#ger in it fell out on
the sidewalk.”
;
x

B¥ J. Dorman Steéle, A. M,, Ph.

have ap- |

D., F. G. S.

New York & Chicago: A. S. Barnes & Co.
1873. 12mo. pp. 2838.
The general aim, merits and character of the
series of text-books in the various branches of
Natural Science, which Prof. Steele has been
preparing for some years
past, are too well
known to need formal presentation now.
He
has had a definite end in view, his practical acquaintance with the work of the schoolroom, has

suggested the

methods by which that end

is to

!

be attained, and his large knowledge of the sub4
;
treated in the books which he has pre pared
jects

has given him such a special fitness for the work

another

Bi

will make it so obvious

Howr’s MusiCAL MONTHLY,No. 26, comes to

plied impeachment. We have heard many well
meant talks that were ineffectual because they

presence now prompts a word of richly deserved commendation. For the small sum of 35 cts.

we have here supplied 82 pages of excellent
were so stilted, and not a few that wholly failed
sheet music, including eleven pieces for the inbecause they were so really
silly.
And the
st
t, an and th e same e number
pieces for for the
pr inted addresses to tue y young g have by y no means | strument,
number
of of pieces

not at all contented | 4) wavy escaped the faults belonging to those that | vdice with piano accompaniment. The paper
were p spoken. The Pp pen has sinned
sinned as badly as | and type are of the best, and many of the compo -

rich

angel heard it.

enough to

rest,

b

“It shall be according to thy desire,”
said the angel to him. And he at once became rich, and slept wrapped in soft silk.
It happened that the emperor passed
by. He was followed by soldiers, and
surrounded by persons who held over his
head an immense parasol shining with
gold.
“What good does it do me to be vich,”
said the man, ‘‘as long as I have not
the right to go out with my head protected
bya golden parasol? Why am I not the

the tongue.

The

book has

provoked

most desirable

kind

of power

preacher to the

children carries

sitions are-products of the most eminent compos-

resistance

and yawning no less than thé sermon.
which

It isa

ers.

with him.

His

call and his endowments set him apart from com-

mon men

children.

the way

There

in which

they

volume, and in

their

exgcting

wants and of

are to be met;

but the

best part of his power of ministration comes from

his.vital sympathy

with young

natures,—a sym-

pathy that ut first interprets and then teaches,
and lifts them to an appreciation of what is truest

“Thou shalt be,” said the angel .
And he became the emperor.
He had
soldiers before and behind him, and people
who held above his head an immense parasol shining with gold. However, the sun
with its hot beams dried up the country,
and the dusty road tived his eyes.

by the power of Christ. He is at once sunny and
serious, and as full of instruction as of vivacity.
‘We can readily imagine the eager and sympa -

‘If is a “great gain to be emperor,” cried
man, * when the sun never fails to

man counselor. And the talks as they are reported in the velume will not fail to gain the at-

power!

But if one could
:
you satisfied P” the angel
become the sun; and he
up, down, right and left,

“There is strength ?”’ cried the sun—¢‘a
cloud able hi resist my power! It would
be better if' I were a cloud !”

with

would hang on

his lips as he discoursed

which

the

boys

and girls

Boston:

Ligar.

D.

T. Day & Co.

FAITHPUL

BUT

By.Mrs.

F.

E.

NoT

FAMOUS.

A

A

and practical editorials, and its musical

3

compo-

and adding to its variety, vivacity and value. It
follows the International Course of Lessons,
and it supplies notes, suggestions, illustrations,
and papers’ on the various phases of Sunda
school work,all of which embody careful thought
and the fruit of a large experience in actual

service.

The Publisher will send specimen cop-

ies to those wishing to give it a practical exami.

Newbury.

pp. 426.

BRAINARD’S MUSICAL WORLD is fairly into its
tenth volume, and it improves as it goes on.
Its
original and selected miscellany, its ‘brief, pithy

THE AM.SUNDAY SCHOOL WORKER,00W 11 its

Lothrop & Co. Dover, N. H.:
1873. 16mo.

known
comes.
regard
well as

fourth volume, still goes on in the good way upon which it: entered, keeping all its early vigor,

a wise hu-

own words effectually reach the young minds
ad hearts with whieh Providence sets them to
eal.
THE

subscribers. Both in its literury and its

Sons, Cleveland, Ohio.

to them

tention of young readers, and may well be studied by those who would be helped to make their

INTO

its tenth

a way that ought to satisfy even

furnish subscribers something that has real value. »The No. for Murch is a good one, as were
those which went before it, and as those which
follow are almost sure ‘0 be.~8, Brainard’s

of the deepest and divinest things in a way at
once dignified and tender, making them feel that
he was both a dear human friend and

nothing worth-/
FE!

sitions are all of ‘such a character as to stand for
capacity, good taste and painstaking, and they

and highest in the gospel, and in the life-begotten

thetic_interest

supplied monthly

musical matter it is worthy of the well
and enterprising House from which it
Every number is made up with care, and
is constantly paid to what is valuable, as
to what is taking.

seems to be a clear

apprehension of

are

Root & Sons, Chicago, is just ending

tions. Pre¢minently he is God’s messenger, and
the special work with which he is cli .rged is excelled in its importance by little th... Providence
assigns to its human servants,
Dr. Macleod is evidently one of these favored
and’ specially commissioned teachers.
He un-

derstands

subscribers

THE SONG MESSENGER, published by Geo. F.

to one of the higbest of human func-

intellectual

Yearly

at $3, and they count on getting
less.~Boston: Elias Howe.

a skillful

emperor P”

make you feel his
be the sun !”’
“ Behold! Are
asked, for he had
darted his beams

:

PHYSIOLOGY.

our tubleto meet a cordial welcome.
Its abgence for some time past was felt asa loss; its

to sleep wrapped in soft silk!” Such
was the sigh he breathed to heaven. An

the

HUMAN

IN

that there is an attempt to talk down to them, to
-| condescend,to patronize, that the little people
“| very naturally resent the disrespect and the im-

Contentment—® IsGo Happiness.

with

ji

—

s

WEEKS

| FOURTEEN

Itis writ-

And
undertaken as almost guarantees success.
.
This latest of his works seems to us in many
his books do seem to set forth that happy medirespects, his choicest and best. There are thirtyum between the exhaustive treatise apd the
one special expositions and meditations;
one for | mere introduction or dry epitome, which the
each day in the month.
The subjects are found
great mass of pupilsin the average Academy and
in the last half of- the book of Isaiah,=~a portion
High School actually need and can fairly masof the Seriptures which perhaps contains more of ter. This new installment, devoted to Physiolo-,
the sublimity of prophecy as it portrays the fu- gy, has many and obvious merits,
The main
ture glory of the church and the privileges of the
facts are clearly, concisely and forcibly stated,
believer than any other between the lids of the
the practical bearing of many of these facts is
Bible. The passages chosen have each a meshappily brought out, and the various points are
sage of comfort; some of them glow with the
adequately elucidated by the aid of cuts and diavery splendor of promise, stirring cold hearts
It is a good text-book, and one that can
grams.
and setting sympathetic souls a-flame. As a volhardly fail to find its way into many schoolrooms
ume to afford true, wholesome and greatly needand meet a cordial welcome.
od encouragement to souls that carry trials,
The same Publishers send us THE CRITICAL
burdens, fears and sorrows, and sometimes sufSPELLER, a properly ruled blank book with
fer from distrust and spiritual despondency, it
headings, which provide for writing dictated
ean hardly fail to minister abundantly in gifts of
words, 0 as to exhibit their simple or compound
hope and joy. It suggests the highest reasons for
character, show the roots, the prefixes and afgoodness and confidence, instead of merely mulfixes, contain in brief their meaning, and then iltiplying cheerful and soothing words.
lustrate their proper use by writing sentences
Not many men are able to address children
containing them. All of which is adapted to
wisely and effectively on themes really religious.
render spelling accurate, intelligent, interesting,
One class is sure to talk over their heads or wide
suggestive and a real educator of the mind.

did you buy it?"
“I made it,” said his wife, coolly,
“Oh, well, it’s all the
same in German.”

liness of heart and fidvlity of service.

ten to be useful.

shat give them 2 plasé imiiz tue-best of the poe

a

Bitte; and was

and

tears,

our hours. I don’t care,
a peak alittle lower than Zion,he would | the next twenty-f
ed object really did
hrown-ey
the
;
though
,
see the temple, the glory of his people and
:
:
:
i

a hammer;

Where | ular religious literature.”

dear. this sarioe is staving.

“Mv

ir

fellow.”

She fairly burst into

neat.

“You have dropped something from the
i
note, Ralph,” said Mrs. Moore,5 pointing

—

of flaxen

no

upon a time there was in Japan
stone-cutter.
He worked much,
4
.

to a slip of paper that lay on the floor.
Moore stooped to recover the estray. It
was a fifty dollar bill neatly folded in a
Twenty-five Cents.
piece of paper,-on which was written: * In
grateful remembrance of the silver quarter
*¢ Please, sir, will you buy my chest- that a kind stranger bestowed on a little
chestnut girl, over twenty years ago.”
nuts ?”
:
Ralph Moore had thrown his morsel of
“ Chestnuts!
No!’
returned
Ralph
Moore, looking carelessly down
on the bread on the waters of life, and after many
upturned face, whose large brown eyes, days it had returned unto him.—Vineland
shadowed by tangled curls

took

“TI be there in half 4 jiffy.”
J
Then
a
door
opened
and
shut,
and
in
a and’ all around him. But mow a cloud
He
did
not
stay’
to
hear
the
delighted,
The cityof David, or the Upper City on
few minutes,
out
poured
child
the
thanks
This
| thrust itself between the earth and him,
incoherent
Zion.
the south, was built on Mount
“What do you think, as I was coming It held back the rays of the sun, and
through
a
rainbow
of
smiles
and
tears,
but
there,
was
he
if
and
"was the highest part,
his way, muttering between his over here, there was just the stunningest
prevented them from falling upon the
he would behold the whole city, and the strode on
fellow, right in front of me, Just as 1 got earth.
teeth
:
:
‘
;
ma
a
out like
or

mountain,

Opens the door and ety ns look. intothe interior

the a
sets forth
of bourding.sehiool
its way
a soul finds and urges
by which experiences,and
|4,athods
from the mere earthly levelto the higher plane Ly

peared from time to time, each devoted to the
work of drawing out the deeper lessons taught
in some selected portion of the Scriptures, and
setting forth their applications to ourselves in
the nineteenth century, have met a glad welcome and obtained a wide circulation. He blends
happily the critical intellect of the student and
the fervid heart of the devout Christian.
On
their literary side, his expositions are far above
the average of expositions and homilies, and on
their religious side they exhibit characteristics |

3

Once
a :poor

« mother sent me out, and"——

several

and

successive volumes from his pen which

joyously, as he read the brief words. * We
. Audley promises me
not starve—Mr
shall
.
i
the vacint situation
I™

dawned,

Moriah.

chisel

His life was rude, he worked hard,

16mo.

ed the doetor, getting it a little wrong.
Nellie gazed at her father in perfect amaze-

exclaimed,

and his attention distracted from his theme
by the following conversation :

go up to the house-top, that he might look
‘on the scene his fancy had so often portrayIwant you to remember that

the young

and gained little, but he had learned con- shows that fiction is not essential to a vital interest, that valuable knowledge may be given in
tentment with his lot.
.
a most entertaining form, and that the great
Aladdin's lamp would make us no happ 1eT | struggles between good and evil that have shakthan the stone-cutter’s wishes made hi m. | en the world and that are still to go on till the

“Really, this cake is quite ~gtunning,”
went on the doctor as solemn as a judge.
Just then his napkin fell on the oor.

anything.”

Ralph Moore

was descending the Mount of Olives, when
he beheld the city and wept over it.”

would

“In half a jiffy, Madam.”
Nellie looked up, but her father

years.
“That's right, my little wife,” replied
her husband, folding her fondly to his
breast, when the simple tale was concluded, ** never forget one who has been kind
to you in days when you needed kindness
;
most.”

rusalem,so the Lord is round about his people from hence forth even forever.’ ”

them that the day

in

whose

the

about

3

favor,

lessly past her, stopped instinctively.
f¢ Are you very much in want of the
money ?”
¢ Indeed, sir, we are,” sobbed the child;

city towards evening, and, weary with his
‘Jong journey, he was glad to rest through

lem was built on Mount

cutter.

i

3

some tea?"
jai
:

stairs, Mrs. Audley told her husband why
she was interested in the fate of a man

weary inhabitants from the sultry streets to
their delightful shades. On
the other
sides, groups of hills,

me

An hour or two later,

Frack,

gar-

invited

?

as a

mind withdrawn from earthly cares, when
his train of thought was rudely interrupted,

he would eagerly spring from his bed,

i
its

the man struck off pieces of the rock, which
he made into stones proper for cutting. .
““‘What is that ?” cried the rock. “HH as
man the power to break me? Shajl 1 be
weaker than he ? I must be that man !”
‘*‘Have your will!” said the angel. A nd
he became what he had been—a poor sto 1e-

“Gracious, I'm con-dumbfounded,” ejaculat-

and Moore,

Laura,
+ Henry wants to know, first, what he
saw. We may suppose that he entered the
the night ; but when the morning

armed with a

was discussed with the young lady's mother,

RnyLoing.
J
« And I will keep my word, Mary,” said
affectionthe loving husband with an
ate kiss. “I'll write the fellow a note this
very evening. I believe I've got his address somewhere about me.”

in | O0® stone should be left on another. And
i
s
p
it was on this same hill that the Roman
army, which destroyed the city, made their

The Great Missionary.

“ed.

dens, even in sight of the city,

.

it

have said a thousand times you

that the disciples called his attention to the
magnificence of the temple; -and he told

“ Alas) ‘twas no dream—again I behold it!
1 yield, I am helpless my fate to avert.”

MRS.

true and the

‘I would rather be the rock,” said the | where the light from above falls freely upon
both pathway and heart,
id
:
pi >
}
The second volume mentioned is a reprint, and
' “You shall be,” said the gngel.
And he was turned into. a steep unshak- gives a most interesting account of the origin
and early progress of the Protestant Reformaen rock, feeling neither sun nor rain. But tion in France... ries us ‘back tliree centuhe saw at his feet a man, poorly clothed, ries, and sets us dowirin the very midst of the

© «It's raging hot here.”

think

must

Mary—I

know,

don’t

“1

about it.”
¢ Charles, give him the situation!”
** Why, my love?”

“ And it was from the same eminence

BY

poverty-

the

cloud.

«Never mind, it's all the same in Dutch.”

« And will you?”

of Olives,

¢ [ remember,” said Laura, * that

On a little bare isle in the midst of the sea;

.

see the

amphitheater, surrounded the city, and he
would remember the words of the psalm,
and feel their beauty and force :

d ily

softly,

The doctor peeped in to see what they
were talking about—and Miss Nellie was
exhibiting her new bonnet to the admiring
gaze of her friend,

that vacant messengership in the bank.”

bute

conquerors,

¢ With grease and with grime, from corner to
center,
,
Forever at war and forever alert,
No rest for the day, lest the enemy enter—
To spend my whole life in a struggle with dirt.

The

thought |

he came to see if I would bestow/ipon him | notice.

if they

whose magnificent trees and beautiful

*

widow’s

he
door,

“Only five dollars, cheap enough.”
“Yes, indeed ; but you said you were going to have pink, this is blue.”

Who is Ha
Sheek hud a
rant
s
and w
an,
« His name is Moore, love, I believe, and

to their

“It’s sweeping at six, and it’s dusting atseven;
It’s victuals at eight, and it’s dishes at nine;
It’s plotting and planning from ten to eleven;
We scarce break our fast ere we plan how to
:
dine.

:

poor

at

Dr. Macduff has a rare and happy faculty for
and adopted. The time for tea had arrived,
parently relieved to be rid of his visitor.
of the Bible with
whose | and when all were fairly seated at the table, | investing the different portionsWN
lev.
.
¢ Charles.” sai
:
.
:
said Mrs. Audley,
The
Charles,”
and living interest.
freshness and force
dear sir, will you have
Mrs. Hall said, **My
is
st who
4

us but trouble and | they struggled in vain against the late
_
=
25
J
which they had brought on themselves.
You must read their history, and you will
¢ In March it is muddy, it’s slush in December,
know how great had beer their wickedness,
The midsummer bre:zes are loaded with dust,
Tn Fall the leaves litter; in muggy September
and how terrible was their punishment.
The wall-paper rots and the candlesticks rust.
*¢ Turning away from the sights of the
in
city,
which must have filled his heart with
slugs
and
cherries,
the
in
worms
¢¢ There are
the roses,
mingled emotions of pride and shame, he
And ants in the sugar, and mice in the pies—
would look to the natural scenery beyond.
The rubbish of spiders no mortal supposes,
On
the east, beyond the deep valley of Keflies.

buried

the

‘the

“wOh, isn't that sweet, how much was it ?"

band stood in the doorway of his study, ap-

There’s nothing that lasts
dirt
hod

of was

in

opened

a little crack, thinking, uo doubt, thathe

stricken home, she would have grudged
still less the tephoray privation of cigars
to which@i3 pénerosity had subjected him.

the

only

people

night

_ « The Jews hated their

on it,

Both d down and died,
dirt.

it

He

?

heretofore

been mentioned as belonging to this noticeable
set of juvenile volumes,
1t is less striking than
coll
some other numbers of the
Ink it i

yield-

i
died

wav
waves

head. | foot.

his

had a right to play the part of a listener to
so strangely mixed a conversation, and in
his own house.
Very goon it was continued, this time his
daughter commencing the convérsation,
“There, how's that for high?”
x

If Ralph Moore could only have seen the
rapture which his, tiny silver gift diffused

stone,

through the day.”
¢¢ I should hate foreign soldiers,
were in our cities,” said : Henry.

There’s too much of ironing goes to a shirt;
There’s nothing that pays for the time you waste

was

a room

a whole quarter.”

barracks in the towers and castles, and
others went forth to take their places

>

<¢ Last night, in my dream; I
ever

| SO ladylike

«Oh, mother! mother! see!” ejaculated
the breathless child. * A gentleman gave
me a whole quarter ! Only’ think, mother,

Roman arms as the guards which had kept

bon-

« There’s too much of worriment goes to a

rows of houses, | Could that be his Nellie, whom

staircase to

wooden

a narrow

up

scratched

doctor

a fitting place

that have

In vain the bellowing | “nd makes them their highestand truest ends,it

how | waters beat it in their fury; the rock

know

You

it finds

Nothing resisted the force of the | false ideas of life that prevail among

He walk- | the fields.

and I thanked | water but a rock.

etc., ete,

choice books

destroyed | exalts filial duty,it sets forth

and

over

until the rivers spread

them

pick

with its shadow.

Series, and

the

:
:
Then it caused the rain to fall on the land, | very excellent in its of She eolloction,

ing
the f foaming
ed d not,not, but buf the

good

The

The earth was covered

;

.

I was all hunky dory then.

yourself.”
up- | ‘tis't18 yourself,

not sold your chestnuts so soon?”

more certain and apparent. Itis not improbable that he would see the glitter of

And beauty will fade, and riches will flee,
And pleasures they dwindle, and prices they
double,
And nothing is what I could wish it to be.
net,

Herod

a Jew could have had neither pride nor
pleasure in these defenses of the . city, for
thevFa were all kept bywoRoman soldiers, ’ and

« Oh! life is a toil, and love is a trouble,

She rolled down

so

Prize

among

Literary | Review.

The perfect word to get.

The

so I was, but it was

$1000

“Well, I don’t know as I can make it'any So let us learn from him that contentment truth’becomes triumphant,
may enlist the strong“est sympathy of those who have yet to find and
cooler,” said Nellie,looking round, *‘I s’pose is happiness.
perform the most fmportant part of their work
father’d kill me if I opened a door.” Her
Years came and went. The little chest-.
in the world. Such books as this can hardly be
father had requested her the day before to
as entirely out of Ralph
Go straight on, and don’t mind enemies.’ [ multiplied too freely or be commended to the
slurhber, the people coming out on the nut girl passed
Moore’s memory as if pleading eyes had keep the doors closed.
If they get in your way, walk round them “young in too emphatic a way.
house-tops to pray, or bending their steps
“I guess it's time for me to absquatulate,”
Mrs. Davis, in her sketches of little three-year.
never
touched
the
soft
spot
in
his
heart,
but
regardless
of their spite. A celebrated
towards the temple, where the smoke of
old Tina, has shown that she understands and
fata Maggie, rising.
:
character who was surrounded by enemies, sympathizes with childhood, knows its experithe morning sacrifice was already going up Mary Lee never forgot the stranger who
Are you go“Don’t tear yourself away.
used to remark, ‘‘They are sparks which, if ences and fancies, apprehends wliat is peculiar
to meet the sun. Perhaps a song of praise had given her the silver piece.
to the lecture to-night ?”
you do not blow, will go out of themselves.” in its prose and its poetry, and can paint it with
would reach his ear, in the familiar lan“Yes, I hada staving old time last TuesThe crimson window curtains were close“Live down prejudice,” was the Iron Duk e's | such a real life-likeness that it comes out from *
guage of the Psalmist, in which he would
day
night.”
ly-drasn to shut out the storm and tempest
Let this be your feeling while en- the covers of her book and stands forth a living,
motto.
join, saying,
“George Saunders said he should go
breathing, exhilarating thing. Belonging to the
of
the
bleak
December
night—the
fire
was
deavoring to live down the scandal of thc se same department of literature as Sophie May’s
¢ ¢ Praise waiteth for thee, O God, in Zion,
home with you to-night.”
glowitre chéerily in the well-filled grate,
who are bitter against you. If you stop to Dotty Dimple and Prudy books, it is every way
And unto thee shall the Yow be performed.
“Did he? He'd better spell able first.”
By terrible things in righteousness wilt thou and the dinner-table,all in a glitter with cut
dispute, you do but as they desire, and op- worthy to stand beside them on the shelf. Itisa
“That's so. Ifthere’s anything I hate ‘tis
answer us,
glass, rare china, and polished silver, was
Let the poor taking little book which she has wrdught out,
the
boys bothering round ; they ought to be en the way for more abuse.
0 God of our salvation.’
only waiting for the presence of Mr. Audfellow talk—there will be a reaction if you @nd she need not fear but that her readers will
put in a barrel and fed through the bung&
ot
:
do but perform your duty: and hundre »ds | plead for more of the sgme sort.
¢ Adjoining the north-western corner of ley.
hole
until they are old enough to behave.”
“What
can
it
be
that
detains
papa!”
said
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Caldwell’s

argument

was completed,and Mr. Carpenter made a speech
on the same side.
A resolution was adopted
authorizing the Secretary of War to consider
and
report on the expediency of setting apart
a portion of the
Island of Mackinaw
as a
public Park.
A resolution was adopted, also
involving an investigation into the accommodations furnished to, and the treatment of, steerage
passengers on shipboard.
Senator Gordon of

Georgia took his oath of office.

-

On Wednesday, the Senate was occupied chiefly in discussing the Caldwell case, Messrs. Conk.ling, Logan, Stockton and Morton taking part
in the debate.
Mr. Carpenter of Wisconsin was

elected president pro.tempore, vice Mr. Anthony of Rhode Island.
On
Thursday, the chief business before the
Senate was the Caldwell case, the debate on
whiglt
was continued
Messrs. Alcorn of Mississippi, Logan of . hii ois, and Buckingham of
Connecticut.

On Friday, in the Senate, the discussion of the
Caldwell case was continued, speeches being
‘made by Messrs. Scott of Pennsylvania, Morrill
of Vermont and Schurz of Missouri.
A resolution was introduced and laid over authorizing
the committee on commerce to sit during the recess and investigate the subject of subsidies to
steamship lines, and also to consider the propriety
of granting bounties to ship-builders.
Resolu-

,tions were also introduced and laid over, against
considering the case of Senator Patterson, and
that such action is not to be construed as approval
or disapproval of the finding of the special committee.
:

MISCELLANEOUS.

chief justice

of

New Hampshire, died suddenly at his home in
Concord, during the night of Monday.
He was
found dead in his bed.

-* A new volcano,
holes, has been
er California.

The Juniata,

with

more than, twenty rent-

discovered near

United

Moleje, in Low-

States steam

frigate, is

preparing for a cruise to the Bermudas to take
soundings for the contemplated laying of anoth-

er European cable.
Congressman Roberts, of the fifth New
city district, refuses, in
ceive any back pay.

A

serious affray has

Florida,

in

which

officers were

a published

occurred

the

driven

The

latest

York

eard, to re-

at Lake City,

postmaster

and

from the town.

returns

of the

county

The Unit-

New

Hampshire

that the democrats do not make a

clean sweep ofthe congressional districtsas at
first reported, the republican candidates in the
first qud second districts being elected. Governor Straw proves to have a majority of three or

four hundred.
August Mayford,
Central
morning

shaft, near
committed

himself down
feet

a miner

employed

at the

Scranton, Pa.,
Tuesday
sui¢ide
by precipitating

the shaft.

perpendicularly,

He

" A Connecticut firm is about to ship
of clocks to the * Heathen Chinee.”

** Cophology” is said to be the accepted term
for the science of instructing deaf mutes.
Chief Justice Chase is fitting up, for a permanent residence, a country seat which he has purchased near Washington.
.

There have been 231 earthquakes in New England since June, 1638.
Capen says that we are
entering another earthquake period.
As an instance of the remarkable amount of
freight traffic on the New York Central Railroad, it is stated that the freight cars of the cor-

poration, if stretched along
tend eighty miles;
miles, or one-fifth of

The

crushed

the line, would

ex-

and that of these, sixteen
all these cars, are daily in

use,

/

It has been said that the wheat of California is
worth more to that state than its gold.
A six
months’ review of the wwheat trade of California

shows a crop, sold

and

unsold, valued

000,000, and it is estimated that
will reach 40,000,000 centals.

the

at $24,

next crop

A man whom Dr. Chalmers engaged to manage a disorderly Sunday school, kept bis eyes
wide open during praying, and when one boy
thrust a pin into another he marched up the
aisle, still praying, and cuffed that boy’s ears,

again, praying al] the way.

Afi-

er that he was master of the situation, for the
boys thought that a man who could watch and

pray like that could not be put down.
The. Savannah Morning * News says:

Until

within a fel
years the exports of naval stores
from the United
States were almost exclusively
through the portof New York: but new the maJor portion are from the port of Wilmington direct. At the present time there are no less than
forty-one vessels under charter from that port
to Europe with naval stores, nearly all of them
to arrive, with canceling dates mainly im Febru-

ary, March and April, though a few extending to
The Territory of Wyoming is known to be
very rich in coal,most of which 1s of a bituminous
character.
But, for various reasons, this coal
makes little impression on the market of San
Francisco.
A single company in Wyoming have
the inside track; that is, they make such terms
with the railroad company as to practically exclude other companies from competition.
Professor 0. C. Marsh has recently discovered

some remarkable forms of bird-reptiles in Kansas. The feet are like those of bimds ana the
wings also ornithic; but the vertebra are biconcave (a form unknown in recent birds) and the
jaws furnished with teeth. There are two spe-

cies known, which he calls Ichthyornis dispar
and Apatornis celer. They probably belong to
the same division as the Archaeopteryx of Solenhofen.

fell four hundred

was

700 boxes

Few people realize how many

acres are unoc-

a} cupied in the Great West.
There are eleven
Territories, two or three of which are twice or
tic trouble,
:
three times as large as all New
England, and it
The epizootic is raging in Nevada with the us- is a small Territory that is not at least ten times
Colorado is thirteen
ual results. Some of the mills and mines in Gold as large as Massachusetts.
Hill, Silver City and Dayton have already sus- times as large as Massachusetts, while Dakota

shapeless mass,

and

Paragraphs.

May.

ed States authorities are investigating the matter. The cause of the trouble is not stated.

election show

is: probable, however, that a new ministry will
be formed under Mr. Disraeli, which will dissolve arliament andgo to the country.

and went back

‘Wagner, the Isle of Shoals murderer, was arraigned Wednesday, and held for trial at Alfred,
Muine, in May next.

The Hon. Henry A. Bellows,

Gladstone. No action
has yet been taken and
the future course of évents/ds, undetermined. It

into

act is ascribed to domes-

pended operations. The railroad
stations are
filling up with freight which can not be removed
as fast as it arrives. The country is being scour-

ed for oxen, the price of which has

advanced

100 per cent. since Saturday.
A serious conflict has arisen
ernor and lieutenant-governor

between the govof Nevada, from

. the refusal of the latter to surrender
of warden of
a new law.
session of the
bly resisted
militia to aid

the office

the State prison in compliance with
The governor tried to take posprison, Thursday, and being foreihas ordered out a detachment of
in the execution of the law.

The Rhode Island Republican State Convention

was

held

at’ Providence, Thursday,

and

The Hon. George 3. Boutwell of Mass. was
elected United States Senator, to sueceed Mr.
Wilson, in convention of the legislature, Wednesday, receiving 152 yotes out of 275 on the first

ballot.
Mr. Dawes had 115. Mr. Boutwell
withdrew from the Cabinet, Friday. The news
of his electionto the

United

States

thursday

expres-

sions of satisfaction on both sides of the chamber. He received congratulations from many,
including the President and Senator Sumner.

Judge

Richardson

charge of the

has

office

ury.

assumed

The Troy Times says: Here is a true dog story: A family down town having a false grate
in one of the rooms of the house placed some red
paper behind it to give the effect of fire. One of
the coldest days this winter the dog belonging to
the household came in from out of doors, and
seeing the paper in the grate, delmersiejpewalk:
the glowing heat as it came from. the fire. He
remained motionless for a few minutes; feeling
no warmth, he raised his ‘nead and looked over
his shoulder at the grate; still feeling no heat,he
arose and carefully applied his nose to the grateand smelt of it. It was as cold as ice. Witha
look of the most supreme disgust his tail curled

between his légs, every hair on his body:saying,
‘ I’m sold,” the dog trotted LSP of the room, not
even deigning to cast a look’at the party in the
room who had ‘watched his actions ar.d laughed

he

so

strictly

declines to interfere in Foster’s

.

Two murderers were executed in Illinois, Fri-

day—George Driver, at Chicago, for shooting his

concealed

the

fact

that

he

Coming Race” is that it contains a

In the Tyrolean mountains it is the custom of
women and

‘time

children to

and sing their

come ont when

national

songs

it is

until

their husbands and brothers answer from tke
Ifill, or on their return home.
On the shores of
the killing of Mrs. Mathews. Both confessed the the Adriatic such a custom prevails. There the
crimes for which they were hanged.
wives of the fishermen come down about sunIt is proposed to hold in St. Louis, some time set and sing a melody.
After singing the first
in May, a convention of congressmen from the ‘stanza they listen
awhile for the answering
Mississippi valley to concert measures for the strain fron) off the water, and listen till the wellmaterial benefit of their section of $8e country,
known voices come borne on the tide, telling
It ‘has been discovered at St, Louis that the that the loved ones are almost home.
mails between that city and the east have been
O’Connell one night scribbled off-hand in the
extensively robbed several times within two House of Commons the following famous parmonths, $50,000 in drafts having been taken at ody :
"
ope time,
Three colonels in three distan® counties born,

wife, and John W. Osborne, at Knoxville, for

The United States Supreme Court will give in
a few days a decision involving the right of women to practice law in the United States courts,

The English attorney-general proposes to reduce the number of jurymen,in all except eapital

cases, to seven, and to render yalid the verdict of

ida

=

The insurgents in Cuba appear to bé active and
some successes on their part: are reported.

insurgent general Rubalcaba has been

The

executed.

It is announced that General Diaz is elected
The German geographical societies propose to
sendan expedition to explore the western part

Sn

Orangeman, was rewarded by a~baronetey,
"A
year or two since he went. in a green oid age,to
his grave, whither his son has just followed him.
His grandson, the present baronet, was M. P.

a borough

which, now belongs

to

insurrectionists in Sina on,

killed and 600 wounded,
and his forees fled tos
ward Guadalajara; but finding that place fortified

The Germyn parliament convened Wednesday,

Ce

ry
.

:

own

succession to his

forward in the

present Lord CnsGladstone, being

Somebody

must

do

chiefs are forthcoming in their company. The
rage is for cultivation; but if women are useless
for practical purposes as fast us they become
cultivated, pray where are we to look for dinners
when the last row graduates from the comical

university?

There is a verse in a brilliant proph-

ecy of the futuré which assigns kings and queens

as servants; and it implies- that the most beautiful and lofty of the renovated human race will

have learned iioble and delicate ways of serving,
80 that the meanest work in the world- will not
be deemed beneath them: Inthe
social fabric

one duty is as essential as another. Somebody
must preach to people, inspire them, élevate

|.

them with essay, song, and gospel; but then
preachers and regenerated and uplifted alike
must have dinners and clean linen, or the cult- |
.
ure and amiability will have a hard struggle
Kil
The Exeter sectional Bollers and Ste
5
am Engines!
Perfect Safety!
The woman, be she wife, mother,
to survive,
The Greatest Floonomy and Durabili
Manuf
ty!
actur
ers of and dealers in Machinery
or employee, who ‘carefully attends to the physand Tools, Harris.pat.
on'Corn
s Mills, Steam Pumps, Steam Whistles, Water Guages, Judson’s Governors
,
ical well being of so many people as fall into her Scotch Glasses, Leather Belting,
Hemp
Packi ng,
h
ubber
Packin
,
Babbitt
Metal, soapstone Packing. Asbestos Felting, Lace Leather, Rubber Hose,
charge, does a better work than the one who
ors, Brown’s Pipe
ongs, Hair Felting,
Emery and Emery Cloth, Steam Pipe and Fittings.ow Water De
writes platitudes for newspapers, or utters sybilOrders by mail or express filled satistuctorily, in quality and price,
or goods can be returned at our
The good housekeeper does first- expense.
line lectures.
WM.
BURL
INGA
ME,
rate work; the lecturer or writer must be conAgent.
Salestooms, No. 76 Portland St., Boston.
tent, save in one case out of a thousand, to rank
Factory at Exeter, N. H..
as third or fourth rate. Nothing but buttons

of all maladies, the terrors as to what

may hap-

pen in a disorder so changeful, the alternations
of hopes and fears, and. the agony of battle with
aberrations and diseased opinions which it is
vainto strive to change or influence, combine
to torture the nursing friend; while close confinemeut and the usual unavailing effort to conceal the nature of the case, and the morbid horror which this disease creates, all unite to make
such attendance sadly dangerous for those near
of blood.
Tn fact, no one should be submitted
to so terrible an ordeal; and if it be impossible
to create for a case of insanity an asylum within

the house, with a paid

attendant,

then it is bet-

ter, as soonas may be, to place the patient in
some well-ordered hospital.
The picture I have
drawn is no sketeh from fancy ; many and many
a life, und, worse than that, many a mind, has
been wrecked by such service; while, as I have
said, and would like once more to urge as the
best of all reasons,it is impossible to devise a better plan for insuring the continuance of a case

of mental

disease

than

keeping

the

patient

in

the constant company of one or more members
of the same family.—Lippincott’s Magazine.

A Beautiful Experiment.
—

The following beautiful chemical experiment
may easily be performed by a lady, to the aston-

ishment of a circle at her tea party :
Take two or three leaves
of red cabbage,
cut them into sma'l bits, put them into a basin
and pour 1 pint of boiling water on them; let
it stand an_hour, then pour off the liquor into a
decanter, It will be a fine blue color. Then take
four wine glasses; into one pour six drops of
strong vinegar; into another six drops of solution

of soda; into the third

the sume quantity

ofa

strong. solution of alum, and let the fourth glass
remain empty.
The glasses may be prepared
some time before, and the few drops of colorless
liquids that have been placed in them will not
be noticed.
Fill up the glasses from the decanter, and the liquid poured into the glass containing the acid will quickly be.ome a beautiful red;
that in the glass containing the soda will become
a fine green; that poured into the empty one
will remain unchanged.
By adding a little vinegar to the green, it will immediately change to

a red, and adding a little solution

of xoda to the

red it will assume
the action of acids

thus showing
on vegetable

a fine green,
and
alkalis

blues.— Methodist.
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The question of economy is not the first one in
the advantages of housework.
American wom*
en need it for their health. The great want of
our nervous, complgining women in cities is
exercise. Taking horse-car trips to the park,
or going shopping, won’t supply reliet to the
muscles wasting for want of use, or stir the blood
from its languor. The ideal of perfect employment given by philosophers is four hours’ work
a day for the bodily wants, the rest lo be spent

in study and society.
theory,

leaving

suffer for it.

out

Debilitated

lation cause nearly all

which

make

Qur
the
the

our women

mediately with the chamois.
After the body is washed,

mysterious

disorders

thin, morbid

and use-

stairs injures them; they can’t walk-off-at a
breezy gait without losing breath. They
are’
tired if they travel, car-sick by rail, lose
\Xheir
honest appetite, and grow red or yellow in the
face, and have doleful diseases, whieh tire out
the patience of their friends. They can’t sweep,
for the dust hurts their lungs; they can’t turn
overa thirty-pound mattfess, nor do up their
own collars, for ironing is too hard for women,
as they comfortably
affirm
nowadays.
Upon
special occasions, such as getting up fairs or
entertaining compuny,these women rush into the
business with.a fianctic energy that goes off in
delirum and nine days’ uselessness,
If they

demand

briskly every day

employment up by degrees,
tired, vigor would return

for it.

Housework is better for

calling muscles into “play than gymnastics. and

tunes that never

Ohio

Farmer gives the following good
:
ofthe future growth, and in fact much
profits of the farmer arising from the
depends upon‘the care which it rectives
the first year.
I do not wish to be under-

in my knowledge.

Some steers, raised as above,

sold for $15, while

those of his neighbor,

had been well cared for while

which

young sold read-

ily at, $256. The quality of the stock of the former
was fully equal to the latter to start with.

their

of orhouse

affairs in the background as something to be

*‘ wear out,” for

Sheep

are the

only

tained or advanced

farm

stock

their

that have re=-

actual value

market during the past vear.

Itis

therefore for

the farmer’s interest that he carefully
ewes

and

lambs

at

this

in the

season,

watch his

Ewes

need

better care than wethers, and should be removed
to pens where they can be looked after daily.
As they near the time of lambing, they should
be again removed to a warm, dry pen and watched closely.
If the lamb comes weakly, it should

have a mouthful or two of warm
active enough to suck.

milk until it is

If it should become

ed, let it be removed at once, and warmed

chill-

and

fed until restored,
But there will be few weak
lambs if the ewes
are fed previously
with
good clover hay, a few gpots, and a handful of

oats daily,

No hogs should be permitted near

a pen of lambs; and the tamer and more

the sheep have been made, the less danger

will be of the ewe

resenting any

either with herself or

her

there

interference

lamb, and

it in consequerce.~Am. Ag...

gentle

-

disowning
ay

Washing ‘Wagons.
Washing wagons is too -often looked upon as
an operation solely for the purpose of remov-

lug a coat of mud;

this

bulk of the dirt has run

commencingat the

and do not wash

off, then use the sponge,

upper

portion

of the body,

over, too much surface at a |

is:
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BOOK.

From

lead,

selling

fled to judge.

say:—* Likely to

notices, every

has justly placed

article

it far above any

similar book.”—‘ Attracts and allurés the pupil.”—
«overtowins
melodies.”
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sale everywhere,
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Prices of Freewill Baptist Books.
Single and by the dozen;

also

Postage

on

ne Same

{
Price. Post. .e, Total,
Psalmody,18mo.in Sheep, single, 1.00.
. .I6
1.16
do
do
dozen, 9.60
1.
11.52
do Emboss’d Morocce,single, 1.10
J6
1.26
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dozen, 10.56
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12.52
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08
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©
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i
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\
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With

care of:

often seen turned in to a stack. In either case,
they are, when spring comes, so stunted and
poor that they make but aslow growth ever
afterward.
Consequently,
when
selling time
comes,the farmer finds his stock far behind in size
and price of the neighbors who had cared well
for their calves.
One instance of thix came with-

DEEP

++ 188 Lead,RedAm....

22 &..

choice extrall
West'rn sup..6

SUNSHINE

of the Calves.

nothing but hay till spring, or, as I have

VARIETY!

nary

gd mid.

St. Lows,

and prayer meeting. A few pages of practice and pieces
suitable
for Saturday afternoon and concert ocea~
sions.
PRICE SINGLE, 35 CENTS.
PER DOZEN, $3.60.
A single specimen copy of

Book.

takes good

00

Mid.to

FLOUR AND MEAL.

NEW

. INTENSE MELODIES!
Responsive Scripture readings, with many songs.
Illustrating!
Enforcing!
Inviting!
A novelty for every Christian worker. Hymns and

Oats should be bruised for an old horse, but
not for a young one, because the former, through
age and defective
teeth, can not chew them
properly; the young horse can do so, and they
are thus properly mixed with saliva, and turned into wholesome. nutriment.—~ELondon Horse

with

GREAT

Cuba, Clayed..

Do.shore. 8 00 23 00 |Beef—Mess,
Salmon, tee..30 00 @32 00 | Western....13 00 @l4 00-

SUNSHINE

CONTAINS

15

Low Middling. 19 4: 20 | Ground, pure .}1 @. 12

Mackerel,bbl.9

:
By P. P. BLISS,
For 1873, Now Ready:
Close to the heart!
Close to the Bible!
Close to the musical and religious needs of the
Sunday School.

of salt in a bucket of water is sufficient.

his stock the first year, he can afterward let them
run *“ hap-hazard;” every good farmer will see
that his stock at all times is well cared for. But
the first year is the foundation, it is the starting
point of their future growth.
There are many
farmers who are in the habit of giving their
ealves nothing but whey from the time they are
about three weeks old until they are weaned.
They are then left to run and pick their living as
best they may until winter, when they are taken
to the barn and put into some little back hovel,

would

SUNDAY SCHOOL SINGING BOOK,

little

is one of the, objects,
exercise taken with some other object in view is but they should
be washed any way. During the
always better than exercise for its own sake. summer
the varnishiloses its luster and assumes
Women who are busy in mental pursuits need
‘dally dirty appearinee unless ft is frequentthis diversion to rest their brains,” and balance Iv washed.
When'a wagon is badly covered
the nervous, power, They would find their acwith dirt, it is best to soak the dirt loose by wetcount in working an hour or two every half-day
ting
sponge, but not rubbing
with broom indoors or spade outside, and ‘the it. it with a. large
&
nervous jrfitability which makes. thém oftena
In cities, where water can be forced through
by word to their acquaintances would be exor- a
pipe, the sponge néed not be used until the
eised. The example would go far if women
dinary standing, instead of keeping

THE

MOLASSES.

13g.

rr

the var-

that

paint, and keep

SUNSHINE!

should have less.
Rack feeding is wasteful.
The better plan is
to feed with chopped hay, from a manger, because the food is not then thrown about, and is
more easily chewed and digested.
Sprinkle the hay with water that has salt dissolved in it, because it is pleasing to the animals
taste, and more easily digested. A teaspoonful

Of course they

muscle and bad circu-

horse

When a horse is worked hard, its food should
be mostly oats—if ot worked hard, its food
should be chiefly hay—because oats supply more
nutriment than any other kind of food; hay not
so much.
For a saddle or coach horse, half a peck of
sound oats and eighteen pounds of good hay are
sufficient.
If the hay is not good, add a quart

stood by this that if a farmer

of dust,

PRICES.
15, 1873.

25 @.. 30
Sperm. caves, 35 @.. 36
do. Sweet....
.. @§.. ..
do. Muscovades0 @..45
COAL.
Porto
Rico
vv...
40
§..66
Cannel...., 28 00 @30 00
OIL.
.
Pictou...eeea0 00 @ 0 00 |
Anthracite... 9 50 g10 00 Olive,
# gal
12581 30
Linseed—Eng.
.. @.. 74
COFFEE.
American....
97
@..
Java ¥ b..... 4 @8..2 Crude
Sperm1
50..
@ 1
St. Domingo... 19 @.. 21 | Do.
ale..
63 @..
RiO ssssvsnneass 31 Goo AH Refined do.... 0 @.. 85
COTTON.
Neatsfoot¥gal 1 20 @ 1 40

The greatest novelty of modern medical and chemical science is found in Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Purga.
tive Pellets, or Sugar-Coated, Concentrated Root and
Herbal Juice, An#i-Bilious Granules—scarcely larger
than mtstard seed, yet possessing as much cathartic
power as the old style of large, repulsive pills, while
they are more easily taken and are pleasant in effects.
25 cents a vial, by Druggists.
670

nutritive body in either.

The
advice:
Much
ofthe
stock,
during

CANDLES,

towards preserving the luster of the leather, and
prevent its getting hard and shrinking,

Hay or grass alone will not support a horse
under hard work, because there is not sufficient

Take Care

the particles

WHOLESALE

the week ending MAR.

Molds........

be rubbed over immediately after the leather
has been dried with the chamois, it will do-much

beans, and do not give

more of each; one that works

For

the carriage fresh and clean.
The leather top
should also be wiped off, and if an oiled cloth

skin diseases.

peck

remove

otherwise bed themselves in ‘the

because there is no proper nourishment in it.
Damaged
corn is exceedingly injurious, because it brings on inflammation of the bowels and

ora

carriage

Careful washing will tend to harden

nish,

such a practice is self-evident. Yet it is constantly done, and is the basis of disease of every
kind.
»
, Never use bad hay on aczount of its cheapness.

corn or

the

ly after using a carriage in hot weather the
leather and. trimmings should be dusted off, and
the paint well washed and wiped as directed,
using soft water if possible, but never using salt
water, as has been recommended by some who
are afraid that the supply of water will give out
in many of our cities if it is used for other than
drinking purposes.

All horses must not be fed in the same proportions, without regard to their ages, their constitutions, and their work; the impropriety of

Mix chaff with

BOSTON
wash

part and then the wheels; in washing the wheels
be careful to clean out'the dirt from between
the spokes, and wipe perfectly dry. Immediate

*

the latter alone, because it makes the
chew his food more and digest it better.

M arkets.

‘take clean water and a chamois skin, and dry im- !

—

women accept this

work.

less. All the iron, quinine, and bromides in the
city will noc restore tone toa disturbed system
without good old-fashioned exereise;in the shape
of sweeping, scouring, making beds and bread.
What are our women good for? They can’t stand
in one place ten minutes; running up and down

at the

Care of Horses.

‘The

time, as the water should never be allowed to
dry on the body; after washing with a sponge, !

physicians who meet with cases of nervous

disease, I have often been called upon to witness
the wreck of mind and body which the effort to
fulfill sucha task has brought about. Indeed,
I can think of nothing more likely to ensure loss
of health than an effort on the part of a young
person, especially if a relative, to nurse the insane.
Here, if in
agy case, are present in their
worst torms all the evils which make attendance
on the sick a trial of physical and mental health.
The greater the love for the sufferer, the more
unwise for both is the tral, the greater for the+
nurse is the strain. The incessant watching, the
weary waiting in this most sad and uncertain

four hours, taking
resting whenever

cases in point,
-

choly are best cared for in the patients’

up hanilkerchiefs?

WO RKS!

these things, for the gift of graces will not make
much impression unless buttons and handker-

houses; andif the doctor so decides, or if, as
often happens, some time must elapse before
he can come
to a decision,
the
question
of attendance
becomes
at once of the
gravest moment,
As to this there should be not
the slightest hesitation. In either of the cases gtated, there
should be selected a carefiil
and kindly attendant, -who, if possible, ought
never to be a relation or friend.
The reasons
for this are absurdly clear to a doctor, and are
briefly these: A stranger has control over cases
such as no kinswoman can obtain, and, unmoved | in domestic life! So there is nothing but clay
and marble in a scuiptor’s, or bones in a physiby too great sympathy or emotion,is far more
cian's work, and there is no career which does
able to carry out discreetly and firmly the needvot pa'l on the taste as surely as home work.
ed measures of relief. Moreover, for moral treatIn time women will find out the devotion, the
ment, it is usually needful more or less to isolate
poetry and honor of Keeping house—I do not
such sick persons, while it is plainly
undesiramean marrying and throwing their hearts info
ble and imprudent to expose other individuals
the work.
If they are not strong enough for the
of the sume blood,and possibly of like tendencies,
task, all that can be said is they are not fit to be
to the emotions and states of mind which close
women, and the sooner they change to angels
confinement with those they love, but who are
the better for them and the world,~Shirley
thus disordered, ire sure to bring about.
Like
Dare in Golden Age.
other

could be persuaded
-to work

Sir Richard: comes

subject of this brief

paper. The physician is very soon called upon
in these cases to decide whether the patient is
in such a state as to make residence and treatment at home desirable, or whether recourse to
ah asylum is best. There is a growing tendency
in the minds of thoughtful
alients to believe
that many instances of abberation or of melan-

theé"benevolent Sir Richard: Wallace, whose good

late Lord Leconfield and the
tletown, so created by, Mr.

; became demoralized, and have mostly dispersed.

with the

deeds since hie . succeeded to the estates left him
by the Marquis of Hertford have become a mat:
ter of world-wide fimé..-The nes Sir William"
Verner. has resigned his seat for Lisburn, to

he owns, and .where he is certain of elegtion.
He will be a valuable addition to Mr. Disraeli’s
flock at St. Stephens. Bir Richard will probably
be eventually created a peer, notwithstanding
his alleged bar sinister. This is oftén done when
a natural sor succeeds to his father’s estates, the

Fi

were defeated, Lozada lest 800

i

were Sibthorp, Verner and

conservative interest for Lisburn, which borough

ecu spisedforaimed
get theyRLexpegpenyLyeltie nd i

in woh: they"

trio

Knox. The bigotry of the second, a red-hot Irish

father, and

one, A considerable sum has alréady

Th

famous

stand for the county Antrim in

of Africa atid supplement the discoveries of Dr.

surpassed,

The next in bigotry, in both the last.’
The force of nature could no further go;
To beard the one, she shaved the other two.

for Lisburn,

chief justice of the supreme gourt of Mexico,

Li

Armagh, and Sligo did adorn;

The first in matchless impudence

This

FOREIGN.

a majority of these.

Lincoln,

closely connected

The Housekeeper's Work.

profession of his faith, a profession he always
shrank from making openly.
His ideal race believe, it may be recollected, in a Supreme Being,
The All-Good, but hold no other dogmas, and
use no religious rites.
the

count

There is another form of disease of which as
yet I have said nothing, but which is so surrounded with peril for the watching friends that
I should have failed in my task did I not most
earnestly
warn
my
readers of its dangers.
When a case of insanity in any of its many
forms falls upon some one in a household,certain
questions at once present themselves which are

That dog had

Lord Lytton was fond of publishing works
anonymously; but he usually avowed the au-

wrote “ The

Treas-

:

case,

nearly two

hundred thousand square miles the aggregate
territory of all the present admitted states of the
Union.
The Territory of Alaska contains 369,~
529,600 acres.

“son

The Crescent City National Bank of New Orleans failed Friday.
]
Governor Dix

one billion

by

thorship after a short time. It is said that the rea-

temporary

of Secretary of the

over

and a quarter acres, exceeding

so heartily ut his misfortunes,
reason as well as instinct.

Senate wus

with

The eleven Territories contain

ed up to it, curled up in the best way to receive

a (full

State ticket nominated, consisting of Henry Howard of Coventry for governor, C. C. Van Zandt
of Newport for jjeutenant-governor, J. M. Addeman, for Secretary of State, Samuel Clark for
treasurer-general, and Willard Sayles for attorney-general.

received in that body

and Arizona are half as large again as Colorado.

Insane Relatives.

MACHINE

®

Mr,

T ER

interest of their lives. ‘ Horrible!” cries an
advanced female: “ are women’s gifts given for
no other purpose than to sew on buttons and

ENEREERE
eeeeesee
© OO iat pts

British House of Commons, Tuesday night, was
followed Wednesday by the resignation of Mr.

On Tuesday, the case of Senator Caldwell was

further.

Irish university bill in the

Nursing

il

concede that itis the duty and
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The defeat of the

Rural any Domestic.

ignored, would

eeesse

:

p

discussed

Emperor in

The substance of the news from Spain is that
the radical deputies in the Cortes from Andalusia
are moving for the declaration of a federal “state
government in Andalusia based on free trade and
free ports; and the federalists at Madrid aye organizing a revolutionary central committee.

On Monday, the Senate was occupied mainly
with a discussion of Senator Caldwell’s case. Mr.
Morton made an argument against Mr. Caldwell,
and the latter supported his ‘case with a written

statement.
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